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4. Item List 
 
Part 1: Xitsonga Nouns 
ID-by-POS Dictionary Entry POS Tone SyllNr Meaning 
TSON-0001 munhu 1 LL 2 human being 
TSON-0005 muhleli 1 HHL 3 editor of newspaper, books 
TSON-0019 mutsendzeleki 1 0HHHL 5 vagabond, homeless wanderer 
TSON-0020 mafandleve 1 0HLH 4 deaf person 
TSON-0021 maxindyani 1 0HLL 4 yellow footed squirrel 
TSON-0022 madala 1 3 3 old man (pl. vamadala) 
TSON-0023 mbuya 1 HH 2 my dear (term of endearment) 
TSON-0024 mumbi 1 HH 2 potter, one who moulds 
TSON-0025 namu 1 HH 2 wife's younger sister, husband's younger brother 
TSON-0026 ntswatsi 1 HH 2 woman of ripe age 
TSON-0027 nuna 1 HH 2 husband 
TSON-0028 n'winyi 1 HH 2 (pl. veni or venyi) owner, master 
TSON-0029 Mhawuri 1 HHH 3 August 
TSON-0030 ntoloki 1 HHH 3 interpreter 
TSON-0031 ntsongwana 1 HHH 3 boy, child 
TSON-0032 wansati 1 HHH 3 (pl. vavasati) woman in general 
TSON-0033 wanuna 1 HHH 3 (pl. vavanuna) man 36-60 years 
TSON-0034 n'wagogosani 1 HHHHL 5 woodpecker 
TSON-0035 ndzisanyana 1 HHHL 4 young boy 
TSON-0036 siyabundzu 1 HHHL 4 sp. Of large black ant 
TSON-0037 ntsendzeleki 1 HHHL 4 person always on the move 
TSON-0038 wanhwanyana 1 HHHL 4 (pl. van-) young girl 9-16 years 
TSON-0039 manana 1 HHL 3 my, our mother 
TSON-0040 ntukulu 1 HHL 3 (pl. vat-) grandchild, sister's child 
TSON-0041 wanhwana 1 HHL 3 (vanh-) girl from puberty until birth of first chi 
TSON-0042 n'wana 1 HL 2 child, hence ortho-nephew or niece 
TSON-0043 blue 1 HL 2 blue colour 
TSON-0044 hahani 1 HLH 3 father's sister 
TSON-0045 ntswariwahandle 1 HLHHH 5 only used as curse by women 
TSON-0046 n'wankumi 1 HLL 3 lucky person, rich person 
TSON-0047 tata 1 L 2 father 
TSON-0048 gubya 1 LH 2 habitual liar 
TSON-0049 mudyi 1 LH 2 eater 
TSON-0050 nala 1 LH 2 enemy, foe 
TSON-0051 tshelwa 1 LH 2 child slow in learning to walk properly (pl 6) 
TSON-0052 yefro 1 LH 2 Mrs. Madam in mission circles 
TSON-0053 buti 1 LH 2 brother 
TSON-0054 Mahlahle 1 LHH 3 the morning star 
TSON-0055 makwavo 1 LHH 3 his, her brother, sister 
TSON-0056 makwenu 1 LHH 3 your brother, sister, cousin 
TSON-0057 makwerhu 1 LHH 3 my brother, sister, cousin 
TSON-0058 muaki 1 LHH 3 builder, inhabitant 
TSON-0059 Mubunu 1 LHH 3 Boer, Afrikaner 
TSON-0060 mufembi 1 LHH 3 diviner who finds out a sickness by sniffing 
TSON-0061 murisi 1 LHH 3 herdsman, herdboy 
TSON-0062 mutswari 1 LHH 3 in sing. father or mother, in pl. parents 
TSON-0063 muxingi 1 LHH 3 person who holds a baby in her arms 
TSON-0064 muyivi 1 LHH 3 one who steals, thief 
TSON-0065 kokwana 1 LHH 3 grand-father, grandmother, maternal uncles 
TSON-0066 masasani 1 LHHH 4 just, righteous person 
TSON-0067 Mawuwane 1 LHHH 4 July 
TSON-0068 mufambisi 1 LHHH 4 leader, guider, conductor 
TSON-0069 mukon'wana 1 LHHH 4 kinship term for person linked by marriage 
TSON-0070 mutoloki 1 LHHH 4 interpreter 
TSON-0071 muyimeri 1 LHHH 4 one who defends 
TSON-0072 Nyenyankulu 1 LHHH 4 March 
TSON-0073 Nyenyenyana 1 LHHH 4 February 
TSON-0074 madya-tshamile 1 LHHHL 5 lazy person 
TSON-0075 mulaveleri 1 LHHHL 5 keeper, steward, supervisor 
TSON-0076 mangawani 1 LHHL 4 Black-backed jackal 
TSON-0077 mudyandzhaka 1 LHHL 4 heir 
TSON-0078 malume 1 LHL 3 maternal uncle (vamalume) 
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TSON-0079 matsune 1 LHL 3 male of dog and carnivora only 
TSON-0080 mooswi 1 LHL 3 adulterer 
TSON-0081 mufana 1 LHL 3 boy 
TSON-0082 mugili 1 LHL 3 conjurer, performer of tricks 
TSON-0083 muhembi 1 LHL 3 liar 
TSON-0084 Mukula 1 LHL 3 Indian (Eng. coolie) (pl. Mak-) 
TSON-0085 muneri 1 LHL 3 missionary 
TSON-0086 Munghezi 1 LHL 3 Englishman 
TSON-0087 mutsari 1 LHL 3 writer, author 
TSON-0088 muvatli 1 LHL 3 carver, woodworker 
TSON-0089 tatana 1 LHL 3 my/our father 
TSON-0090 mufundhisi 1 LHLH 4 (gen.) Christian teacher 
TSON-0091 muhariva 1 LHLH 4 reciprocal term btwn wife and sister of a man 
TSON-0092 nakulobye 1 LHLH 4 his, her, their friend 
TSON-0093 nakuloni 1 LHLH 4 thy or your friend 
TSON-0094 nakulorhi 1 LHLH 4 my, our friend 
TSON-0095 mulunguntima 1 LHLHH 5 one who apes Europeans 
TSON-0096 nyabangakulu 1 LHLHH 5 ogre figuring in folk tales (like Mrs. Big-knife) 
TSON-0097 nandza 1 LL 2 servant, menial subject (pl. mal-) 
TSON-0098 nhlomi 1 LL 2 bride (pl. vahl-) 
TSON-0099 nyini 1 LL 2 mother, used to and by children only 
TSON-0100 n'wingi 1 LL 2 woman's father or mother in law 
TSON-0101 gidi 1 LL 2 thousand 
TSON-0102 matengu 1 LLH 3 the bird drongo, sb who goes to work very early 
TSON-0103 mubvana 1 LLH 3 young woman w children & who can have more 
TSON-0104 mufurhwa 1 LLH 3 Frenchman (pl. Maf-) 
TSON-0105 Mungoni 1 LLH 3 member of Ngoni tribe 
TSON-0106 nyamusoro 1 LLHH 4 diviner who finds a culprit by smelling 
TSON-0107 dzanakaye 1 LLHH 4 nine hundred 
TSON-0108 dzanantlhanu 1 LLHL 4 five hundred 
TSON-0109 jakatsa 1 LLL 3 garrulous person 
TSON-0110 magovhu 1 LLL 3 greedy eater 
TSON-0111 manghovo 1 LLL 3 Slender mungoose 
TSON-0112 mpaluxi 1 LLL 3 person who reveals his actions wo inhibition 
TSON-0113 muendzi 1 LLL 3 traveller, visitor, guest 
TSON-0114 mufiki 1 LLL 3 newcomer, one just arrived 
TSON-0115 muhanyi 1 LLL 3 one who lives! 
TSON-0116 Mulungu 1 LLL 3 person of European descent 
TSON-0117 munghana 1 LLL 3 intimate friend 
TSON-0118 mungoma 1 LLL 3 diviner 
TSON-0119 muyeni 1 LLL 3 guest, visitor 
TSON-0120 sejeni 1 LLL 3 (Eng.) sergeant 
TSON-0121 dokodela 1 LLLL 4 doctor (Afr. dokter) 
TSON-0122 mulutanyi 1 LLLL 4 trouble-maker 
TSON-0123 muluveri 1 LLLL 4 foreigner 
TSON-0124 muluvisi 1 LLLL 4 tax collector 
TSON-0125 nyavuntswaka 1 LLLL 4 person of evil disposition 
TSON-0126 dzanagidi 1 LLLL 4 hundred thousand 
TSON-0127 dzanamune 1 LLLL 4 four hundred 
TSON-0128 malokotswani 1 LLLLL 5 a curse (sb would like to see dead) 
TSON-0129 muavanyisi 1 LLLLL 5 one who apportions, judge 
TSON-0130 dzivamisoko 1 LLLLL 5 april 
TSON-0131 mbhalamaxuxwani 1 LLLLLL 6 person who in court reveals dealings 
TSON-0318 vana 2 HH 2 pl. of child 
TSON-0319 vavanuna 2 HLHH 4 pl. of wanuna, man 
TSON-0320 vavasati 2 HLHH 4 pl. of wansati, woman 
TSON-0321 vandzuwe 2 LHL 3 pl. of nandzuwe, comrades, pals 
TSON-0322 valala 2 LLH 3 pl. of enemy 
TSON-0323 valoyi 2 LLL 3 pl. of noyi, witch, wizard 
TSON-0324 vanhwana 2 LLL 3 pl. of wanhwana, girls 
TSON-0003 ntshembo 3 HH 2 hope 
TSON-0004 hangalako 3 HHHL 4 dispersion (as of Jews) 
TSON-0006 mfumo 3 HL 2 kingdom 
TSON-0009 ntsumbu 3 LH 2 corpse 
TSON-0017 ntluntlamo 3 LLL 3 squatting 
TSON-0327 mbvuva 3   2 sp. of Low Veld tree 
TSON-0328 mbhinyi 3 HH 2 handle of hoe 
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TSON-0329 mbitsi 3 HH 2 disgust, distress 
TSON-0330 mkhulu 3 HH 2 chief or headman 
TSON-0331 moya 3 HH 2 wind, air, spirit 
TSON-0332 mpandla 3 HH 2 baldness 
TSON-0333 mpoti 3 HH 2 short stem of stalk 
TSON-0334 munyu 3 HH 2 salt 
TSON-0335 musi 3 HH 2 smoke, steam 
TSON-0336 nchavo 3 HH 2 fear, fright, panic 
TSON-0337 nchumu 3 HH 2 something 
TSON-0338 ncila 3 HH 2 tail of quadrupeds 
TSON-0339 ncuva 3 HH 2 game of men 
TSON-0340 ndzheko 3 HH 2 long-handled drinking calabash 
TSON-0341 ndzhombo 3 HH 2 head of abscess or carbuncle 
TSON-0342 ndzingo 3 HH 2 trial, test, temptation 
TSON-0343 nhloti 3 HH 2 tear (pl. mihl-) 
TSON-0344 ntlhohe 3 HH 2 light colour, light brown colour 
TSON-0345 ntsandza 3 HH 2 log 
TSON-0346 ntsengo 3 HH 2 number, amount, sum 
TSON-0347 ntshembo 3 HH 2 hope, promise 
TSON-0348 ntsonga 3 HH 2 crop-watcher's shelter 
TSON-0349 ntsuvi 3 HH 2 vinegar 
TSON-0350 ntungu 3 HH 2 epidemic, plague 
TSON-0351 nxenhe 3 HH 2 the tree "Rhodesian Mahogany" 
TSON-0352 nyopfi 3 HH 2 anus 
TSON-0353 n'wala 3 HH 2 nail of man and animal 
TSON-0354 n'wambu 3 HH 2 (pl. min'w-) the shrub Mimusops mochisia Bak 
TSON-0355 n'weti 3 HH 2 moonshine 
TSON-0356 wanga 3 HH 2 in 'tindleve ta miwanga' big jug ears 
TSON-0357 ntsandzavahlayi 3 HH0HL 5 the uncountable, innumerable 
TSON-0358 mbisana 3 HHH 3 badly cooked lumpy food 
TSON-0359 mbukwani 3 HHH 3 bad temper lasting a long time 
TSON-0360 nchechenyi 3 HHH 3 the small tree "Buffalo thorn" 
TSON-0361 nchugulu 3 HHH 3 the shrub Carissa bispinosa 
TSON-0362 ndandanyi 3 HHH 3 sp. of twinning herb 
TSON-0363 ntsengele 3 HHH 3 the shurb "Sour Plum" (pl. mit-) 
TSON-0364 ntsotsombo 3 HHH 3 something doen reluctantly 
TSON-0365 nxanatsi 3 HHH 3 (pl. mix-) the tree "Mopani" 
TSON-0366 n'walungu 3 HHH 3 north (no pl.) 
TSON-0367 phasanaphasana 3 HHHHHH 6 tangle mass as of string 
TSON-0368 fambafambiso 3 HHHHL 5 movement 
TSON-0369 mpfampfarhuto 3 HHHL 4 scratch, esp. in bad ploughing 
TSON-0370 nchinanchino 3 HHHL 4 earthquake 
TSON-0371 kongomelo 3 HHHL 4 aim reached 
TSON-0372 ntolovelo 3 HHHL 4 habit 
TSON-0373 ntseketselo 3 HHHL 4 insult, abuse 
TSON-0374 ntsetselelo 3 HHHL 4 act of compassion 
TSON-0375 ntumbuluko 3 HHHL 4 the creation, cosmost, nature, origin 
TSON-0376 nxongotelo 3 HHHL 4 support, consolation 
TSON-0377 fambelano 3 HHHL 4 communication 
TSON-0378 hambanyiso 3 HHHL 4 variation 
TSON-0379 mpambulo 3 HHL 3 tribute in kind to chief after harvest 
TSON-0380 mpfanganyo 3 HHL 3 mixture 
TSON-0381 nchumbuto 3 HHL 3 short talk exposing very briefly a matter 
TSON-0382 ndzhukano 3 HHL 3 insult 
TSON-0383 ntsuntsuxo 3 HHL 3 light rain, brief shower ; powder, dust 
TSON-0384 ntsutsumo 3 HHL 3 race, flight, run as in sentence 
TSON-0385 ntwelelo 3 HHL 3 ear passage 
TSON-0386 ntwisiso 3 HHL 3 understanding, intellect, brains 
TSON-0387 nxakama 3 HHL 3 the deciduous shrub "Shakama Plum" 
TSON-0388 nxojowa 3 HHL 3 the tree "Kudu Berry" 
TSON-0389 hambano 3 HHL 3 variation 
TSON-0390 mafambaborile 3 HHLLH 6 the tree "Raasblaar" (useless for building) 
TSON-0391 mbhanyi 3 HL 2 pointed stake or digging stick to dig holes 
TSON-0392 mbulwa 3 HL 2 the tree "Mobola Plum" 
TSON-0393 mbulwa 3 HL 2 meek quiet silent person 
TSON-0394 movha 3 HL 2 motor car, motor lorry 
TSON-0395 mpfilwa 3 HL 2 the small tree or shrub "Wild Medlar" 
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TSON-0396 mpfundla 3 HL 2 hare 
TSON-0397 muna 3 HL 2 eruption on skin 
TSON-0398 mvuva 3 HL 2 the small tree "Zulu Bush Willow" 
TSON-0399 nala 3 HL 2 the shrub or small tree 
TSON-0400 nambu 3 HL 2 river (pl. milambu) 
TSON-0401 nceka 3 HL 2 piece of material worn tied round waist by men 
TSON-0402 ncimba 3 HL 2 excrement (of fowl, carnivores) 
TSON-0403 ndzhuti 3 HL 2 shadow, shade 
TSON-0404 ndzhwalo 3 HL 2 burden, load 
TSON-0405 ndzuvo 3 HL 2 tribute, tax (pl. mil-) 
TSON-0406 nhlana 3 HL 2 back, spinal cord (pl. min-) 
TSON-0407 nhlata 3 HL 2 sweet potato 
TSON-0408 ntonga 3 HL 2 dried meat, biltong 
TSON-0409 ntsandze 3 HL 2 bole or trunk of large tree after felling 
TSON-0410 ntswamba 3 HL 2 milk no longer warm but not coagulated 
TSON-0411 nhlekanhi 3 HLH 3 midday (10-15 o'clock) 
TSON-0412 ntundwane 3 HLH 3 wide-bottomed basket 
TSON-0413 kenyengwana 3 HLHL 4 node of reed, grass 
TSON-0414 kelukelu 3 HLHL 4 broken heart 
TSON-0415 ncololwani 3 HLHL 4 Karoo korhan, bustard 
TSON-0416 fularhela 3 HLHL 4 person who turns his back on others 
TSON-0417 ntlulamani 3 HLHL 4 competition 
TSON-0418 n'wahuva 3 HLL 3 var. of sorghum 
TSON-0419 ntshirimuko 3 HLLL 4 rush of a crowd, all towards one spot 
TSON-0420 getle 3 LH 2 kurper (fish) 
TSON-0421 mbhacha 3 LH 2 roasted grains of maize 
TSON-0422 mova 3 LH 2 sugar cane 
TSON-0423 mpala 3 LH 2 deep narrow burrow in ground 
TSON-0424 mpfhuka 3 LH 2 distance 
TSON-0425 mpingu 3 LH 2 burden 
TSON-0426 mubya 3 LH 2 strap of babysling 
TSON-0427 muhlwa 3 LH 2 termites 
TSON-0428 mumu 3 LH 2 heat, drought (pl. mimumu) 
TSON-0429 murhi 3 LH 2 tree, plant 
TSON-0430 musa 3 LH 2 gentleness, kindness (Zu.) 
TSON-0431 nandzu 3 LH 2 fault, offence (pl. mil-) 
TSON-0432 ncele 3 LH 2 small hole or burrow 
TSON-0433 nchali 3 LH 2 rug (Eng. shawl) 
TSON-0434 Ndzati 3 LH 2 September 
TSON-0435 ndzhenga 3 LH 2 afternoon 
TSON-0436 ndzhongo 3 LH 2 humidity or dampness of soil 
TSON-0437 ntlunya 3 LH 2 dense stupid person, naïve and inexperienced 
TSON-0438 ntshiva 3 LH 2 mane (of donkey) 
TSON-0439 ntsumbu 3 LH 2 corpse, carcass, cadaver 
TSON-0440 n'wehla 3 LH 2 big gap between incisors 
TSON-0441 xangu 3 LH 2 cunning, trick, deception 
TSON-0442 kavavangaheti 3 LH0LHL 6 large dead animal 
TSON-0443 muchaga 3 LHH 3 afterbirth 
TSON-0444 muchini 3 LHH 3 implement, engine (Eng.) 
TSON-0445 mugerho 3 LHH 3 water furrow, canal 
TSON-0446 mugogo 3 LHH 3 bar on a door 
TSON-0447 mahosi 3 LHH 3 rear part of a hut, on the outside 
TSON-0448 mukhosi 3 LHH 3 alarm, call to arms, call for help 
TSON-0449 mukhuva 3 LHH 3 custom, usage, wont, habits 
TSON-0450 mukwana 3 LHH 3 knife 
TSON-0451 musumo 3 LHH 3 part of any good thing 
TSON-0452 ndzhulwane 3 LHH 3 the plant "gifappel" 
TSON-0453 nhlampfurha 3 LHH 3 cator-oil plant 
TSON-0454 mugogojelo 3 LHHHL 5 long staff of old men 
TSON-0455 muqivela 3 LHHL 4 Saturday (Zu.) 
TSON-0456 mulamula 3 LHHL 4 orange tree 
TSON-0457 mubedo 3 LHL 3 bed (Eng.) 
TSON-0458 mugiva 3 LHL 3 pole, rod or rope suspended horizontally in hut 
TSON-0459 mugiyo 3 LHL 3 song and dance celebrating victory 
TSON-0460 mukapu 3 LHL 3 soft maize porridge 
TSON-0461 munywani 3 LHL 3 the herb Epaltes alata Steetze 
TSON-0462 rivata 3 LHL 3 'make-to-forget medicine' 
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TSON-0463 N'wendzamhala 3 LHLH 4 December 
TSON-0464 phesaphesa 3 LHLH 4 throng of people moving in various directions 
TSON-0465 mbaha 3 LL 2 hen 
TSON-0466 mbango 3 LL 2 place, spot (pl. miva-) 
TSON-0467 mbhurhi 3 LL 2 handsome face or person 
TSON-0468 mfava 3 LL 2 sp. of tall grass similar to sweet sorghum 
TSON-0469 mfungho 3 LL 2 sign, mark, seal 
TSON-0470 miri 3 LL 2 body 
TSON-0471 mpimo 3 LL 2 measure 
TSON-0472 mpundzu 3 LL 2 dawn 
TSON-0473 mune 3 LL 2 four 
TSON-0474 muphye 3 LL 2 sp. of herb used as vegetable 
TSON-0475 murhu 3 LL 2 soup, sauce, gravy 
TSON-0476 musi 3 LL 2 pestle 
TSON-0477 ncopi 3 LL 2 arrow 
TSON-0478 ndyangu 3 LL 2 family 
TSON-0479 ndzhope 3 LL 2 mud, 
TSON-0480 ndziho 3 LL 2 fine, payment of damages 
TSON-0481 ndzilo 3 LL 2 fire 
TSON-0482 nenge 3 LL 2 leg, foot (pl. mil-) 
TSON-0483 nhlanga 3 LL 2 old maize land with dry stalks standing about 
TSON-0484 nhlava 3 LL 2 sp. of plant 
TSON-0485 nhlengo 3 LL 2 collection of gifts as to a chief 
TSON-0486 ntoma 3 LL 2 the tree "Transvaal Ebony" (pl. mit, mint-) 
TSON-0487 ntsako 3 LL 2 pleasure, joy 
TSON-0488 ntshungu 3 LL 2 throng, crowd 
TSON-0489 ntsindza 3 LL 2 chief's village, capital, importance 
TSON-0490 ntsuvi 3 LL 2 wet mist, overcast sky 
TSON-0491 nxakwa 3 LL 2 trunk of elephant 
TSON-0492 nxavo 3 LL 2 (pl. mix-) purchase, anything bought 
TSON-0493 nyuku 3 LL 2 sweat 
TSON-0494 senga 3 LL 2 (pl. vu- 14) bracelet, bangle 
TSON-0495 mudoro 3 LL 3 prickly pear, jointed cactus 
TSON-0496 mpfinyano 3 LLH 3 wrestling 
TSON-0497 muganga 3 LLH 3 small district 
TSON-0498 mugodi 3 LLH 3 mine (Zu.) hole in the ground as a hiding place 
TSON-0499 muhwenga 3 LLH 3 long 'official' envelope and letter enclosed 
TSON-0500 muladza 3 LLH 3 food cooked the day before 
TSON-0501 munyama 3 LLH 3 darkness 
TSON-0502 muxaxa 3 LLH 3 camp, temporary shelter 
TSON-0503 muyombva 3 LLH 3 banana 
TSON-0504 magazini 3 LLHL 4 permanganate of potash crystals 
TSON-0505 muqivela 3 LLHL 4 Saturday 
TSON-0506 gomucha 3 LLL 3 hornless beast 
TSON-0507 mpfumelo 3 LLL 3 acceptance, agreement 
TSON-0508 mphongolo 3 LLL 3 cask, barrel 
TSON-0509 mphumelo 3 LLL 3 overcast sky 
TSON-0510 mucato 3 LLL 3 marriage ceremony (Zu.) 
TSON-0511 mudende 3 LLL 3 old age pension 
TSON-0512 mugayo 3 LLL 3 maize meal 
TSON-0513 mihlolo 3 LLL 3 portent, marvel, miracle 
TSON-0514 muholo 3 LLL 3 wage, pay, salary 
TSON-0515 mujeko 3 LLL 3 flag 
TSON-0516 mukhusu 3 LLL 3 dehydrated vegetables for winter use 
TSON-0517 murhundzu 3 LLL 3 urine 
TSON-0518 muxaka 3 LLL 3 species, kind, race 
TSON-0519 nandzulo 3 LLL 3 negative, denial (pl. mil-) 
TSON-0520 nangiso 3 LLL 3 choice (pl. mil-) 
TSON-0521 ndzeriso 3 LLL 3 order, command 
TSON-0522 nhlakulo 3 LLL 3 weeds growing in land 
TSON-0523 Nhlangula 3 LLL 3 October 
TSON-0524 nhlomulo 3 LLL 3 sorrow, mental anguish (pl. 6. mahl-) 
TSON-0525 ntsumbula 3 LLL 3 manioc, cassava 
TSON-0526 nxixiso 3 LLL 3 cunning, distraction of another's attention 
TSON-0527 anakanyo 3 LLLL 4 thought, reflection 
TSON-0528 mpfumawulo 3 LLLL 4 sound, noise 
TSON-0529 mukhuhlwana 3 LLLL 4 cough, cold 
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TSON-0530 mvumayila 3 LLLL 4 the tree "White Seringa" 
TSON-0531 ndzelekano 3 LLLL 4 boundary, border 
TSON-0532 gingiriko 3 LLLL 4 activity, untiring zeal 
TSON-0533 nhlohlotelo 3 LLLL 4 incitement, urging 
TSON-0534 gingiriko 3 LLLL 4 activity 
TSON-0535 gwitsiriso 3 LLLL 4 refrigeration 
TSON-0536 muthonangazi 3 LLLLH 5 bilharzia (a parasitic disease) 
TSON-0537 musumbunuku 3 LLLLL 5 Monday (Zu.) 
TSON-0538 madorobeni 3 LLLLL 5 urbanisation 
TSON-0539 mianakanyo 4 0LLLL 5 thoughts, recollection 
TSON-0540 mixo 4 LH 2 morning, daybreak 
TSON-0541 midyoho 4 LHH 3 note or melody out of tune, cacophony 
TSON-0542 mihloti 4 LHH 3 tears 
TSON-0543 miroho 4 LHH 3 greens, vegetables 
TSON-0544 misava 4 LHH 3 earth, soil, sand 
TSON-0545 misahu 4 LHH 3 jokes, joking 
TSON-0546 mikhumbulo 4 LHHL 4 thoughts (Zu.) 
TSON-0547 mivilelo 4 LHHL 4 complaints 
TSON-0548 mijamujamu 4 LHLHL 5 hallucinations 
TSON-0549 mihoni 4 LLH 3 slowness, dawdling 
TSON-0550 mihupa 4 LLH 3 silliness, foolishness 
TSON-0551 mikolo 4 LLL 3 swollen tonsils (also minkolo) 
TSON-0552 milomu 4 LLL 3 lips, small opening 
TSON-0553 misengo 4 LLL 3 hearing of court case 
TSON-0554 mihahamo 4 LLLL 4 nightmare 
TSON-0555 miehleketo 4 LLLLL 5 thoughts 
TSON-0556 miharihari 4 LLLLL 5 foolish puerile behavior 
TSON-0002 siku 5 HH 2 day 
TSON-0008 lawu 5 HL 2 bed 
TSON-0014 rihlaya 5 LLH 3 jaw 
TSON-0557 riphunga 5 0HL 3 smell (nice or bad), bad reputation 
TSON-0558 banga 5 HH 2 hack-knife, sword 
TSON-0559 barha 5 HH 2 wheelbarrow 
TSON-0560 bulo 5 HH 2 conversation 
TSON-0561 bundzu 5 HH 2 bump, bulge, clot 
TSON-0562 den'we 5 HH 2 dungbeetle 
TSON-0563 dyelo 5 HH 2 grazing, pasture 
TSON-0564 dzovo 5 HH 2 skin or hide of an animal 
TSON-0565 gama 5 HH 2 eagle 
TSON-0566 gamba 5 HH 2 flat water tortoise 
TSON-0567 gondzo 5 HH 2 broad much used path 
TSON-0568 hlampfu 5 HH 2 branch cutt off to be used 
TSON-0569 kaya 5 HH 2 home, at home (pl. makaya) 
TSON-0570 khamba 5 HH 2 bandit, robber 
TSON-0571 khombo 5 HH 2 misfortune, mishap 
TSON-0572 khondzo 5 HH 2 lumbar region, rump 
TSON-0573 koti 5 HH 2 vulture 
TSON-0574 khudzu 5 HH 2 thumb 
TSON-0575 khwirhi 5 HH 2 belly, stomach 
TSON-0576 kwembe 5 HH 2 pumpkin 
TSON-0577 khwirhi 5 HH 2 belly, stomach 
TSON-0578 koti 5 HH 2 vulture 
TSON-0579 kungu 5 HH 2 plan, intention, design 
TSON-0580 lapi 5 HH 2 cloth, piece of material (Afr. lappie) 
TSON-0581 lawu 5 HH 2 sleeping hut for boys (Zu.) 
TSON-0582 lembe 5 HH 2 year 
TSON-0583 lundza 5 HH 2 hump, of cattle 
TSON-0584 lwandle 5 HH 2 sea 
TSON-0585 lwangu 5 HH 2 roof 
TSON-0586 patu 5 HH 2 road (Afr. Pad) 
TSON-0587 mpongo 5 HH 2 noise, uproar 
TSON-0588 qivi 5 HH 2 (Zu.) swamp or pan that has water the whole year 
TSON-0589 rhaku 5 HH 2 buttock 
TSON-0590 rhambu 5 HH 2 bone 
TSON-0591 rhavi 5 HH 2 branch, arm of river 
TSON-0592 rhumbi 5 HH 2 deserted village site, ruin 
TSON-0593 saka 5 HH 2 (Afr.) grain bag, gunny sack 
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TSON-0594 sava 5 HH 2 (coll. No pl.) sand 
TSON-0595 sondzo 5 HH 2 hoof, leg of animal below the knee 
TSON-0596 sweko 5 HH 2 hearth stone or substitute 
TSON-0597 tihlo 5 HH 2 eye (pl. mahlo) 
TSON-0598 tiko 5 HH 2 country 
TSON-0599 tino 5 HH 2 tooth (pl. meno, matino) 
TSON-0600 torha 5 HH 2 thirst 
TSON-0601 toya 5 HH 2 coward 
TSON-0602 tshaku 5 HH 2 part of vessel on which it stands 
TSON-0603 vala 5 HH 2 color, spot, stripe 
TSON-0604 vele 5 HH 2 female human breast 
TSON-0605 vito 5 HH 2 name 
TSON-0606 voko 5 HH 2 arm, hand, foreleg 
TSON-0607 vumba 5 HH 2 potter's clay 
TSON-0608 vuthu 5 HH 2 troop, regiment 
TSON-0609 xuka 5 HH 2 rough blanket 
TSON-0610 dongani 5 HHH 3 carpenter bee 
TSON-0611 gerere 5 HHH 3 sp. of large swarming locust 
TSON-0612 sunguti 5 HHH 3 January 
TSON-0613 tatana 5 HHH 3 one of the first ripe figs of season 
TSON-0614 thwasani 5 HHH 3 person who is possessed by the spirits 
TSON-0615 tsikwana 5 HHH 3 hiccough 
TSON-0616 gondzo ra tiko 5 HHHHH 5 national road 
TSON-0617 dzingamuti 5 HHHL 4 one staying in village all the time 
TSON-0618 kapakapa 5 HHHL 4 bread leaf 
TSON-0619 kwikwirimba 5 HHHL 4 obstinate silence, fortitude under maltreatment 
TSON-0620 lavelelo 5 HHHL 4 expectation 
TSON-0621 vilikonye 5 HHHL 4 fly larva hatched from egg laid under skin 
TSON-0622 buloho 5 HHL 3 European-made bridge 
TSON-0623 byokota 5 HHL 3 the bird bulbul 
TSON-0624 gonyongo 5 HHL 3 bag partly full 
TSON-0625 kherefu 5 HHL 3 address on a letter (Eng. care of) 
TSON-0626 pololo 5 HHL 3 late fig 
TSON-0627 sungulo 5 HHL 3 (usu. Pl.) beginning, foundations of a building 
TSON-0628 dzingandleve 5 HHLH 4 one who turns a deaf ear 
TSON-0629 khalavatla 5 HHLH 4 watermelon 
TSON-0630 perikisi 5 HHLH 4 peach 
TSON-0631 sukumbela 5 HHLH 4 centipede scolopendra 
TSON-0632 thugamama 5 HHLH 4 young girl whose breast are just starting to devel 
TSON-0633 fambelo ra ngati 5 HHLHLH 6 blood circulation 
TSON-0634 baji 5 HL 2 jacket, coat 
TSON-0635 mbango 5 HL 2 place 
TSON-0636 gomo 5 HL 2 bulging forehead 
TSON-0637 guxe 5 HL 2 sp. of plant eaten as vegetable 
TSON-0638 hahlwa 5 HL 2 twin (of human beings, calves) 
TSON-0639 hanci 5 HL 2 horse (Zulu) 
TSON-0640 kanyi 5 HL 2 kaffir plum 
TSON-0641 kholwa 5 HL 2 man gone to work in town 
TSON-0642 khutla 5 HL 2 bull frog 
TSON-0643 ntloko 5 HL 2 lateral click expressing vexation 
TSON-0644 phini 5 HL 2 (Eng.) pin (rudder fitting into an eye-bolt) 
TSON-0645 phisa 5 HL 2 skilled professional hunter 
TSON-0646 mpoxo 5 HL 2 noise as of large gathering 
TSON-0647 sahu 5 HL 2 (Afr.) saw 
TSON-0648 sala 5 HL 2 fruit of monkey orange 
TSON-0649 socha 5 HL 2 (Eng.) soldier 
TSON-0650 tita 5 HL 2 fruit of the ntita 
TSON-0651 tshwinga 5 HL 2 heavy burden of wood 
TSON-0652 tsolo 5 HL 2 knee 
TSON-0653 vhiki 5 HL 2 (Afr.) week 
TSON-0654 vhilwa 5 HL 2 (Afr.) wheel, tyre 
TSON-0655 vhinyo 5 HL 2 (port.) wine 
TSON-0656 wulu 5 HL 2 (Eng.) wool 
TSON-0657 bavhu 5 HL 2 bath 
TSON-0658 gungu 5 HL 2 bush, shrub 
TSON-0659 n'an'ana 5 HL0 3 the bird Trumpeter hornbill 
TSON-0660 bikiri 5 HLH 3 mug (Afr. beker) 
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TSON-0661 bokota 5 HLH 3 the bird bulbul 
TSON-0662 dzuvula 5 HLH 3 snake cast 
TSON-0663 dzolonga 5 HLH 3 quarrel 
TSON-0664 khehele 5 HLH 3 armpit 
TSON-0665 khukhuri 5 HLH 3 debris deposted by river in flood (usu. pl) 
TSON-0666 langavi 5 HLH 3 flame 
TSON-0667 letere 5 HLH 3 character, letter, symbol 
TSON-0668 phorisa 5 HLH 3 policeman (Eng.) 
TSON-0669 sikiri 5 HLH 3 (Afr.) sickle 
TSON-0670 desika 5 HLH 3 desk 
TSON-0671 babalaza 5 HLHL 4 hang-over, ague 
TSON-0672 hekuheku 5 HLHL 4 woman of passionate temperament 
TSON-0673 sululwani 5 HLHL 4 dizziness, faintness 
TSON-0674 bitirhuti 5 HLHL 4 beetroot 
TSON-0675 bubutsa 5 HLL 3 dust-laden wind 
TSON-0676 ntsikwana 5 HLL 3 hiccup 
TSON-0677 phokolo 5 HLL 3 large deep wound 
TSON-0678 vhengele 5 L 3 (Afr.) shopt, store 
TSON-0679 bindzu 5 LH 2 gain, profit 
TSON-0680 dohe 5 LH 2 peanut almost mature, eaten with shell 
TSON-0681 ganga 5 LH 2 long ridge, plateau 
TSON-0682 gome 5 LH 2 sadness, grief 
TSON-0683 guda 5 LH 2 veranda, enclosure of a hut 
TSON-0684 gwadi 5 LH 2 var. of watermelon for feed pig 
TSON-0685 hahu 5 LH 2 lung 
TSON-0686 hanti 5 LH 2 bark of a tree 
TSON-0687 hlolwa 5 LH 2 Cape hunting dog 
TSON-0688 katla 5 LH 2 shoulder (pl. makatla) 
TSON-0689 khele 5 LH 2 big hole in the ground 
TSON-0690 khoswa 5 LH 2 part, portion 
TSON-0691 khumbi 5 LH 2 slave 
TSON-0692 khumbi 5 LH 2 wall 
TSON-0693 khuyu 5 LH 2 molar 
TSON-0694 lori 5 LH 2 lorry, truck (Eng.) 
TSON-0695 nghemba 5 LH 2 man who is father of tall strong sons 
TSON-0696 nhluke 5 LH 2 regrowth on stump of felled tree 
TSON-0697 nyala 5 LH 2 (pl. man-) low character, defect offense 
TSON-0698 phehlwa 5 LH 2 cream gathering on milk, butter 
TSON-0699 rheve 5 LH 2 side of body, generally of humans 
TSON-0700 rifu 5 LH 2 death, loss (pl. mafu) 
TSON-0701 rito 5 LH 2 (pl. mar-) word, speech, voice 
TSON-0702 sekwa 5 LH 2 wild goose 
TSON-0703 sirha 5 LH 2 tomb, grave 
TSON-0704 tamba 5 LH 2 large flat rock level with the ground 
TSON-0705 tandza 5 LH 2 (pl. mandza, matandza) egg 
TSON-0706 thonsi 5 LH 2 drop 
TSON-0707 tlhari 5 LH 2 spear (pl. matlhari, weapons) 
TSON-0708 tshanga 5 LH 2 cattle kraal 
TSON-0709 thonsi 5 LH 2 drop 
TSON-0710 tshopi 5 LH 2 porridge of pumpkin and maize flour 
TSON-0711 tshuri 5 LH 2 mortar, (fig.) molar, hub of wheel 
TSON-0712 tsotsi 5 LH 2 gangster 
TSON-0713 vangwa 5 LH 2 space between two points 
TSON-0714 vele 5 LH 2 any grain crop, maize 
TSON-0715 bindzu 5 LH 2 trade, business 
TSON-0716 fura 5 LH 2 France 
TSON-0717 gayisa 5 LHH 3 worker returning home from town 
TSON-0718 khuwana 5 LHH 3 large spherical earthenware pot 
TSON-0719 lambaza 5 LHH 3 soft maize porridge 
TSON-0720 ribungu 5 LHH 3 red, brownish red (no pl.) 
TSON-0721 rifumu 5 LHH 3 wealth, possessions, property 
TSON-0722 rifuva 5 LHH 3 consumption, miner's phthisis 
TSON-0723 rifuwo 5 LHH 3 wealth in livestock (no pl.) 
TSON-0724 rihlevo 5 LHH 3 (usu. Pl0 defamation, malicious gossip 
TSON-0725 rikala 5 LHH 3 ember, glowing coal (usu. Pl.) 
TSON-0726 thanyani 5 LHH 3 Fat mouse 
TSON-0727 phaphatana 5 LHHH 4 butterfly 
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TSON-0728 boboma 5 LHL 3 waterfall, rapids 
TSON-0729 bodlhongo 5 LHL 3 variety of fig 
TSON-0730 gamboko 5 LHL 3 snow (afr. Kapok) 
TSON-0731 gavadi 5 LHL 3 clod, old brick 
TSON-0732 gubyeni 5 LHL 3 habitual liar 
TSON-0733 hanyelo 5 LHL 3 behavior, habits (used as pl. ma-) 
TSON-0734 jomela 5 LHL 3 earthenware vessel mostly used to drink beer from 
TSON-0735 rifambo 5 LHL 3 fondness for walking about (no pl.) 
TSON-0736 rihlaza 5 LHL 3 (no pl.) green grass, green color 
TSON-0737 tamani 5 LHL 3 sp. Of edible caterpillar of the mopani tree 
TSON-0738 tsumani 5 LHL 3 red ochre 
TSON-0739 xinyinyi 5 LHL 3 gum (of mouth) 
TSON-0740 zankosi 5 LHL 3 handcuffs 
TSON-0741 chayina 5 LHL 3 China 
TSON-0742 diramu 5 LHL 3 drum 
TSON-0743 hlehleleti 5 LHLH 4 unevenness 
TSON-0744 khongoloti 5 LHLH 4 milliped 
TSON-0745 ngelekele 5 LHLH 4 sp. of small red-legged bird usu seen in pairs 
TSON-0746 bilekibodo 5 LHLHL 5 blackboard 
TSON-0747 gumbugumbu 5 LHLL 4 the herb 'sow thistle' 
TSON-0748 baku 5 LL 2 cavity, cavern 
TSON-0749 bofu 5 LL 2 blind person 
TSON-0750 bvele 5 LL 2 long hair as of lion's mane 
TSON-0751 dari 5 LL 2 malarial fever 
TSON-0752 deha 5 LL 2 leg ring worrn below knee by young men 
TSON-0753 dinda 5 LL 2 the creeping thorn 
TSON-0754 dladla 5 LL 2 shack, temporary hut 
TSON-0755 dyambu 5 LL 2 sun, day 
TSON-0756 dyandza 5 LL 2 drought, famine 
TSON-0757 dzana 5 LL 2 hundred 
TSON-0758 dzanu 5 LL 2 sense, only in negative sentence 
TSON-0759 gova 5 LL 2 deep narrow valley 
TSON-0760 gugu 5 LL 2 short lived enthusiasm (of a person) 
TSON-0761 gwitsi 5 LL 2 cold, intense cold 
TSON-0762 hele 5 LL 2 cockroach 
TSON-0763 hlonga 5 LL 2 slave, bondsman 
TSON-0764 hlwehlwe 5 LL 2 twin-thorned seed of dinda (plant) 
TSON-0765 hungu 5 LL 2 news 
TSON-0766 jaha 5 LL 2 young man, youth (18-35) 
TSON-0767 jenje 5 LL 2 sp. of large termite 
TSON-0768 jihu 5 LL 2 red loam 
TSON-0769 kaka 5 LL 2 pubic hair 
TSON-0770 kamba 5 LL 2 bark of tree, skin of fruit 
TSON-0771 mpfhumba 5 LL 2 visitor, guest 
TSON-0772 kondlo 5 LL 2 rat (pl. mako- 
TSON-0773 khotso 5 LL 2 prison 
TSON-0774 korho 5 LL 2 hidden resting place of crocodile or fish 
TSON-0775 lunya 5 LL 2 unmanageableness, incorrigibility 
TSON-0776 nelo 5 LL 2 way in which rain falls 
TSON-0777 papa 5 LL 2 cloud 
TSON-0778 pfhumba 5 LL 2 (sp.) guest, visitor 
TSON-0779 phepha 5 LL 2 (Eng.) sheet of paper 
TSON-0780 pume 5 LL 2 spider (generic) 
TSON-0781 rhanga 5 LL 2 tuber of various sp. Of plants 
TSON-0782 rhole 5 LL 2 unweaned calf 
TSON-0783 rhonge 5 LL 2 dancing ankle-rattle of seed 
TSON-0784 rhumbu 5 LL 2 (usu. In pl. marhumbu) bowels 
TSON-0785 ribye 5 LL 2 stone, rock (pl. maribye, mabye) 
TSON-0786 sangu 5 LL 2 mat as for sleeping on 
TSON-0787 sindza 5 LL 2 bracelet of brass worn on arm or ankle 
TSON-0788 thyaka 5 LL 2 filth, dirt 
TSON-0789 tilo 5 LL 2 sky, heaven 
TSON-0790 tiva 5 LL 2 pool, lake 
TSON-0791 tlhelo 5 LL 2 side, part 
TSON-0792 tlhutlhu 5 LL 2 overestimation of own ability (=magugu) 
TSON-0793 tluka 5 LL 2 leaf of plant 
TSON-0794 tshitshi 5 LL 2 matted unkempt hair 
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TSON-0795 tshuka 5 LL 2 ant hill 
TSON-0796 tuva 5 LL 2 pigeon, dove 
TSON-0797 vondlo 5 LL 2 nestling 
TSON-0798 vunwa 5 LL 2 lie 
TSON-0799 xaka 5 LL 2 relative on both father's and mother's side 
TSON-0800 dulu 5 LL 2 grain elevator 
TSON-0801 ganju 5 LL 2 lock 
TSON-0802 damani 5 LLH 3 yearling kudu bull 
TSON-0803 rhukubya 5 LLH 3 blister, swelling caused by infection 
TSON-0804 rikhada 5 LLH 3 (derog) prematurely weaned infant 
TSON-0805 riphume 5 LLH 3 (no pl.) haze sky, overcast 
TSON-0806 risana 5 LLH 3 ray of sunlight (usu. Pl. mas-) 
TSON-0807 bayisikiri 5 LLHLL 5 bicycle (loan) 
TSON-0808 bandzala 5 LLL 3 species of large locust with red/green wings 
TSON-0809 bembele 5 LLL 3 green maize stalk 
TSON-0810 bodlhela 5 LLL 3 bottle (loan) 
TSON-0811 dlakuta 5 LLL 3 slovenly, untidy person (esp. girl) 
TSON-0812 gandlati 5 LLL 3 wave 
TSON-0813 gandzelo 5 LLL 3 place where ancestor spirits are given first share 
TSON-0814 guwela 5 LLL 3 big, old buffalo bull 
TSON-0815 gwavava 5 LLL 3 sp. of iguana 
TSON-0816 hlaluko 5 LLL 3 ford in a river 
TSON-0817 jakatsa 5 LLL 3 habit of incessant chatter 
TSON-0818 khandlela 5 LLL 3 candle (Eng.) 
TSON-0819 khokholo 5 LLL 3 fortification, stronghold 
TSON-0820 papila 5 LLL 3 paper, letter, newspaper 
TSON-0821 rhimila 5 LLL 3 nasal mucus 
TSON-0822 rhumbyana 5 LLL 3 diarrhoea of recently weaned child (1-2 years) 
TSON-0823 ridaka 5 LLL 3 clayey mud used as mortar (Zulu, no pl.) 
TSON-0824 rihanyo 5 LLL 3 health, mode of living (no pl.) 
TSON-0825 rihlanga 5 LLL 3 (gen. pl. mahl-) maize stalks 
TSON-0826 rihleko 5 LLL 3 joy, glee, merriment 
TSON-0827 rihuhu 5 LLL 3 slight madness making ppl laugh a bit 
TSON-0828 rilelo 5 LLL 3 way of crying, place of mourning 
TSON-0829 rilondzo 5 LLL 3 zeal, efforts to succeed 
TSON-0830 rimito 5 LLL 3 (pl. mam-) gluttony 
TSON-0831 ringhala 5 LLL 3 mane hairiness 
TSON-0832 risenga 5 LLL 3 (pl. coll. Vus-) bracelet made by winding brass wi 
TSON-0833 risindza 5 LLL 3 bracelet of flattened thick brass wire 
TSON-0834 sambelo 5 LLL 3 pottery wash basin 
TSON-0835 sokisi 5 LLL 3 (Eng.) singlet, sock 
TSON-0836 bakiti 5 LLL 3 bucket 
TSON-0837 bandeji 5 LLL 3 bandage 
TSON-0838 chukela 5 LLL 3 sugar 
TSON-0839 nghanghamila 5 LLL 4 (usu. pl.) stuttering 
TSON-0840 dorobankulu 5 LLLHH 5 city 
TSON-0841 dodomedzi 5 LLLL 4 half-wit, person slow to understand 
TSON-0842 gelevendze 5 LLLL 4 large head 
TSON-0843 rhakarhaka 5 LLLL 4 small thorny pumpkin 
TSON-0844 ringanyeto 5 LLLL 4 (pl. mar-) equality, levelled surface 
TSON-0845 vuluvulu 5 LLLL 4 tadpole 
TSON-0846 angulano 5 LLLL 4 dialogue 
TSON-0847 duku 5,9 HL 2 cloth (afr. doek) 
TSON-0848 bifi 5/10 HL 2 corned beef in tin (loan) 
TSON-0849 matonori 6   4 snore, snoring 
TSON-0850 mafu 6 0H 2 deaths (pl. of rifu) 
TSON-0851 maxangu 6 0HH 3 affliction, tribulation, troubles 
TSON-0852 mavativati 6 0HHHH 5 spots, speckles as on cloth, animal 
TSON-0853 mafelangati 6 0HHLH 5 bruise 
TSON-0854 makanelwa 6 0HLH 4 minutes of a meeting 
TSON-0855 mahlori 6 0LH 3 extraordinary happening 
TSON-0856 manyala 6 0LH 3 abomination, filth 
TSON-0857 matimba 6 0LH 3 strength, power 
TSON-0858 mangangamila 6 0LLLL 5 stuttering, stammering 
TSON-0859 mano 6 H0 2 sense 
TSON-0860 mahlo 6 HH 2 eye (pl. of tihlo) 
TSON-0861 mati 6 HH 2 water 
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TSON-0862 meno 6 HH 2 tooth (pl. of tino) 
TSON-0863 maphundzu 6 HHH 3 gaps in row of front teeth 
TSON-0864 masungulo 6 HHHL 4 beginnings, foundations as of building 
TSON-0865 mahlongati 6 HHLH 4 anxious haste 
TSON-0866 mafenya 6 HLH 3 frivolous talk, joke, fun 
TSON-0867 madyo 6 LH 2 gluttony, great capacity for eating 
TSON-0868 mali 6 LH 2 money, coin 
TSON-0869 mandza 6 LH 2 eggs 
TSON-0870 marha 6 LH 2 saliva 
TSON-0871 macimba 6 LHH 3 (coarse) excrement 
TSON-0872 madyelo 6 LHH 3 pasture, grazing grounds 
TSON-0873 mafurha 6 LHH 3 fat, grease, oil (cf. furha) 
TSON-0874 magege 6 LHH 3 thick milk 
TSON-0875 mahosi 6 LHH 3 back of hut, outside 
TSON-0876 majondo 6 LHH 3 long legs 
TSON-0877 majorho 6 LHH 3 maize crushed semi-fine 
TSON-0878 makume 6 LHH 3 ten (pl. of khume) 
TSON-0879 malahla 6 LHH 3 mineral coal (Zu.) 
TSON-0880 mampfimpfi 6 LHH 3 debris left by receding flood 
TSON-0881 manyanga 6 LHH 3 vanity, showing off 
TSON-0882 manyunyu 6 LHH 3 ostentation, vanity 
TSON-0883 marhaku 6 LHH 3 buttocks 
TSON-0884 marhengwe 6 LHH 3 bandy legs, bow legs 
TSON-0885 masweko 6 LHH 3 hearth-stone, buttocks 
TSON-0886 mavivi 6 LHH 3 sweepings 
TSON-0887 mavondzo 6 LHH 3 envy, jealousy 
TSON-0888 maxubi 6 LHH 3 abandoned dwelling site 
TSON-0889 mavondzo 6 LHH 3 (usu. In pl.) jealousy impleeing one to harm objec 
TSON-0890 matatana 6 LHHH 4 first figs of season 
TSON-0891 matsengele 6 LHHH 4 fruit of ntsengele red when ripe 
TSON-0892 mavalavala 6 LHHHH 5 spots of colour, motley of colour 
TSON-0893 masungulelo 6 LHHHL 5 the way in which an affair started 
TSON-0894 mafumelo 6 LHHL 4 method or system of government 
TSON-0895 mavizweni 6 LHHL 4 appellation used for e.o. by ppl w. same name 
TSON-0896 malalamala 6 LHHLH 5 troubled restless sleep 
TSON-0897 mabibi 6 LHL 3 heart beats, remorse 
TSON-0898 mahewu 6 LHL 3 beverage of sour fermented maize porridge (Zulu) 
TSON-0899 mahlanta 6 LHL 3 vomit 
TSON-0900 makampfu 6 LHL 3 greediness, gluttony 
TSON-0901 makhadi 6 LHL 3 playing cards 
TSON-0902 makwanga 6 LHL 3 greediness 
TSON-0903 matshutshu 6 LHL 3 maize grains boiled whole 
TSON-0904 makhukhuri 6 LHLH 4 debris carried down by flood water 
TSON-0905 marungulo 6 LHLH 4 news, greeting, salutation 
TSON-0906 masingita 6 LHLH 4 miracle, marvel 
TSON-0907 maxanisa 6 LHLH 4 persecution, trials, hardships 
TSON-0908 man'inin'ini 6 LHLHL 5 murmurings, secret grumbling 
TSON-0909 mafi 6 LL 2 human milk 
TSON-0910 mapa 6 LL 2 flour, meal 
TSON-0911 masi 6 LL 2 milk (except human) 
TSON-0912 mababa 6 LLH 3 faeces (children's term) 
TSON-0913 madambi 6 LLH 3 witchcraft causing bad luck 
TSON-0914 makovo 6 LLH 3 prominent supra-orbitals 
TSON-0915 malongo 6 LLH 3 cattle dung still moist (pl. vulongo) 
TSON-0916 manghumbu 6 LLH 3 foul breath 
TSON-0917 maqacha 6 LLH 3 dry cattle dung cakes used as fuel 
TSON-0918 masana 6 LLH 3 ray of sunlight 
TSON-0919 maswori 6 LLH 3 squint, sideways or suspricious look 
TSON-0920 matsanya 6 LLH 3 inside of thighs 
TSON-0921 matsavu 6 LLH 3 vegetables, greens 
TSON-0922 mahanyelo 6 LLHH 4 way of living, manner of life 
TSON-0923 matamani 6 LLHH 4 edible caterpillars of the mopani tree 
TSON-0924 mahlehleleti 6 LLHHH 5 roughness, wrinkle 
TSON-0925 mapfandzeni 6 LLHL 4 hair turned grey prematurely 
TSON-0926 maxinyinyi 6 LLHL 4 gums 
TSON-0927 maendlelo 6 LLHL 4 way of doing, method 
TSON-0928 mabvele 6 LLL 3 long hair of animals, mane 
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TSON-0929 madleke 6 LLL 3 light beer 
TSON-0930 madyambu 6 LLL 3 later afternoon 
TSON-0931 mafundza 6 LLL 3 respect 
TSON-0932 makolo 6 LLL 3 gluttony, greediness 
TSON-0933 magugu 6 LLL 3 over-confidence 
TSON-0934 mahika 6 LLL 3 breathlessness 
TSON-0935 mahlahla 6 LLL 3 crumbs, left-overs when slicing bread 
TSON-0936 mahlanga 6 LLL 3 maize stalks standing in the fields 
TSON-0937 mahungu 6 LLL 3 news 
TSON-0938 makaka 6 LLL 3 pubic hair 
TSON-0939 makhuma 6 LLL 3 illness due to omission of purification rites 
TSON-0940 makolo 6 LLL 3 gluttony, greediness 
TSON-0941 makumu 6 LLL 3 end, finish, conclusion 
TSON-0942 malanga 6 LLL 3 matter exuded from the eye or nose 
TSON-0943 malwandla 6 LLL 3 art of receiving guests 
TSON-0944 mamito 6 LLL 3 gluttony 
TSON-0945 mananga 6 LLL 3 arid area 
TSON-0946 mapfalo 6 LLL 3 remorse, anguish 
TSON-0947 maphundzu 6 LLL 3 gaps between front teeth 
TSON-0948 marhuda 6 LLL 3 chicken pox 
TSON-0949 masema 6 LLL 3 smell, odour 
TSON-0950 matimu 6 LLL 3 stories of the past, history 
TSON-0951 matutu 6 LLL 3 abundance, plenty 
TSON-0952 mavoni 6 LLL 3 a light seen from afar in darkness 
TSON-0953 maxuxo 6 LLL 3 nocturnal diversion 
TSON-0954 maxuxu 6 LLL 3 presumption 
TSON-0955 vanavana 6 LLLH 4 brats, children (w overtones of anger) 
TSON-0956 maambelo 6 LLLL 4 manner of speaking, saying (Venda) 
TSON-0957 mafidzula 6 LLLL 4 bruise from a blow 
TSON-0958 mahlomulo 6 LLLL 4 sorrow, trials (pl of nhlomulo) 
TSON-0959 makariti 6 LLLL 4 playing cards (Eng.) 
TSON-0960 mangatsila 6 LLLL 4 anything causing surprise or awe 
TSON-0961 matonori 6 LLLL 4 snores 
TSON-0962 manghanghamela 6 LLLLH 5 stammering 
TSON-0963 magidigidi 6 LLLLL 5 thousand 
TSON-0964 mahlambandlopfu 6 LLLLL 5 about three o'clock in the morning 
TSON-0965 matshalatshala 6 LLLLL 5 an undertaking of task beyond one's powers 
TSON-0966 mavuluvulu 6 LLLLL 5 tadpoles and other aquatic creatures (no fish) 
TSON-0010 xivala 7 LHH 3 kraal, enclosure for cattle, goats, sheep, pigs 
TSON-0012 xitshungulu 7 LHHL 4 amulet, object carried about a person as a charm 
TSON-0015 xitshuka 7 LLH 3 hill, hillock 
TSON-0018 xidamarhela 7 LLLLH 5 sp. Of lizard 
TSON-0967 xindziwandziwani 7 HH0HHH 6 a whirling round and round until dizzy 
TSON-0968 xidyamela 7 HHHL 4 considerable weight 
TSON-0969 xojowa 7 HLL 3 sp. Of tree producing yellow fruit eaten by duiker 
TSON-0970 xirho 7 LH 2 limb, member of body 
TSON-0971 xisa 7 LH 2 burning brand 
TSON-0972 xuma 7 LH 2 sum of money or cattle to pay for lobolo 
TSON-0973 xibalo 7 LHH 3 tax, forced labour 
TSON-0974 Xibunu 7 LHH 3 Afrikaans 
TSON-0975 xichavo 7 LHH 3 respect, civility, deference 
TSON-0976 xidyelo 7 LHH 3 manger, plate; stomach 
TSON-0977 xidyohi 7 LHH 3 sinner, miscreant 
TSON-0978 xidyoho 7 LHH 3 sin, moral fault 
TSON-0979 xifambi 7 LHH 3 good walker; a person who habitually walks 
TSON-0980 xifambo 7 LHH 3 shoe, boot, sandal 
TSON-0981 xifuva 7 LHH 3 chest, lungs, (fig.) heart, intelligence 
TSON-0982 xifuwo 7 LHH 3 domestic animal, esp. bovine 
TSON-0983 xigono 7 LHH 3 dwarf, one legged fairy of Tsonga folktales 
TSON-0984 xigwili 7 LHH 3 (Zu.) gentleman of means 
TSON-0985 xihalo 7 LHH 3 scraper, any object used to scrape pots 
TSON-0986 xiharhi 7 LHH 3 wild four-footed animal 
TSON-0987 xiheri 7 LHH 3 conclusion, last word 
TSON-0988 xikampfu 7 LHH 3 chewed out fibre as of sugarcane 
TSON-0989 xikandza 7 LHH 3 forehead, brow 
TSON-0990 xikatsa 7 LHH 3 sheaf, bundle 
TSON-0991 xikero 7 LHH 3 (Afr. Scissors) 
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TSON-0992 xikhomo 7 LHH 3 something used for holding, handle 
TSON-0993 xikhutu 7 LHH 3 remaining stub of twig or branch broken 
TSON-0994 xikhuvi 7 LHH 3 froth on mouth as from fatigue (oxen) 
TSON-0995 xikosi 7 LHH 3 base of skull, nape of neck 
TSON-0996 xikungu 7 LHH 3 intention, plan, scheme 
TSON-0997 xikwembu 7 LHH 3 God 
TSON-0998 xilumi 7 LHH 3 internal pains peculiar to women 
TSON-0999 xindzhuti 7 LHH 3 shadow (fig.) prosperity, importance 
TSON-1000 xinene 7 LHH 3 right hand side 
TSON-1001 xinhompfu 7 LHH 3 nasal enunciation 
TSON-1002 xinjovo 7 LHH 3 fish hook 
TSON-1003 xintima 7 LHH 3 customs and lg of black people 
TSON-1004 xinuna 7 LHH 3 quality of being male, man 
TSON-1005 xinwelo 7 LHH 3 any drinking vessel, cup 
TSON-1006 xipetlu 7 LHH 3 crack, chink, crevice 
TSON-1007 xipuku 7 LHH 3 (Afr.) ghost 
TSON-1008 xirhendze 7 LHH 3 heel of man; foot of elephant 
TSON-1009 xirhundzu 7 LHH 3 large conical basket 
TSON-1010 xirimi 7 LHH 3 lisp, defect in pronunciation 
TSON-1011 xisana 7 LHH 3 brand burning in fire at one end 
TSON-1012 xisandzu 7 LHH 3 moral turpitude, stigma 
TSON-1013 xisati 7 LHH 3 female nature, manner 
TSON-1014 xisibi 7 LHH 3 (Afr.) soap 
TSON-1015 xitanga 7 LHH 3 cooking hut, woman's hut 
TSON-1016 xitheve 7 LHH 3 (Zu.) narrow sleeping mat for one person only 
TSON-1017 xithuvi 7 LHH 3 beestings, first milk drawn from cow after calving 
TSON-1018 xitiko 7 LHH 3 fireplace, 
TSON-1019 xitolo 7 LHH 3 (Eng.) store 
TSON-1020 xitsalo 7 LHH 3 any object used for writing, pen, pencil 
TSON-1021 xitsonga 7 LHH 3 that pertains to Tsonga people 
TSON-1022 xitsutsu 7 LHH 3 wealthy person 
TSON-1023 xitulu 7 LHH 3 (Afr.) chair, seat 
TSON-1024 xivati 7 LHH 3 mark, scar, blemish 
TSON-1025 xividzo 7 LHH 3 tribal assembly summoned by chief 
TSON-1026 xiviko 7 LHH 3 sth which an announcement is made 
TSON-1027 xivindzi 7 LHH 3 liver, courage 
TSON-1028 xiviti 7 LHH 3 sob. Bitter sorrow, grief 
TSON-1029 xivoni 7 LHH 3 mirror 
TSON-1030 xivono 7 LHH 3 vision 
TSON-1031 xivundza 7 LHH 3 loneliness 
TSON-1032 xixika 7 LHH 3 winter 
TSON-1033 xiyimo 7 LHH 3 stature, height 
TSON-1034 xiciwani 7 LHHH 4 small chick 
TSON-1035 xifudyana 7 LHHH 4 (dim. Of furha) small piece of fat 
TSON-1036 xihadyana 7 LHHH 4 (dim. Xiharhi) small or young wild animal 
TSON-1037 xihubuti 7 LHHH 4 early riser 
TSON-1038 xikanyana 7 LHHH 4 dangerous person or animal 
TSON-1039 xikhiyana 7 LHHH 4 merriment of women when by themselves 
TSON-1040 xikokovi 7 LHHH 4 any reptile, tortoise 
TSON-1041 xikukwana 7 LHHH 4 half-grown chick 
TSON-1042 xikulela 7 LHHH 4 person claiming to be older than he really is 
TSON-1043 ximbutana 7 LHHH 4 young goat, kid 
TSON-1044 ximhisana 7 LHHH 4 Brown hyena 
TSON-1045 xirhumbana 7 LHHH 4 pimple 
TSON-1046 xitihlwana 7 LHHH 4 small eye, blind eye 
TSON-1047 xitlen'wana 7 LHHH 4 sp. Of small evil-smelling nocturnal rodent 
TSON-1048 xitswirhirhi 7 LHHH 4 whistle of european manufacture 
TSON-1049 xivedyana 7 LHHH 4 (dim of vele) small breast as of young girl 
TSON-1050 xivuriso 7 LHHH 4 proverb, saying, idiom 
TSON-1051 xingelengele 7 LHHHH 5 bell giving high pitched tone 
TSON-1052 xitsandzavahlayi 7 LHHHHL 6 what cannot be counted, is innumerable 
TSON-1053 xisivarhumbu 7 LHHHL 5 last born child 
TSON-1054 xidya-na-mani 7 LHHHL 5 roan antelope 
TSON-1055 xikongomelo 7 LHHHL 5 target, aim, purpose 
TSON-1056 xiphukuphuku 7 LHHHL 5 fool 
TSON-1057 xisirhelelo 7 LHHHL 5 anything which protects as hedge, fence 
TSON-1058 xisivanomu 7 LHHHL 5 something paid or given as admission of guilt 
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TSON-1059 xisivarhumbu 7 LHHHL 5 last born child 
TSON-1060 xitoloveto 7 LHHHL 5 habit, what one is accustomed to 
TSON-1061 xivulavuri 7 LHHHL 5 chatterbox, speaker, spokesman 
TSON-1062 xikandzamavele 7 LHHHLH 6 mill 
TSON-1063 xichavelo 7 LHHL 4 refuge 
TSON-1064 xifaniso 7 LHHL 4 likeness, image, picture 
TSON-1065 xihambano 7 LHHL 4 crossing, parting of ways 
TSON-1066 xikambelo 7 LHHL 4 examination 
TSON-1067 xikavana 7 LHHL 4 short bit of umbilical cord of infant 
TSON-1068 xikhigelo 7 LHHL 4 wooden headrest, pillow, cushion 
TSON-1069 xikhongelo 7 LHHL 4 prayer, prayer meeting 
TSON-1070 xikombiso 7 LHHL 4 sign, mark, example, proof 
TSON-1071 xilalelo 7 LHHL 4 supper, evening meal 
TSON-1072 xirhangiso 7 LHHL 4 woman's undergarment covering privates 
TSON-1073 xitshembiso 7 LHHL 4 promise 
TSON-1074 xitsundzuxo 7 LHHL 4 advice, reminder, memorial 
TSON-1075 xivonelo 7 LHHL 4 sth seen which normally remains private 
TSON-1076 xivumbeko 7 LHHL 4 form, shape, figure 
TSON-1077 xifiringoma 7 LHHLH 5 seringa tree 
TSON-1078 xinakulobye 7 LHHLH 5 alliance, partnership, friendship 
TSON-1079 xidoci 7 LHL 3 ('Deutsch') German print (blue cotton white patter 
TSON-1080 xidyiso 7 LHL 3 sth harmful one such as poison, drug 
TSON-1081 xifafa 7 LHL 3 epilepsy, fainting fit 
TSON-1082 xifaki 7 LHL 3 maize, fresh green maize ear 
TSON-1083 xigubu 7 LHL 3 large drum of european make 
TSON-1084 xigugu 7 LHL 3 thick past of roasted maize&groundnuts mixed w sug 
TSON-1085 xihuhu 7 LHL 3 yolk of egg 
TSON-1086 xikhwama 7 LHL 3 pouch, bag, sack 
TSON-1087 xikolo 7 LHL 3 (Afr.) school 
TSON-1088 xilema 7 LHL 3 cripple, invalid, impotent person 
TSON-1089 xilebvu 7 LHL 3 chin 
TSON-1090 ximakwa 7 LHL 3 dog of a small breed 
TSON-1091 ximoko 7 LHL 3 long whip 
TSON-1092 ximolo 7 LHL 3 (Eng small) small bottle 
TSON-1093 xinana 7 LHL 3 short-legged toad 
TSON-1094 Xinghezi 7 LHL 3 ways, customs, language of the English 
TSON-1095 xiponci 7 LHL 3 (eng.) Sponge 
TSON-1096 xipele 7 LHL 3 (Eng. Spelling?) textbook 
TSON-1097 xipesu 7 LHL 3 tail of bird, fan-like tail of certain antelopes 
TSON-1098 xiphongo 7 LHL 3 he-goat 
TSON-1099 xirhwalo 7 LHL 3 loads of things carried 
TSON-1100 xitekwa 7 LHL 3 only in nsati wa- first wife 
TSON-1101 xitendze 7 LHL 3 musical bow with calabash resonator 
TSON-1102 xitina 7 LHL 3 (Afr.) brick 
TSON-1103 xitofu 7 LHL 3 (Eng.) stove 
TSON-1104 xitoko 7 LHL 3 Eng. Stock in shop 
TSON-1105 xivuya 7 LHL 3 wife sent back to her parents 
TSON-1106 xivavula 7 LHLH 4 flames which scorch 
TSON-1107 xibalesa 7 LHLH 4 gun, rifle 
TSON-1108 xifamona 7 LHLH 4 person who does harm through jealousy 
TSON-1109 xihlohlonya 7 LHLH 4 any hairy caterpillar causing itching 
TSON-1110 xihuhuri 7 LHLH 4 whirlwind 
TSON-1111 xikhohlola 7 LHLH 4 spit, mucus spat out 
TSON-1112 xikokola 7 LHLH 4 elbow 
TSON-1113 xipereta 7 LHLH 4 (Afr. Speld) pin 
TSON-1114 xipfimbisa 7 LHLH 4 disposition to swellings 
TSON-1115 xindzhakwandzhakwana 7 LHLHHH 6 only in hi- backwards 
TSON-1116 ximanyamanyana 7 LHLHHL 6 what's name (when temporarily forgetten name) 
TSON-1117 xikhegudyana 7 LHLHL 5 (dim of mukhegulu) small old woman 
TSON-1118 xinunanuna 7 LHLHL 5 predilection of men (of female) 
TSON-1119 xithathalapha 7 LHLHL 5 (Zu.) Fanagalo, jargon of the mines 
TSON-1120 xivuvutwani 7 LHLHL 5 shril trilling of joy produced by women 
TSON-1121 xisiwana 7 LHLL 4 poor, orphan 
TSON-1122 xandla 7 LL 2 hands specifially the palms 
TSON-1123 xandla 7 LL 2 hand, palm of the hand (pl. mandla, cl. 6) 
TSON-1124 xibye 7 LL 2 any kind of dish 
TSON-1125 xilo 7 LL 2 thing, object 
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TSON-1126 xinkwa 7 LL 2 bread, loaf 
TSON-1127 xilavi 7 LL 3 small particle of foreign matter 
TSON-1128 xideka 7 LLH 3 men's loin garment with flaps 
TSON-1129 xisaka 7 LLH 3 nest of bird of insect 
TSON-1130 xibaha 7 LLH 3 kind of medicine for stomach ache 
TSON-1131 xibasa 7 LLH 3 in vuswa bya -, porridge of stamped maize 
TSON-1132 xibodze 7 LLH 3 land tortoise 
TSON-1133 Xibvexa 7 LLH 3 language, ways and customs of the Venda ppl 
TSON-1134 Xifurhwa 7 LLH 3 French language 
TSON-1135 xigingi 7 LLH 3 (usu. Pl.) sound of feet walking, dancing in step 
TSON-1136 Xigwamba 7 LLH 3 language & customs of Tsonga of Spelonken area 
TSON-1137 xihatla 7 LLH 3 impulsiveness, impulsive individual 
TSON-1138 xihenge 7 LLH 3 pineapple, both fruit and plant 
TSON-1139 xihenhla 7 LLH 3 upper part of stem of grass 
TSON-1140 xihina 7 LLH 3 our language, ways, customs 
TSON-1141 xihloka 7 LLH 3 axe, hatchet 
TSON-1142 xihlunge 7 LLH 3 suspricious conincidence 
TSON-1143 xihuku 7 LLH 3 hat, cap, helmet 
TSON-1144 xihundla 7 LLH 3 secret place 
TSON-1145 xilogo 7 LLH 3 blakc clayey soil 
TSON-1146 ximinya 7 LLH 3 grounds or dregs remaining at bottom of pot 
TSON-1147 ximumu 7 LLH 3 summer 
TSON-1148 xinuma 7 LLH 3 something which bites (frigten children) 
TSON-1149 xinyami 7 LLH 3 darkness of moonless night 
TSON-1150 xiphemu 7 LLH 3 piece, fragment 
TSON-1151 xirhami 7 LLH 3 cold, winter time 
TSON-1152 xirhapa 7 LLH 3 small garden, vegetable patch 
TSON-1153 xiridza 7 LLH 3 sauce or savoury of ground nuts 
TSON-1154 xiringa 7 LLH 3 big blind burrowing snake 
TSON-1155 xisaka 7 LLH 3 nest 
TSON-1156 xiswathe 7 LLH 3 'touch' a game of children 
TSON-1157 xitlhangu 7 LLH 3 large oval shield of the Zulus 
TSON-1158 xivungu 7 LLH 3 general name for caterpillar 
TSON-1159 xiyenge 7 LLH 3 part, piece 
TSON-1160 xidyuhari 7 LLHH 4 old person 
TSON-1161 xigalana 7 LLHH 4 tick 
TSON-1162 xikhuwana 7 LLHH 4 small round pottery vessel 
TSON-1163 xilorana 7 LLHH 4 (dim of lori) delivery van 
TSON-1164 ximudyana 7 LLHH 4 young tree, bush 
TSON-1165 xinangana 7 LLHH 4 small horn, whistle 
TSON-1166 xinyimpfana 7 LLHH 4 lamb 
TSON-1167 xirin'wana 7 LLHH 4 dim or ririmi, uvula 
TSON-1168 xitshatshana 7 LLHH 4 conical basket smaller than xirundzu 
TSON-1169 xitshopana 7 LLHH 4 yellow colour, any yellow object 
TSON-1170 xitshudyana 7 LLHH 4 (dim of tshuri) small mortar 
TSON-1171 xivedyana 7 LLHH 4 (dim of vele) small maize 
TSON-1172 xendlahivomu 7 LLHHL 5 green maize boiled on the cob 
TSON-1173 xibedlhele 7 LLHL 4 (Eng.) hospital 
TSON-1174 xiganama 7 LLHL 4 dangerous poison made from crocodile brain 
TSON-1175 xigevenga 7 LLHL 4 bandit, robber prepared to murder 
TSON-1176 xikwavava 7 LLHL 4 lemon 
TSON-1177 xikunwana 7 LLHL 4 toe 
TSON-1178 sinan'waka 7 LLHL 4 things of this year as new regulations 
TSON-1179 xitarata 7 LLHL 4 (Afr.) street in town 
TSON-1180 xikanyakanya 7 LLHLH 5 bicycle 
TSON-1181 xipelupelu 7 LLHLH 5 windmill 
TSON-1182 ximbilwambilwana 7 LLHLHH 6 impatience, quick temper 
TSON-1183 xirhendzewutana 7 LLHLHL 6 circle, anything circular 
TSON-1184 xibamu 7 LLL 3 (Zu. Isibhamu) gun 
TSON-1185 xibvobvo 7 LLL 3 rump of bird, end of backbone and adjacent parts 
TSON-1186 xichocho 7 LLL 3 ear of millet, male flower of maize 
TSON-1187 xidlodlo 7 LLL 3 wax head-ring worn by old men imitating Zulus 
TSON-1188 xidyambu 7 LLL 3 time about sunset 
TSON-1189 xidzedze 7 LLL 3 storm, hurricane, gale 
TSON-1190 xidziva 7 LLL 3 deep pool in river 
TSON-1191 xifevi 7 LLL 3 fornicator, prostitute 
TSON-1192 xifundzha 7 LLL 3 one peron's area of ground occupied 
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TSON-1193 xigangu 7 LLL 3 sweetheart, lover, mistress 
TSON-1194 xigatlu 7 LLL 3 any shrub with curved thorns 
TSON-1195 xigayo 7 LLL 3 mill, grinding machine 
TSON-1196 xingwimbi 7 LLL 3 a dish of pumpkin seasoned with ground nut & salt 
TSON-1197 xihahlu 7 LLL 3 fowl-house built on poles 
TSON-1198 xihangu 7 LLL 3 hail, rain with ice 
TSON-1199 xihlale 7 LLL 3 island 
TSON-1200 xihlangi 7 LLL 3 infant 
TSON-1201 Xihlenge 7 LLL 3 honeycomb 
TSON-1202 xihloti 7 LLL 3 skilled hunter 
TSON-1203 xihlovo 7 LLL 3 water-hole, well, spring 
TSON-1204 xijumba 7 LLL 3 bunch, as of grapes 
TSON-1205 xikhumba 7 LLL 3 hide, skin of animal after skinning 
TSON-1206 xikomu 7 LLL 3 hoe 
TSON-1207 xikowa 7 LLL 3 (usu. In pl.) sp. Of mushroom 
TSON-1208 xikoxa 7 LLL 3 old woman 
TSON-1209 xikundzu 7 LLL 3 tree-stump left in the ground 
TSON-1210 xilombe 7 LLL 3 a minstrel 
TSON-1211 xilondza 7 LLL 3 ulcer 
TSON-1212 xilungu 7 LLL 3 customs, language, country of white ppl 
TSON-1213 xiluva 7 LLL 3 flower, blossom 
TSON-1214 ximanga 7 LLL 3 cat 
TSON-1215 ximarha 7 LLL 3 layer of fine maize porridge ladled out 
TSON-1216 ximatsi 7 LLL 3 left, left hand side 
TSON-1217 ximila 7 LLL 3 plant, anything sprouting 
TSON-1218 ximunhu 7 LLL 3 human way of speaking, acting, living 
TSON-1219 xinamu 7 LLL 3 procrastination, slowness 
TSON-1220 xindlwana 7 LLL 3 (dim. Of yindlu) small hut 
TSON-1221 xidyangu 7 LLL 3 family circle, family affair 
TSON-1222 xinghana 7 LLL 3 friendship, comradeship 
TSON-1223 xinghema 7 LLL 3 body odour, fetid smell 
TSON-1224 xinghwimbi 7 LLL 3 dish of young pumpkins with ground peanuts 
TSON-1225 xipame 7 LLL 3 any scorpion 
TSON-1226 xipanu 7 LLL 3 (Afr. Span) team of oxen, donkeys 
TSON-1227 xipfalo 7 LLL 3 door of house or cupboard, lid of box 
TSON-1228 xiphume 7 LLL 3 bad eyesight, cataract 
TSON-1229 xipimbi 7 LLL 3 stub, stump 
TSON-1230 xiputsa 7 LLL 3 parcel 
TSON-1231 xirimi 7 LLL 3 one working large lands, 
TSON-1232 xirimo 7 LLL 3 hoeing season, year 
TSON-1233 xisoho 7 LLL 3 anything used to tie by twisting 
TSON-1234 xisolo 7 LLL 3 to disrespect, impertinent speech 
TSON-1235 xisuti 7 LLL 3 hip, loins 
TSON-1236 xitlhavi 7 LLL 3 stitch in the side 
TSON-1237 xitolo 7 LLL 3 that of yesterday 
TSON-1238 xitombo 7 LLL 3 (Taboo in society) vagina 
TSON-1239 xitseve 7 LLL 3 legs when they are crossed below the knees 
TSON-1240 xitsotso 7 LLL 3 any small insect which jumps away 
TSON-1241 xivandza 7 LLL 3 dangerous wild animal 
TSON-1242 xiviri 7 LLL 3 essential body 
TSON-1243 xivongo 7 LLL 3 clan name 
TSON-1244 xixevo 7 LLL 3 savoury (gravy, meat, vegetables) eaten w porridge 
TSON-1245 xuvurhu 7 LLL 3 uncircumcised male 
TSON-1246 xingomatanda 7 LLLHH 5 quack, doctor with little knowledge 
TSON-1247 xivatlankombe 7 LLLHH 5 cobra, rinkhals 
TSON-1248 ximongolwana 7 LLLHL 5 sp. Of very small stingless bee 
TSON-1249 xibakela 7 LLLL 4 fist 
TSON-1250 xibejana 7 LLLL 4 (Zu.) rhinoceros 
TSON-1251 xibububu 7 LLLL 4 sth comes w/ great intensity but is over quickly 
TSON-1252 xidongodi 7 LLLL 4 sp. Of edible caterpillar found in sweet potato 
TSON-1253 xidzotelo 7 LLLL 4 (gen. in pl.) ground nut 
TSON-1254 xigulana 7 LLLL 4 patient, sick person 
TSON-1255 xihalaki 7 LLLL 4 liquid of any kind 
TSON-1256 xihungaso 7 LLLL 4 hobby, pastime 
TSON-1257 xikambana 7 LLLL 4 small pottery dish for serving savoury 
TSON-1258 xikankanka 7 LLLL 4 cheetah 
TSON-1259 xikelema 7 LLLL 4 (afr, skelm) rogue, scoundrel, brute 
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TSON-1260 xikweleti 7 LLLL 4 (Afr.) debt 
TSON-1261 xiluvelo 7 LLLL 4 hut of chief 
TSON-1262 ximunhwana 7 LLLL 4 small short man 
TSON-1263 ximusana 7 LLLL 4 short pestle used for grinding 
TSON-1264 xindledyana 7 LLLL 4 (dim. Of ndlela) small path 
TSON-1265 xindzingiri 7 LLLL 4 sp. Of small brown bird, sparrow 
TSON-1266 xingwavila 7 LLLL 4 ring as on curtain, finger- ear ring 
TSON-1267 xintewana 7 LLLL 4 smallest of the four sizes of winnowing baskets 
TSON-1268 xinyenyana 7 LLLL 4 small bird 
TSON-1269 xin'angana 7 LLLL 4 quack (depreciative dim. Of n'anga) 
TSON-1270 xipanere 7 LLLL 4 (eng.) spanner 
TSON-1271 xiphaphana 7 LLLL 4 double-bellied calabash with small opening 
TSON-1272 xirhengele 7 LLLL 4 large potsherd used as dish 
TSON-1273 xirhodyana 7 LLLL 4 young calf 
TSON-1274 xirimbana 7 LLLL 4 fall-trap for birds and small mammals 
TSON-1275 xirimela 7 LLLL 4 the Pleiades, which rise at hoeing time 
TSON-1276 xitereka 7 LLLL 4 (Afr.) strength 
TSON-1277 xitimela 7 LLLL 4 (Eng.) locomotive, train 
TSON-1278 xitshimbyana 7 LLLL 4 small sweet-potato runner 
TSON-1279 xitumbelo 7 LLLL 4 shelter 
TSON-1280 xituvana 7 LLLL 4 Namaqua dove 
TSON-1281 xivandzana 7 LLLL 4 dangerous wild animal 
TSON-1282 xivangelo 7 LLLL 4 unspecified ailment caused by some person 
TSON-1283 xivhezana 7 LLLL 4 wihtlow 
TSON-1284 xigidavusiku 7 LLLLHH 6 person who walks about by night 
TSON-1285 xigebegebe 7 LLLLL 5 (pl. mag-, 6) anything hanging wide and semistiff 
TSON-1286 xihlambetwana 7 LLLLL 5 small eartenware cooking pot 
TSON-1287 xihlayiselo 7 LLLLL 5 safe place for storing things 
TSON-1288 xihontlovila 7 LLLLL 5 tall strong man, giant 
TSON-1289 xikhumukana 7 LLLLL 5 rich person 
TSON-1290 xilovekelo 7 LLLLL 5 pot in which maize is steeped for stamping 
TSON-1291 ximbindzimbindzi 7 LLLLL 5 very large village, big house 
TSON-1292 xincayicayi 7 LLLLL 5 dance in which men&girls form lines facing each ot 
TSON-1293 xinhwanyetana 7 LLLLL 5 small girl up to age of c. 8 years 
TSON-1294 xinyotinyoti 7 LLLLL 5 beauty, goodness 
TSON-1295 xirhomberhombe 7 LLLLL 5 the tree "Stuhlman's Wild Fig" 
TSON-1296 xitlhekutana 7 LLLLL 5 a type of woman's garment 
TSON-1297 xitsayitsayi 7 LLLLL 5 firefly 
TSON-1298 xintshunxantshevele 7 LLLLLL 6 fee paid in advance to medicine man 
TSON-1299 xisusavuloyi 7 LLLLLL 6 first potion of beer quaffed by host 
TSON-1300 xitumbelelana 7 LLLLLL 6 game of hide and seek 
TSON-1301 swakudya 8 HLH 3 food of any kind 
TSON-1302 swicele 8 LHH 3 evil gossip 
TSON-1303 swikwembu 8 LHH 3 ancestors, spirits 
TSON-1304 swingolongondzwana 8 LHLHHH 6 articles forming part of furniture of hut 
TSON-1305 swigingi 8 LLH 3 sound of steps, of man or beast 
TSON-1306 swivedyana 8 LLHH 4 (dim. Of mavele) small grains 
TSON-1307 swincotincoti 8 LLHLH 5 printed cloth with pattern of small circles 
TSON-1308 swingorho 8 LLL 3 (no sing.) snore, snoring 
TSON-1309 swidongodi 8 LLLL 4 edible caterpillar of sweet potato 
TSON-1310 swilovolovo 8 LLLLL 5 choice delicacies 
TSON-0007 katsi 9 HL 2 (afr.) cat 
TSON-0011 Mudyaxihi 9 LHHL 4 May 
TSON-0013 girisi 9 LHL 3 grease 
TSON-0016 ngwenyankelenge 9 LLHLH 5 ferocious crocodile 
TSON-1311 apreli 9 0HL 3 April 
TSON-1312 areka 9 0HL 3 ark 
TSON-1313 harhi 9 HH 2 coil, as of twisted grass 
TSON-1314 hosi 9 HH 2 chieftain 
TSON-1315 huku 9 HH 2 fowl 
TSON-1316 humbi 9 HH 2 multitude, as swarm of locusts 
TSON-1317 huvo 9 HH 2 court of justice, assembly 
TSON-1318 mberha 9 HH 2 dew 
TSON-1319 mbewu 9 HH 2 seed 
TSON-1320 mbhoni 9 HH 2 eye-witness 
TSON-1321 mbolo 9 HH 2 penis of men and animals 
TSON-1322 mbyana 9 HH 2 dog 
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TSON-1323 mfutsu 9 HH 2 large land tortoise 
TSON-1324 mhamba 9 HH 2 offering of animal or food in ritual 
TSON-1325 mheho 9 HH 2 wind 
TSON-1326 mhisi 9 HH 2 spotted hyena 
TSON-1327 mpohlo 9 HH 2 well-built young man, young bachelor 
TSON-1328 ncondzo 9 HH 2 foot of bird 
TSON-1329 ndhumba 9 HH 2 hut for spirits of Vandawu 
TSON-1330 ndzalo 9 HH 2 abundance, esp. in crops 
TSON-1331 ndzhuna 9 HH 2 headman, officer 
TSON-1332 ndzimi 9 HH 2 tongue 
TSON-1333 nfihlo 9 HH 2 hiding place, secret 
TSON-1334 nghamu 9 HH 2 wife or wives and family of a man 
TSON-1335 nghangha 9 HH 2 muscular breast of strong man or animal 
TSON-1336 nghohe 9 HH 2 face 
TSON-1337 nghwazi 9 HH 2 warrior of great prowess (Zu. -gwaza) 
TSON-1338 ngula 9 HH 2 large grain basket 
TSON-1339 nguva 9 HH 2 season, year, period, era 
TSON-1340 nhlamba 9 HH 2 insult, curse, malediction 
TSON-1341 nhloko 9 HH 2 head 
TSON-1342 nhlori 9 HH 2 scout, spy 
TSON-1343 ntsumi 9 HH 2 messenger 
TSON-1344 ntswele 9 HH 2 femal of any animal (p. 10 and ma-) 
TSON-1345 nyala 9 HH 2 nyala antelope 
TSON-1346 nyarhi 9 HH 2 buffalo 
TSON-1347 nyiko 9 HH 2 gift, present 
TSON-1348 nyimba 9 HH 2 pregnant womb 
TSON-1349 nyoka 9 HH 2 snake 
TSON-1350 nyonga 9 HH 2 hip 
TSON-1351 nyoxi 9 HH 2 bee 
TSON-1352 n'hwembe 9 HH 2 seed of all cucurbits 
TSON-1353 n'hweti 9 HH 2 moon, month 
TSON-1354 phuphu 9 HH 2 one of the main poles of wall of hut 
TSON-1355 hongonyi 9 HHH 3 gnu 
TSON-1356 hukuri 9 HHH 3 november 
TSON-1357 ketani 9 HHH 3 chain (Afr. ketting) 
TSON-1358 mhungubye 9 HHH 3 black-backed jackal 
TSON-1359 ntshilana 9 HHH 3 sjambok 
TSON-1360 nghelekele 9 HHHH 4 (generic) plover 
TSON-1361 bayisikopo 9 HHHHL 4 bioscopo 
TSON-1362 dayimani 9 HHHL 4 diamond (English loan) 
TSON-1363 Gongomela 9 HHHL 4 evening star 
TSON-1364 huwelelo 9 HHHL 4 call, cry, scream 
TSON-1365 gongomela 9 HHHL 4 star Venus 
TSON-1366 gongondzwani 9 HHHL 4 woodpecker 
TSON-1367 nyokahansi 9 HHHL 4 blind snake, shrewd fellow 
TSON-1368 hakelo 9 HHL 3 payment, wages 
TSON-1369 njanganja 9 HHL 3 person who never stays at home 
TSON-1370 ndzisana 9 HHL 3 younger brother or sister 
TSON-1371 ndzovolo 9 HHL 3 bride-price for wife 
TSON-1372 ndzovoto 9 HHL 3 bride-price given to enable another marry 
TSON-1373 nhlantswana 9 HHL 3 daughter of a woman's brother 
TSON-1374 ntswedyana 9 HHL 3 woman recently confined 
TSON-1375 ayini 9 HHL 3 iron 
TSON-1376 fanelo 9 HHL 3 responsibility 
TSON-1377 nyokajundzu 9 HHLH 4 snake that each human carries within from birth 
TSON-1378 ayisikrimi 9 HHLHL 5 ice-cream 
TSON-1379 dikixinari 9 HHLHL 5 dictionary 
TSON-1380 alfabete 9 HHLL 4 alphabet 
TSON-1381 khanselara 9 HHLL 4 chancellor 
TSON-1382 mbalelembalele 9 HHLLHH 6 kind of game 
TSON-1383 hafu 9 HL 2 half, part of (English) 
TSON-1384 hembe 9 HL 2 shirt (Afr. hemp) 
TSON-1385 hoko 9 HL 2 pig-sty (Afr.) 
TSON-1386 huwa 9 HL 2 cry, shouting, hubbub 
TSON-1387 inki 9 HL 2 ink (English) 
TSON-1388 khexe 9 HL 2 cash, coin (Eng) 
TSON-1389 mbuti 9 HL 2 goat 
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TSON-1390 mpfula 9 HL 2 rain 
TSON-1391 ndici 9 HL 2 dish (Eng. dish) 
TSON-1392 ndzhoho 9 HL 2 seed, grain of maize 
TSON-1393 nfenhe 9 HL 2 baboon 
TSON-1394 nghwedlho 9 HL 2 windlass 
TSON-1395 nhlantswa 9 HL 2 woman's brother's daughter 
TSON-1396 nhlolo 9 HL 2 divining bone or die 
TSON-1397 nhlova 9 HL 2 well dressed, well groomed person 
TSON-1398 ntshutshe 9 HL 2 maize grains boiled whole 
TSON-1399 nyongwa 9 HL 2 gall, bile 
TSON-1400 banki 9 HL 2 bank 
TSON-1401 bazi 9 HL 2 bus 
TSON-1402 bende 9 HL 2 band (mus.) 
TSON-1403 bifi 9 HL 2 tinned meat 
TSON-1404 bodo 9 HL 2 board 
TSON-1405 bombo 9 HL 2 bomb 
TSON-1406 cancer 9 HL 2 cancer 
TSON-1407 carbon 9 HL 2 carbon 
TSON-1408 chati 9 HL 2 chart 
TSON-1409 cheke 9 HL 2 cheque 
TSON-1410 chizi 9 HL 2 cheese 
TSON-1411 choko 9 HL 2 chalk 
TSON-1412 dina 9 HL 2 dinner 
TSON-1413 harhana 9 HL 3 sewing cotton 
TSON-1414 hungubye 9 HLH 3 Blackbacked jackal 
TSON-1415 hunguva 9 HLH 3 mist, fog 
TSON-1416 mhungubye 9 HLH 3 jackal 
TSON-1417 ndzalama 9 HLH 3 gem, diamond 
TSON-1418 neleta 9 HLH 3 needle (Afr. naald) 
TSON-1419 nereta 9 HLH 3 needle 
TSON-1420 nghalava 9 HLH 3 boat 
TSON-1421 nhlohlorhi 9 HLH 3 top, summit 
TSON-1422 nyeleti 9 HLH 3 star 
TSON-1423 ansara 9 HLH 3 answer 
TSON-1424 awara 9 HLH 3 hour 
TSON-1425 caravan 9 HLH 3 caravan 
TSON-1426 ntshwavusiku 9 HLHH 4 urticaria, nettlerash 
TSON-1427 fomo ya ntholo 9 HLHHH 5 appointment form 
TSON-1428 chaji-hofisi 9 HLHHL 5 charge-office 
TSON-1429 pulundzwani 9 HLHL 4 sp. Of lizard 
TSON-1430 anarhoko 9 HLHL 4 petticoat 
TSON-1431 chokoleti 9 HLHL 4 chocolate 
TSON-1432 foromani 9 HLHL 4 foreman 
TSON-1433 ndeyani 9 HLL 3 flock of birds flying or feeding together 
TSON-1434 nhlekele 9 HLL 3 stye on eyelid 
TSON-1435 calcium 9 HLL 3 calcium 
TSON-1436 fayili 9 HLL 3 file (of documents) 
TSON-1437 average 9 HLLL 4 average 
TSON-1438 honci 9 LH 2 pig (Afr. otjie) 
TSON-1439 huhlu 9 LH 2 berry of the nkuhlu 
TSON-1440 humba 9 LH 2 snail, swelling 
TSON-1441 khancu 9 LH 2 outer cloth for women 
TSON-1442 mangwa 9 LH 2 mango (Eng.) 
TSON-1443 mangwa 9 LH 2 zebra, horse 
TSON-1444 mbabva 9 LH 2 swindler, embezzler 
TSON-1445 mbangi 9 LH 2 hemp (Cannabis sativa) 
TSON-1446 mbhovo 9 LH 2 small hole through something 
TSON-1447 mbilu 9 LH 2 heart 
TSON-1448 mbita 9 LH 2 earthenware pot 
TSON-1449 mhaka 9 LH 2 matter, affair, court case 
TSON-1450 mhala 9 LH 2 impala antelope 
TSON-1451 nanga 9 LH 2 horn of duiker or piece of reed uses as whistle 
TSON-1452 ndhambi 9 LH 2 deluge, flood 
TSON-1453 ndhuma 9 LH 2 loud outcry 
TSON-1454 ndleve 9 LH 2 ear, trigger of gun 
TSON-1455 ndluwa 9 LH 2 sp. of groundnut 
TSON-1456 kofi 9 LH 2 coffee (Afr.) 
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TSON-1457 ngati 9 LH 2 blood (pl. tingati) 
TSON-1458 nghozi 9 LH 2 accident, misfortune; danger (Zu.) 
TSON-1459 ngoti 9 LH 2 string, cord, line 
TSON-1460 nhanga 9 LH 2 hut for unmarried girls 
TSON-1461 nhlonge 9 LH 2 skin, hide 
TSON-1462 ntoho 9 LH 2 Vervet monkey 
TSON-1463 nxangu 9 LH 2 (pl. tinxangu) art, style, fashion in singing 
TSON-1464 nxikwa 9 LH 2 earth worm 
TSON-1465 nxiyi 9 LH 2 eyelid, eyelash 
TSON-1466 nyawa 9 LH 2 (usu. Pl.) bean 
TSON-1467 nyimpfu 9 LH 2 sheep 
TSON-1468 nyimpi 9 LH 2 army, war 
TSON-1469 n'hwari 9 LH 2 partridge 
TSON-1470 yinhla 9 LH 2 point, extremity 
TSON-1471 yinso 9 LH 2 kidney 
TSON-1472 mhangela 9 LHH 3 crowned guinea fowl 
TSON-1473 nxangwana 9 LHH 3 best man, bridesmaid 
TSON-1474 rihlwati 9 LHH 3 match stick 
TSON-1475 kholera 9 LHH 3 cholera 
TSON-1476 mbhandzukwana 9 LHHL 4 crack in foot due to cold 
TSON-1477 nganakana 9 LHHL 4 chief who is subject to another 
TSON-1478 akhawunti 9 LHHL 4 a/c (account) 
TSON-1479 darata 9 LHL 3 any thick fencing wire (Afr. draad) 
TSON-1480 handzelo 9 LHL 3 malt, yeast 
TSON-1481 hatima 9 LHL 3 lightning 
TSON-1482 hlomisa 9 LHL 3 newly-wedded woman 
TSON-1483 kalaka 9 LHL 3 lime, whitewash (Afr. kalk) 
TSON-1484 kereke 9 LHL 3 church (Afr. kerk) 
TSON-1485 ndzumulo 9 LHL 3 weaning 
TSON-1486 nghinghiya 9 LHL 3 gizzard of birds (eaten) 
TSON-1487 nghwavava 9 LHL 3 woman of loose morals 
TSON-1488 nhlomisa 9 LHL 3 bride, newly wedded wife 
TSON-1489 sambhoko 9 LHL 3 (Afr) sjambok 
TSON-1490 adrese 9 LHL 3 address of letter 
TSON-1491 agenda 9 LHL 3 agenda 
TSON-1492 baluni 9 LHL 3 balloon 
TSON-1493 darata 9 LHL 3 wire fence 
TSON-1494 garaji 9 LHL 3 garage 
TSON-1495 girosa 9 LHL 3 gross (12 doz.) 
TSON-1496 mpfilumpfilu 9 LHLH 4 disorder, confusion 
TSON-1497 Khotavusika 9 LHLHH 5 June 
TSON-1498 teretere 9 LHLL 4 tractor 
TSON-1499 fonetiki 9 LHLL 4 phonetics 
TSON-1500 fonoloji 9 LHLL 4 phonology 
TSON-1501 hiko 9 LL 2 full stop 
TSON-1502 khomba 9 LL 2 girl of marriageable age 
TSON-1503 mamba 9 LL 2 mamba snake 
TSON-1504 manga 9 LL 2 ground nut (usu. in pl. timanga) 
TSON-1505 mbanga 9 LL 2 wound 
TSON-1506 mbeva 9 LL 2 (generic) mouse 
TSON-1507 mbhuri 9 LL 2 handsome person 
TSON-1508 mbodza 9 LL 2 badly cooked maize porridge 
TSON-1509 mbuva 9 LL 2 victuals for a journey, pad kos 
TSON-1510 mfenhe 9 LL 2 baboon 
TSON-1511 mhangu 9 LL 2 accident to a person 
TSON-1512 mhika 9 LL 2 barren woman 
TSON-1513 mhunti 9 LL 2 duiker 
TSON-1514 mhuti 9 LL 2 duiker 
TSON-1515 mpahla 9 LL 2 luggage, goods, parcel (Zu.) 
TSON-1516 mpama 9 LL 2 palm of hand when used to slap 
TSON-1517 ndlala 9 LL 2 hunger, famine 
TSON-1518 ndlati 9 LL 2 lightening 
TSON-1519 ndlela 9 LL 2 footpath, way 
TSON-1520 ndlopfu 9 LL 2 elephant 
TSON-1521 ndzhaka 9 LL 2 estate, legacy 
TSON-1522 ndzima 9 LL 2 land, field under cultivation 
TSON-1523 nghala 9 LL 2 lion 
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TSON-1524 ngoma 9 LL 2 large drum 
TSON-1525 nguvu 9 LL 2 any woven material, garment, blanket 
TSON-1526 ngwenya 9 LL 2 crocodile; rich but parsimonious man 
TSON-1527 nhamu 9 LL 2 neck 
TSON-1528 nhlampfi 9 LL 2 fish 
TSON-1529 nhlanga 9 LL 2 reed 
TSON-1530 nhlayo 9 LL 2 number (in pl. arithmetic) 
TSON-1531 ntshava 9 LL 2 hill, mountain 
TSON-1532 nyama 9 LL 2 meat, flesh 
TSON-1533 nyandza 9 LL 2 bundle of eg sticks, sheaf 
TSON-1534 nyangwa 9 LL 2 opening, aperture, doorway 
TSON-1535 n'anga 9 LL 2 doctor, medicine man 
TSON-1536 n'hwakwa 9 LL 2 prepared pulp of strychnos fruit 
TSON-1537 sefo 9 LL 2 (Afr.) sieve 
TSON-1538 toma 9 LL 2 edible berry of the ntoma 
TSON-1539 yindlu 9 LL 2 hut, house, room 
TSON-1540 yingwe 9 LL 3 leopard 
TSON-1541 kolombyane 9 LLHH 4 common lizard 
TSON-1542 nhlampfincila 9 LLHH 4 barbel (sp. of fish) 
TSON-1543 aluminyamu 9 LLHHL 5 aluminium 
TSON-1544 mativulakusala 9 LLHHLHH 7 son who became eldest through death of elder son 
TSON-1545 hulumende 9 LLHL 4 government (Afr.) 
TSON-1546 namuneti 9 LLHL 4 lemonade (Eng.) 
TSON-1547 hlalala 9 LLL 3 honey-guide (bird) 
TSON-1548 hlambeto 9 LLL 3 large wide-mouthed earthenware cooking pot 
TSON-1549 kepisi 9 LLL 3 cap (Afr. keps from Eng.) 
TSON-1550 mbeleko 9 LLL 3 procreation 
TSON-1551 mbhongolo 9 LLL 3 donkey 
TSON-1552 mecisi 9 LLL 3 match (Eng.) 
TSON-1553 mhelembe 9 LLL 3 Black rhinoceros 
TSON-1554 ndeyani 9 LLL 3 swarm of locusts 
TSON-1555 dlakuta 9 LLL 3 woman who is dirty and neglectful 
TSON-1556 ndzololo 9 LLL 3 pupil of the eye 
TSON-1557 komponi 9 LLL 3 compound, barracks (Eng) 
TSON-1558 nguluve 9 LLL 3 domestic pig, warthog 
TSON-1559 nhlalala 9 LLL 3 honeyguide (bird) 
TSON-1560 nhlambeto 9 LLL 3 large wide-mouthed earthen cooking pot 
TSON-1561 nhlamulo 9 LLL 3 reply, answer 
TSON-1562 nhlokonho 9 LLL 3 leprosy 
TSON-1563 ntshevele 9 LLL 3 medicine pouch 
TSON-1564 nyuwani 9 LLL 3 something new (Eng. "new one") 
TSON-1565 asidi 9 LLL 3 acid 
TSON-1566 awunsi 9 LLL 3 ounce 
TSON-1567 ayisi 9 LLL 3 ice 
TSON-1568 chizele 9 LLL 3 chisel 
TSON-1569 guganawo 9 LLLH 4 (lit.) what one will have for a long time 
TSON-1570 Khisimusi 9 LLLL 4 Christmas (Eng.) 
TSON-1571 mativula 9 LLLL 4 first-born (man or beast) 
TSON-1572 menemene 9 LLLL 4 sp. of large flying termite 
TSON-1573 mhalamhala 9 LLLL 4 sable antelope 
TSON-1574 ngulumelo 9 LLLL 4 echo 
TSON-1575 nhlamuselo 9 LLLL 4 explanation 
TSON-1576 nhlanukelo 9 LLLL 4 intuitive sympathy with 
TSON-1577 nhlololwana 9 LLLL 4 joint (of bones) 
TSON-1578 ntlhaviketo 9 LLLL 4 anything added to or on; sequel 
TSON-1579 Dzivamisoko 9 LLLLL 5 the month of April 
TSON-1580 nhlengeletano 9 LLLLL 5 meeting, assembly 
TSON-1581 borota 9, 5 HLH 3 plate of European make (Afr. bord) 
TSON-1582 buruku 9,5 LHL 3 trousers (Afr. broek) 
TSON-0132 timpfi 10 LH 2 white hair 
TSON-0133 tintshwa 10 LH 2 winged termites of large size 
TSON-0134 tihanyi 10 LHH 3 cruelty, wickedness, hatred 
TSON-0135 tihunyi 10 LHH 3 firewood (sing. Rikunyi) 
TSON-0136 tinjovo 10 LHL 3 strips of skins or tails worn by men as loin dress 
TSON-0137 tingana 10 LLH 3 shame, sadness, shyness (no. sing) 
TSON-0138 timbalu 10 LLL 3 (no sing) spots on legs from sitting close to fire 
TSON-0139 timbila 10 LLL 3 (no sing) xylophone 
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TSON-0140 timbuva 10 LLL 3 provisions for the road 
TSON-0141 rinhi 11 LH 2 thin wand or stick (pl. tinhi) 
TSON-0142 ritshwa 11 LH 2 burning or burnt veld 
TSON-0143 ribyanyi 11 LHH 3 stalk of grass, kind of grass 
TSON-0144 ricondzo 11 LHH 3 foot of bird 
TSON-0145 rihlampfu 11 LHH 3 fence, barricade of branches not dug into ground 
TSON-0146 rihunyi 11 LHH 3 piece of firewood 
TSON-0147 rikwembe 11 LHH 3 pumpkin plant 
TSON-0148 rimpfani 11 LHH 3 chameleon 
TSON-0149 ririmi 11 LHH 3 tongue, language (pl. tindzimi) 
TSON-0150 risima 11 LHH 3 value 
TSON-0151 risimu 11 LHH 3 (pl. tins-) song, hymn, psalm 
TSON-0152 risuna 11 LHH 3 pleasant smell of food, flower (no pl.) 
TSON-0153 rivala 11 LHH 3 (pl. timb-) plain, open flat country 
TSON-0154 rivengo 11 LHH 3 spleen, hatred, dislike 
TSON-0155 ricilana 11 LHHH 4 emaciation, a wasting away development 
TSON-0156 rimoyana 11 LHHH 4 pleasant light breeze (cf. moya) 
TSON-0157 ritukulu 11 LHHH 4 trembling of hands due to weakness after sickness 
TSON-0158 rihlamalala 11 LHHHL 5 Bird snake 
TSON-0159 kunupu 11 LHL 3 button (Afr. knoop) 
TSON-0160 lumpfani 11 LHL 3 chameleon 
TSON-0161 ricece 11 LHL 3 new-born baby 
TSON-0162 rikinda 11 LHL 3 girdle of cloth used by women 
TSON-0163 rininga 11 LHL 3 the plant sesame 
TSON-0164 risiva 11 LHL 3 (pl. tins-) feather, hair ornament 
TSON-0165 ritlangi 11 LHL 3 sp. Of grass (kweek) 
TSON-0166 risokoti 11 LHLH 4 (pl. tins-)  (pl. collectiv vus-) ant 
TSON-0167 hove 11 LL 2 a dish made of fresh maize mixed with ground nut 
TSON-0168 rirhandzu 11 LL 3 love, charity 
TSON-0169 rihlaya 11 LLH 3 jaw, jawbone 
TSON-0170 rikotse 11 LLH 3 last-born child of a woman 
TSON-0171 rivanti 11 LLH 3 door 
TSON-0172 risosa 11 LLH 3 sp. Of large black biting ant 
TSON-0173 ritoho 11 LLH 3 Vervet Monkey 
TSON-0174 rivanti 11 LLH 3 (pl. timb-) door 
TSON-0175 rihlanguti 11 LLHL 4 (Zu.) side, as of beast; meat from the sides 
TSON-0176 riendzo 11 LLL 3 journey 
TSON-0177 rifetho 11 LLL 3 stick for stirring porridge 
TSON-0178 rigombo 11 LLL 3 quarrelsomeness 
TSON-0179 rihati 11 LLL 3 lightning 
TSON-0180 rihlanga 11 LLL 3 reed 
TSON-0181 rihlanyu 11 LLL 3 madman, insane person 
TSON-0182 rihlelo 11 LLL 3 large winnowing basket 
TSON-0183 rimhondzo 11 LLL 3 horn, bugle of sable horn 
TSON-0184 rimhondzo 11 LLL 3 horn 
TSON-0185 rimitsu 11 LLL 3 root 
TSON-0186 ripfalo 11 LLL 3 qualm of conscience, vague fear, anguish 
TSON-0187 ritiho 11 LLL 3 (pl. tint-) finger 
TSON-0188 ritshuri 11 LLL 3 (coll.) dust 
TSON-0189 rivambu 11 LLL 3 (pl. timb-) rib, side 
TSON-0190 rivilo 11 LLL 3 (no. pl) speed of movement, ability to run 
TSON-0191 rivomba 11 LLL 3 cream 
TSON-0192 rivoni 11 LLL 3 (pl. timb-) lamp, candle 
TSON-0193 rixaka 11 LLL 3 (pl. tinx-) species, sort, kind 
TSON-0194 rixuxo 11 LLL 3 habit of visiting other ppl esp. early evening 7/8 
TSON-0195 rihlakahla 11 LLLL 4 (no pl.0 dribble of saliva, track of snail 
TSON-0196 ritavala 11 LLLL 4 fishing net fixed to two long sticks 
TSON-0197 rivalelo 11 LLLL 4 (pl. timb-) stick or latch used for wattling 
TSON-0198 rivoningo 11 LLLL 4 (pl. timb-) lamp, source of light 
TSON-0199 byanyi 14 HH 2 grass, hay 
TSON-0200 vuswa 14 HH 2 (pl. mav-) maize porridge 
TSON-0201 vumbhoni 14 HHH 3 evidence, testimony 
TSON-0202 vudodomedzi 14 L0000 5 stupdity, foolishness 
TSON-0203 vugimamusi 14 L000L 5 horizon 
TSON-0204 vudyangwana 14 L00L 4 bran, unpleasant food 
TSON-0205 vuetlelo 14 L00L 4 place to sleep 
TSON-0206 vuhunguki 14 L00L 4 madness 
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TSON-0207 vugangu 14 L0L 3 pre-marital love-making 
TSON-0208 vujaha 14 L0L 3 manhood (23-35 years) 
TSON-0209 byala 14 LH 2 beer made of maize 
TSON-0210 byongo 14 LH 2 brain 
TSON-0211 vuntshwa 14 LH 2 newness, youth 
TSON-0212 vurha 14 LH 2 bow (pl. mav-) 
TSON-0213 vuxa 14 LH 2 the east, dawn 
TSON-0214 vudyoho 14 LHH 3 wrongdoing, sinning 
TSON-0215 vuhansi 14 LHH 3 nether part, bottom 
TSON-0216 vuharhi 14 LHH 3 ferocity, fierceness 
TSON-0217 vuhava 14 LHH 3 vanity, as miplaced pride, nakedness 
TSON-0218 vuhlalu 14 LHH 3 (coll.) beads 
TSON-0219 vuhosi 14 LHH 3 chieftainship 
TSON-0220 vukati 14 LHH 3 marriage, wedding 
TSON-0221 vukaya 14 LHH 3 essential quality of home 
TSON-0222 vukhwatsi 14 LHH 3 quiet 
TSON-0223 vukosi 14 LHH 3 power, opulence, wealth 
TSON-0224 vukulu 14 LHH 3 size, greatness, largeness 
TSON-0225 vukwanga 14 LHH 3 greediness 
TSON-0226 vulolo 14 LHH 3 laziness 
TSON-0227 vunandzi 14 LHH 3 pelasant taste, flavour 
TSON-0228 vunene 14 LHH 3  goodness, kindness 
TSON-0229 vunghwazi 14 LHH 3 bravery, heroism in battle 
TSON-0230 vununa 14 LHH 3 virility, manliness 
TSON-0231 vunyingi 14 LHH 3 great number, muchness 
TSON-0232 vunyoka 14 LHH 3 snake-nature, snakelikeness 
TSON-0233 vurhonga 14 LHH 3 first redness of dawn, the east 
TSON-0234 vusati 14 LHH 3 (cf. nsati) feminity 
TSON-0235 vusiku 14 LHH 3 (no pl.) night, nights 
TSON-0236 vusweti 14 LHH 3 poverty in regard to clothing 
TSON-0237 vutlhari 14 LHH 3 wisdom, intelligence 
TSON-0238 vutomi 14 LHH 3 (no pl.) life, health 
TSON-0239 vutshamo 14 LHH 3 place, seat 
TSON-0240 vuvabyi 14 LHH 3 illness, disease (pl. mav-) 
TSON-0241 vuxika 14 LHH 3 winter 
TSON-0242 vuxungu 14 LHH 3 snake venom 
TSON-0243 vudadada 14 LHHH 4 foolishness, stupidity 
TSON-0244 vudyuhari 14 LHHH 4 old age 
TSON-0245 vukhongeri 14 LHHH 4 (mod.) religious feeling, piety 
TSON-0246 vungelengele 14 LHHHL 5 ringing as of cow bells 
TSON-0247 vupeladyambu 14 LHHHL 5 west 
TSON-0248 vunjanganja 14 LHHL 4 deceitfulness, slyness 
TSON-0249 vutsanana 14 LHHL 4 smallness 
TSON-0250 vukulukumba 14 LHHLH 5 seniority, high rank, superiority 
TSON-0251 vuciva 14 LHL 3 greediness, covetousness 
TSON-0252 vukhale 14 LHL 3 antiquity, ancientness 
TSON-0253 vukheta 14 LHL 3 carefulness 
TSON-0254 vukhume 14 LHL 3 quality of being ten or tenth 
TSON-0255 vukwele 14 LHL 3 jealousy between cowives 
TSON-0256 vunharhu 14 LHL 3 three-ness, threefoldness 
TSON-0257 vuntlhanu 14 LHL 3 five-ness, fivefoldness 
TSON-0258 vurharhu 14 LHL 3 three-ness, threefoldness 
TSON-0259 vulongeta 14 LHLH 4 slowness in making preparations 
TSON-0260 vusiwana 14 LHLH 4 poverty, lack of relations 
TSON-0261 vusokoti 14 LHLH 4 (coll. Cf. risokoti) sp. Of small black ants 
TSON-0262 vuhefuhefu 14 LHLHL 5 panting, breathlessness 
TSON-0263 vuhekuheku 14 LHLHL 5 over-sexedness in females 
TSON-0264 vuncakuncaku 14 LHLHL 5 sound of chewing 
TSON-0265 vutuvituvi 14 LHLHL 5 fact of smoke billowing 
TSON-0266 byatso 14 LL 2 dug-out, canoe, boat 
TSON-0267 vuento 14 LL 2 depth 
TSON-0268 vuyo 14 LL 2 to place to go, refuge 
TSON-0269 vuhina 14 LLH 3 our ways, customs 
TSON-0270 vukanyi 14 LLH 3 marula liquor 
TSON-0271 vukhumbi 14 LLH 3 slavery 
TSON-0272 vukona 14 LLH 3 presence 
TSON-0273 vulongo 14 LLH 3 fresh cow dung 
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TSON-0274 vumbabva 14 LLH 3 deceitfulness, swindling 
TSON-0275 vumbirhi 14 LLH 3 tow-ness, fact of being two 
TSON-0276 vuntlunya 14 LLH 3 inexperience, naivete 
TSON-0277 vuthala 14 LLH 3 scent, smell as of game 
TSON-0278 vupfumeri 14 LLHH 4 (mod.) faith, piety 
TSON-0279 vucwicwicwi 14 LLHL 4 chattering, grunting, chirping 
TSON-0280 vutavala 14 LLHL 4 fishing net not yet fixed to poles 
TSON-0281 vugomagoma 14 LLHLH 5 inconstancy, lack of purpose 
TSON-0282 vunakulobye 14 LLHLH 5 friendship, compradeship, alliance 
TSON-0283 vuxiyaxiya 14 LLHLH 5 tendency to find fault, to criticise every detail 
TSON-0284 byetlelo 14 LLL 3 sleeping place, lair 
TSON-0285 vuoswi 14 LLL 3 adultery 
TSON-0286 vuhirhi 14 LLL 3 wide shelf made of poles 
TSON-0287 vuhlangi 14 LLL 3 infancy, childishness (cf. xihlangyi) 
TSON-0288 vulombe 14 LLL 3 honey, sugar 
TSON-0289 vuloyi 14 LLL 3 witchcraft 
TSON-0290 vuluva 14 LLL 3 (coll.) flowering of trees or shrubs 
TSON-0291 vumbhurhi 14 LLL 3 personal beauty, handsomeness 
TSON-0292 vumhika 14 LLL 3 barrenness 
TSON-0293 vumune 14 LLL 3 four-ness, four-foldness 
TSON-0294 vumunhu 14 LLL 3 character 
TSON-0295 vundzeni 14 LLL 3 interior capacity 
TSON-0296 vundzhaka 14 LLL 3 estate, inheritance 
TSON-0297 vungoma 14 LLL 3 divination 
TSON-0298 vunhenha 14 LLL 3 bravery, martial prowess 
TSON-0299 vuntswaka 14 LLL 3 offensiveness, spitefulness 
TSON-0300 vun'anga 14 LLL 3 medicine-man's profession, craft 
TSON-0301 vurhena 14 LLL 3 courage, boldness 
TSON-0302 vurheti 14 LLL 3 slipperiness 
TSON-0303 vurhongo 14 LLL 3 sleep 
TSON-0304 vusindza 14 LLL 3 tingling, pins-and-needles 
TSON-0305 vusopfa 14 LLL 3 negligence, heedless wasteful ways 
TSON-0306 vutsenga 14 LLL 3 plumage, all short feathers of a bird 
TSON-0307 vuvendze 14 LLL 3 gore, coagulated blood 
TSON-0308 vuxaka 14 LLL 3 kinship, family tie 
TSON-0309 vuxuxo 14 LLL 3 session around the fire at night 
TSON-0310 vunavelo 14 LLLL 4 place reached by the feet 
TSON-0311 vutshikelo 14 LLLL 4 nest for hens to lay in 
TSON-0312 vuheveheve 14 LLLLL 5 slanderous gossip 
TSON-0313 vuphukuphuku 14 LLLLL 5 (Zu.) stupidity, dullness of intelect 
TSON-0314 vutshetsherhetsherhe 14 LLLLLL 6 great sustained effort made in resisting, wrestlin 
TSON-0315 bunu 15/6 HH 2 Afrikaner (Afr. boer) 
TSON-0316 ndlwini 17 LL 2 in, at, from hut or house 
TSON-0317 ndzeni 17 LL 2 bowels 
TSON-0325 dyimbyana 21 LHL 3 big ugly dog 
TSON-0326 dyimunhu 21 LHL 3 big bad or useless fellow 
 
Part 2: Xitsonga Verbs 
 
ByPOSID Dictionary Entry POS Tone SyllNr Meaning 
TSOV-0001 lutla Verb H 2 to get off the point in discussion 
TSOV-0002 vabya Verb L 2 to be ill 
TSOV-0003 siringa Verb L 3 to annoy, bother as noisy children or birds 
TSOV-0004 tisola Verb 
 
3 to humble oneself, confess, repent (Refl.) 
TSOV-0005 tisunga Verb H 3 to commit suicide by hanging 
TSOV-0006 tlanyala Verb L 3 to be half-cooked, underdone 
TSOV-0007 fihla Verb H 2 to hide 
TSOV-0008 pfinyinga Verb L 3 to rub one's eye 
TSOV-0009 phurhuka Verb L 3 to spread wings (birds) 
TSOV-0010 orhovela Verb H 4 to drink from stream by putting lips to water 
TSOV-0011 ri Verb H 1 to be (imperfect, dependent) 
TSOV-0012 pona Verb H 2 to survive danger 
TSOV-0013 rhosa Verb H 2 (eng.) become rusty, be handcuffed 
TSOV-0014 rhwexa Verb H 2 to place load on another 
TSOV-0015 tsema Verb H 2 to chop with axe, chop off 
TSOV-0016 ahlama Verb H 3 to open one's mouth, to gape 
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TSOV-0017 alana Verb H 3 to refuse one another 
TSOV-0018 aleka Verb H 3 to let land lie fallow 
TSOV-0019 andlata Verb H 3 to cover or extend all over 
TSOV-0020 kerefa Verb H 3 to slice tobacco as to fill a pipe 
TSOV-0021 khomela Verb H 3 to pardon, pay earnest money 
TSOV-0022 ntsakula Verb H 3 to walk slowly 
TSOV-0023 siyela Verb H 3 to leave over for 
TSOV-0024 swirheka Verb H 3 to be disgusted with, nauseated by 
TSOV-0025 tlhengusa Verb H 3 to pull wood away from fire (cooking is done) 
TSOV-0026 tshwomoka Verb H 3 to be rubbed off, show abrasion 
TSOV-0027 xungwala Verb H 3 to be watery as sweet potatoes 
TSOV-0028 hakamela Verb H 4 to remain suspended, hung up on a hook 
TSOV-0029 kendlukela Verb H 4 to stand aside to make way for another 
TSOV-0030 khomelela Verb H 4 to pay earnes or deposit on 
TSOV-0031 kucetela Verb H 4 to incite to violence 
TSOV-0032 lahlekela Verb H 4 to become lost to 
TSOV-0033 lavelela Verb H 4 to wait for someone or something 
TSOV-0034 thya Verb H 1 to name, give name to 
TSOV-0035 byela Verb H 2 to tell, relate to 
TSOV-0036 khadla Verb H 2 to kick, stretch leg forward 
TSOV-0037 khela Verb H 2 to clean vegetables by removing hard stems 
TSOV-0038 kheta Verb H 2 to pick out, put in groups 
TSOV-0039 khuhla Verb H 2 to rub as legs with a stone 
TSOV-0040 komba Verb H 2 to show, point, point out 
TSOV-0041 kwapa Verb H 2 to beat with sticks 
TSOV-0042 lema Verb H 2 to teach a habit as to a child 
TSOV-0043 nwisa Verb H 2 to make, give, allow to drink 
TSOV-0044 nyika Verb H 2 to give, present 
TSOV-0045 peta Verb H 2 to steep or soak in liquid 
TSOV-0046 pfuna Verb H 2 to help, be useful 
TSOV-0047 rhuma Verb H 2 to send 
TSOV-0048 sasa Verb H 2 to make beautfiul, perform well 
TSOV-0049 suma Verb H 2 to report a matter, send gift to superior 
TSOV-0050 tlula Verb H 2 to jump, surpass, exceed 
TSOV-0051 tlumba Verb H 2 to knock down with one blow 
TSOV-0052 tshula Verb H 2 to name 
TSOV-0053 tshuva Verb H 2 to scratch 
TSOV-0054 tsona Verb H 2 to withhold or stint what is due 
TSOV-0055 tswonga Verb H 2 to suck up a liquid through tube 
TSOV-0056 tundza Verb H 2 (Ve.) to seek the necessary food during famine 
TSOV-0057 twela Verb H 2 to feel for 
TSOV-0058 twisa Verb H 2 to make hear, feel, perceive 
TSOV-0059 vunga Verb H 2 to gather, take up together 
TSOV-0060 xarha Verb H 2 to put oil on a wound, dress 
TSOV-0061 alela Verb H 3 to forbid, to refuse 
TSOV-0062 betela Verb H 3 to strike, beat 
TSOV-0063 byevula Verb H 3 to cut, shave or clip off hair of head 
TSOV-0064 hanana Verb H 3 to vie a present, to be generous 
TSOV-0065 hlevela Verb H 3 to tell in secret 
TSOV-0066 karapa Verb H 3 scrape hair off a hide (Afr. krap) 
TSOV-0067 khadlanya Verb H 3 to kick with the heel 
TSOV-0068 khehleka Verb H 3 to peel off as plaster 
TSOV-0069 khetela Verb H 3 to pick continuously 
TSOV-0070 khomisa Verb H 3 to hand some valuable as money 
TSOV-0071 khoveta Verb H 3 to throw morsel into one's mouth 
TSOV-0072 khudlunya Verb H 3 to knock, stumble or lurch against 
TSOV-0073 khumbuxa Verb H 3 to remind 
TSOV-0074 khweketa Verb H 3 to hook, hook on 
TSOV-0075 kombeta Verb H 3 to show severally a lot of things 
TSOV-0076 kombisa Verb H 3 to indicate, point out 
TSOV-0077 lerisa Verb H 3 to give a detailed order 
TSOV-0078 lovota Verb H 3 to pay bride price for 
TSOV-0079 petlula Verb H 3 to chip, notch, break out a chip 
TSOV-0080 pfumata Verb H 3 to deprive person of something 
TSOV-0081 pfuxeta Verb H 3 to remind, learn over again 
TSOV-0082 rhwarisa Verb H 3 to help to carry 
TSOV-0083 sindzisa Verb H 3 to force, compel 
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TSOV-0084 singila Verb H 3 to go far away to beg food in times of famine 
TSOV-0085 sivela Verb H 3 to prevent, hinder, obstruct 
TSOV-0086 sumela Verb H 3 to report matter, tribute 
TSOV-0087 tivisa Verb H 3 to let know, inform 
TSOV-0088 tlangela Verb H 3 to thank, show gratitude 
TSOV-0089 tlanyata Verb H 3 to cause to become unfit for eating 
TSOV-0090 tlurisa Verb H 3 to surpass, exceed 
TSOV-0091 tshamela Verb H 3 to await, wait for something 
TSOV-0092 tshembisa Verb H 3 to give hope, promise 
TSOV-0093 twarisa Verb H 3 to proclaim 
TSOV-0094 vandzela Verb H 3 to hammer 
TSOV-0095 vavisa Verb H 3 to harm, cause to suffer, hurt 
TSOV-0096 vonela Verb H 3 to look after, watch 
TSOV-0097 vutisa Verb H 3 to ask, question 
TSOV-0098 vuyisa Verb H 3 to greet new arrival, make welcome 
TSOV-0099 yimela Verb H 3 to make halt for, wait for 
TSOV-0100 byeletela Verb H 4 to tell in full with all details 
TSOV-0101 hambulela Verb H 4 to give share to 
TSOV-0102 kandziyisa Verb H 4 to print 
TSOV-0103 kapitela Verb H 4 to drink by throwing water into mouth w/ hand 
TSOV-0104 kapurisa Verb H 4 to feed a child or a sick person 
TSOV-0105 khojometa Verb H 4 to throw morsel of food into sb's mouth 
TSOV-0106 mbulumbundza Verb H 4 to be careless 
TSOV-0107 khovetisa Verb H 4 to feed an infant, a sick person 
TSOV-0108 khubumeta Verb H 4 to cover, turn upside down 
TSOV-0109 ndzovetela Verb H 4 to immerse, push under surface 
TSOV-0110 phya Verb H 1 to dry up, evaporate 
TSOV-0111 tshwa Verb H 1 to burn 
TSOV-0112 banga Verb H 2 to join together 
TSOV-0113 bava Verb H 2 to be bitter or acid 
TSOV-0114 biha Verb H 2 to be bad, ugly 
TSOV-0115 bomba Verb H 2 to make oneself nice in appearance 
TSOV-0116 buma Verb H 2 to boast about 
TSOV-0117 deya Verb H 2 to being to be able to stand and walk (infant) 
TSOV-0118 durha Verb H 2 to be dear, expensive (Afr. duur) 
TSOV-0119 dyiwa Verb H 2 to be eaten 
TSOV-0120 dyoha Verb H 2 to make mistake 
TSOV-0121 dzunga Verb H 2 to be brackish, briny, sour 
TSOV-0122 dziva Verb H 2 to be thick 
TSOV-0123 dzumba Verb H 2 to spend time or whold day in a place 
TSOV-0124 giya Verb H 2 to dance (of armed men) 
TSOV-0125 guga Verb H 2 to grow old, to age 
TSOV-0126 gwanya Verb H 2 to become dry and tough 
TSOV-0127 hela Verb H 2 to come to an end 
TSOV-0128 hemba Verb H 2 to tell lies 
TSOV-0129 hlonga Verb H 2 to be thin 
TSOV-0130 hlova Verb H 2 to put on finery (Zulu) 
TSOV-0131 hola Verb H 2 to cool down, become cold 
TSOV-0132 huma Verb H 2 to go out, come out 
TSOV-0133 hunga Verb H 2 to blow, as a light breeze 
TSOV-0134 kaxa Verb H 2 to have a tart unpleasant taste 
TSOV-0135 kala Verb H 2 to lack something which it is usual to get 
TSOV-0136 kaxa Verb H 2 to have a tart unpleasant taste 
TSOV-0137 keta Verb H 2 to cry, yell 
TSOV-0138 mama Verb H 2 to suck as baby from breast 
TSOV-0139 khwaxa Verb H 2 to be rough, coarse 
TSOV-0140 konya Verb H 2 to groan 
TSOV-0141 kwata Verb H 2 to be angry, annoyed (Afr.) 
TSOV-0142 lala Verb H 2 to be narrow, to be long, strait 
TSOV-0143 lele Verb H 2 to be at peace, sleep quietly 
TSOV-0144 leva Verb H 2 to be fierce 
TSOV-0145 lorha Verb H 2 to drem (refl.) 
TSOV-0146 lutla Verb H 2 to misunderstand b/c of inattention 
TSOV-0147 ndzundza Verb H 2 to creep, crawl as infant 
TSOV-0148 nwela Verb H 2 to get drowned 
TSOV-0149 nyuma Verb H 2 to be timid, shy 
TSOV-0150 n'an'a Verb H 2 to be obstinate, stubborn 
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TSOV-0151 ondza Verb H 2 to grow lean, emaciated 
TSOV-0152 pela Verb H 2 to set (sun) 
TSOV-0153 penga Verb H 2 to be mad, deviate from norm 
TSOV-0154 pfimba Verb H 2 to swell, as inflamed part 
TSOV-0155 pfuka Verb H 2 to arise as from sleep 
TSOV-0156 phyama Verb H 2 to lose flavour, be unsalted 
TSOV-0157 puka Verb H 2 to haunt, walk (Afr. Spook) 
TSOV-0158 rhula Verb H 2 to be quiet, at peace 
TSOV-0159 rhurha Verb H 2 to move to another place, emigrate 
TSOV-0160 ringa Verb H 2 to crow as cock 
TSOV-0161 sandza Verb H 2 to denigrate, villify, insult 
TSOV-0162 tinga Verb H 2 to bother, annoy 
TSOV-0163 tlunya Verb H 2 to dazzle, blind, hurt eye 
TSOV-0164 twala Verb H 2 to be evident, be heard of , be well known 
TSOV-0165 vava Verb H 2 to hurt, be sore, painful, ache 
TSOV-0166 vhaka Verb H 2 to take a holiday, go away for a few days 
TSOV-0167 anama Verb H 3 to be wide as a river 
TSOV-0168 baleka Verb H 3 to open out to break of burst open 
TSOV-0169 bikula Verb H 3 to sob 
TSOV-0170 bilila Verb H 3 to become discoloured (vegetable) 
TSOV-0171 boxeka Verb H 3 to be pierced 
TSOV-0172 vukula Verb H 3 to bark 
TSOV-0173 bumbula Verb H 3 to be too thick as a plank 
TSOV-0174 delela Verb H 3 to belittle, to disparage (Zulu) 
TSOV-0175 dewula Verb H 3 to swing as on swing 
TSOV-0176 dzuvula Verb H 3 to slough  skin as snake 
TSOV-0177 dzikula Verb H 3 to attempt to vomit 
TSOV-0178 ganyuka Verb H 3 to walk very fast 
TSOV-0179 gogonya Verb H 3 to be rough 
TSOV-0180 goneka Verb H 3 to be weak (knees) 
TSOV-0181 gungula Verb H 3 to leave in a huff grumbling 
TSOV-0182 etlela Verb H 3 to lie down, to sleep 
TSOV-0183 hakana Verb H 3 to walk arm in arm (Afr. haak0 
TSOV-0184 hambana Verb H 3 to be different 
TSOV-0185 hambuka Verb H 3 to go off the road, stray 
TSOV-0186 helela Verb H 3 to get finished or come to an end 
TSOV-0187 hiseka Verb H 3 to be eager, full of zeal 
TSOV-0188 hlamala Verb H 3 to be astonished 
TSOV-0189 hlohlonya Verb H 3 to itch 
TSOV-0190 hlundzuka Verb H 3 to be impatient, vexed 
TSOV-0191 holova Verb H 3 to become angry 
TSOV-0192 hubuta Verb H 3 to rise early 
TSOV-0193 homula Verb H 3 to rest for a moment 
TSOV-0194 hundlana Verb H 3 to clout each other 
TSOV-0195 hundleka Verb H 3 to be trimmed, clipped 
TSOV-0196 jamuka Verb H 3 to rave, talk nonsense 
TSOV-0197 kamana Verb H 3 to struggle, fight 
TSOV-0198 karhata Verb H 3 to tire out, to bother 
TSOV-0199 kariha Verb H 3 to be sharp as knife 
TSOV-0200 kateka Verb H 3 to be happy, be lucky 
TSOV-0201 khatala Verb H 3 to be bothered, mind something (Zulu) 
TSOV-0202 khohlola Verb H 3 to cough 
TSOV-0203 holova Verb H 3 to dispute, quarrel 
TSOV-0204 mpfikula Verb H 3 to snivel, sob 
TSOV-0205 nambarha Verb H 3 to be comfortable as seat or bed 
TSOV-0206 nandziha Verb H 3 to be sweet, to be nice 
TSOV-0207 ncikinya Verb H 3 to swing like a pendulum 
TSOV-0208 khongela Verb H 3 to pray 
TSOV-0209 khuluka Verb H 3 to run, flow (of water) 
TSOV-0210 kingindza Verb H 3 to be weakened by medicines or drink 
TSOV-0211 kolola Verb H 3 to cry loudly as child in terror 
TSOV-0212 kotana Verb H 3 to be well matched, to be friends 
TSOV-0213 kovela Verb H 3 to withdraw into concealment as snail 
TSOV-0214 kundzana Verb H 3 to copulate, of a couple 
TSOV-0215 kwelana Verb H 3 to be jealous of one another 
TSOV-0216 kwetsima Verb H 3 to shine, glitter, to be holy, sanctified 
TSOV-0217 lateka Verb H 3 to be good when put to bed (of child) 
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TSOV-0218 loloha Verb H 3 to be lazy, indolent 
TSOV-0219 nembuka Verb H 3 to be viscious, slimy 
TSOV-0220 nyakala Verb H 3 to be nervous; to have the creeps 
TSOV-0221 nyanganya Verb H 3 to have sweet taste as honey 
TSOV-0222 nyangatsa Verb H 3 to be nauseating, physically disgusting 
TSOV-0223 nyenyela Verb H 3 to whimper, whine 
TSOV-0224 nyenyetsa Verb H 3 to disgust, cause repugnance 
TSOV-0225 nyumisa Verb H 3 to shame humiliate 
TSOV-0226 nyupela Verb H 3 to dive submerge, fall into deep water 
TSOV-0227 n'wetsima Verb H 3 to shine, glitter 
TSOV-0228 olova Verb H 3 to be tender, soft 
TSOV-0229 pfotloka Verb H 3 to get broken as a bone 
TSOV-0230 phyandleka Verb H 3 to spill liquid contents when smashed 
TSOV-0231 phyaphyarha Verb H 3 to bubble noisily as porridge 
TSOV-0232 polomba Verb H 3 to talk loudly, scold 
TSOV-0233 rhukana Verb H 3 to abuse (words only) insult, curse 
TSOV-0234 sarisa Verb H 3 say goodbye to 
TSOV-0235 sewula Verb H 3 to fall (of first rain of season) 
TSOV-0236 tekana Verb H 3 to marry (both spouses) 
TSOV-0237 tereka Verb H 3 (Afr.) to draw, get strong by standing (tea) 
TSOV-0238 timeka Verb H 3 to become extinguished 
TSOV-0239 tlalamba Verb H 3 to gambol, caper, frolic (animals) 
TSOV-0240 tlhemuka Verb H 3 to be filled to capacity (maize) 
TSOV-0241 tlhenguka Verb H 3 to be turne up, as by wind 
TSOV-0242 tondzova Verb H 3 to be of inferior quality 
TSOV-0243 tsakula Verb H 3 to breathe, be alive 
TSOV-0244 tshembeka Verb H 3 to be trustworthy 
TSOV-0245 tshwomoka Verb H 3 to get one's skin abraded 
TSOV-0246 tsonana Verb H 3 to be singy, stint, to be a miser 
TSOV-0247 tsotsomba Verb H 3 to be very hard, rough, difficult 
TSOV-0248 tsutsuxa Verb H 3 to form a cloud, mist 
TSOV-0249 twakala Verb H 3 to be audible, perceptible 
TSOV-0250 verenga Verb H 3 work for wages 
TSOV-0251 vhakacha Verb H 3 to go for a walk, not for any special purpose 
TSOV-0252 vilela Verb H 3 to be dissatisfied 
TSOV-0253 vonaka Verb H 3 to be visible 
TSOV-0254 vongola Verb H 3 to expose buttocks 
TSOV-0255 vumbeka Verb H 3 to be well made, have a beautiful shape 
TSOV-0256 xawula Verb H 3 to have pleasant taste 
TSOV-0257 bokoxela Verb H 4 to make long and irrelevant speech 
TSOV-0258 tengatenga Verb H 4 to quake, quiver as jelly 
TSOV-0259 gandlelana Verb H 4 to crush one another as people in crowd 
TSOV-0260 gombonyoka Verb H 4 to be crooked, tortuous 
TSOV-0261 entshemula Verb H 4 to sneeze 
TSOV-0262 hangalaka Verb H 4 to disperse, scatter 
TSOV-0263 hefemula Verb H 4 to breathe 
TSOV-0264 heleleta Verb H 4 to do perfectly 
TSOV-0265 hirimuka Verb H 4 to fall down (fruit) 
TSOV-0266 tlatlarhuka Verb H 4 to talk, chatter 
TSOV-0267 hlamarisa Verb H 4 to astonish 
TSOV-0268 hlekahleka Verb H 4 to move, to be loose 
TSOV-0269 hlevahleva Verb H 4 to gossip maliciously 
TSOV-0270 hlevetela Verb H 4 to whisper 
TSOV-0271 hokoloka Verb H 4 to make a noise 
TSOV-0272 homboloka Verb H 4 to be crooked 
TSOV-0273 humelela Verb H 4 to happen, appear 
TSOV-0274 kalakala Verb H 4  to cry in distress 
TSOV-0275 nkalanga Verb H 4 to cry, shout 
TSOV-0276 katingeka Verb H 4 to allow to be roasted 
TSOV-0277 khalakasa Verb H 4 to have unpleasant taste 
TSOV-0278 khidzimbela Verb H 4 to darken of sky 
TSOV-0279 makanyeka Verb H 4 to invade in a swarm 
TSOV-0280 khosahala Verb H 4 to become enfeebled by old age 
TSOV-0281 khunguluka Verb H 4 to roll down 
TSOV-0282 kondzelela Verb H 4 to hold out, persevere and refuse to yield 
TSOV-0283 konyomuka Verb H 4 to be or get dislocated 
TSOV-0284 kufumela Verb H 4 to be tepid, warm 
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TSOV-0285 lakalaka Verb H 4 to speak in terms that shock hearers 
TSOV-0286 ngungumela Verb H 4 to walk not seeing where one is going 
TSOV-0287 n'inin'ita Verb H 4 to make high-pitched whine, buzz 
TSOV-0288 tshavatana Verb H 4 to flutter, involuntarily nervously of eyelids 
TSOV-0289 dodombisana Verb H 5 to struggle with in play 
TSOV-0290 gingirhiteka Verb H 5 to be always busy, active lively 
TSOV-0291 hefemuteka Verb H 5 to sigh, gasp 
TSOV-0292 hokomuteka Verb H 5 to make a noise 
TSOV-0293 khunguvanyeka Verb H 5 to stumble 
TSOV-0294 kutakutana Verb H 5 to be on friendly, cordial terms 
TSOV-0295 kwetlembetana Verb H 5 to strive to do more work or faster 
TSOV-0296 va Verb H 1 to be 
TSOV-0297 xa Verb H 1 to become clear as when the sun rises 
TSOV-0298 khatsa Verb H 2 to go away because of ill-treatment 
TSOV-0299 khigi Verb H 2 to stop suddenly 
TSOV-0300 naka Verb H 2 to care for, give special attention 
TSOV-0301 kondza Verb H 2 to go and reach 
TSOV-0302 kuva Verb H 2 to be at an end (fruit of season) 
TSOV-0303 nenga Verb H 2 to walk slowly 
TSOV-0304 nyama Verb H 2 to be sad, downhearted, despondent 
TSOV-0305 rhanga Verb H 2 to do first, be first 
TSOV-0306 sika Verb H 2 to be starving 
TSOV-0307 sima Verb H 2 to plant, to be firm, speak firmly 
TSOV-0308 tala Verb H 2 to fill, become full, be abundant 
TSOV-0309 tshemba Verb H 2 to hope, trust, believe 
TSOV-0310 vundza Verb H 2 to lie down, rest after feeding 
TSOV-0311 vuya Verb H 2 to return 
TSOV-0312 yima Verb H 2 to stand up, halt 
TSOV-0313 xila Verb H 2 to observe mourning rites as fasing after a death 
TSOV-0314 kendluka Verb H 3 to stand aside in a path to allow another to pass 
TSOV-0315 khomeka Verb H 3 to be busy, occupied 
TSOV-0316 khuhlana Verb H 3 to rub against each other (branches) 
TSOV-0317 khunarha Verb H 3 to bow the head in despair 
TSOV-0318 khutala Verb H 3 to persevere, not miss a single day at work 
TSOV-0319 khwanyana Verb H 3 to shrivel up, shrink 
TSOV-0320 kwalala Verb H 3 to be grey 
TSOV-0321 lakahla Verb H 3 to sleep heavily 
TSOV-0322 lamala Verb H 3 to be crippled, impotent 
TSOV-0323 lavana Verb H 3 to follow one another, look for each other 
TSOV-0324 lumuka Verb H 3 to be weaned (child) 
TSOV-0325 nyarhula Verb H 3 to walk with sure step, even in mud 
TSOV-0326 pelelwa Verb H 3 to be overtaken by nightfall 
TSOV-0327 punyala Verb H 3 to be blackened with smoke 
TSOV-0328 swogola Verb H 3 (Afr.) to work or live under difficulties 
TSOV-0329 tiyela Verb H 3 to get hard, firm as maize 
TSOV-0330 tlokola Verb H 3 to make a lateral click to express disgust 
TSOV-0331 tlulana Verb H 3 to surpass one another 
TSOV-0332 tlumbeka Verb H 3 to be knocked down with one blow 
TSOV-0333 tsandzeka Verb H 3 to be unable to 
TSOV-0334 tsenyama Verb H 3 to straddle, have legs apart 
TSOV-0335 tsevuka Verb H 3 to get up late, leave for work 
TSOV-0336 dodombana Verb H 4 to struggle with in a fight 
TSOV-0337 karhateka Verb H 4 to be worred, troubled 
TSOV-0338 khakhasela Verb H 4 to laugh heartily 
TSOV-0339 khapakhapa Verb H 4 to overflow 
TSOV-0340 nanayila Verb H 4 to move slowly 
TSOV-0341 khuguriwa Verb H 4 to be made to stumble by a stone 
TSOV-0342 tsevukela Verb H 4 to start doing something in the afternoon 
TSOV-0343 ala Verb H 2 to refuce, to reject 
TSOV-0344 dyondza Verb H 2 to learn 
TSOV-0345 heta Verb H 2 to complete, finish 
TSOV-0346 khapa Verb H 2 to spill, overflow 
TSOV-0347 kolwa Verb H 2 to be satisfied 
TSOV-0348 kota Verb H 2 to be able, to be capable of 
TSOV-0349 lava Verb H 2 to desire, seek, 
TSOV-0350 rhandza Verb H 2 to love, like, be fond of 
TSOV-0351 tiva Verb H 2 to know 
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TSOV-0352 tlhuma Verb H 2 to be dense, impenetrable 
TSOV-0353 tsetsa Verb h 2 to commiserate with 
TSOV-0354 xwela Verb H 2 to get up late, arrive late in the day 
TSOV-0355 hetisa Verb H 3 to finish completely 
TSOV-0356 honisa Verb H 3 to be heedless, absent minded 
TSOV-0357 kameka Verb H 3 to be squeezed, wrung 
TSOV-0358 karhala Verb H 3 to grow tired 
TSOV-0359 kavata Verb H 3 to perform belly dance 
TSOV-0360 khawula Verb H 3 to leave a person on account of trouble with him 
TSOV-0361 miyela Verb H 3 to be silent 
TSOV-0362 kucana Verb H 3 to incite one another to wrongdoing 
TSOV-0363 tshekela Verb H 3 to lean against 
TSOV-0364 tshuvuka Verb H 3 to be spoiled 
TSOV-0365 vuyela Verb H 3 to come back for 
TSOV-0366 vuyeta Verb H 3 to do for a second time 
TSOV-0367 xinyata Verb H 3 to bear up under stress or pain 
TSOV-0368 dlambadlamba Verb H 4 to fumble in speech, reading 
TSOV-0369 hisekela Verb H 4 to watch carefully and continually 
TSOV-0370 pfampfarhutela Verb H 5 to do hastily and badly, scribbling 
TSOV-0371 ba Verb H 1 to beat, strike 
TSOV-0372 dya Verb H 1 to eat, devour 
TSOV-0373 ka Verb H 1 to draw water 
TSOV-0374 nwa Verb H 1 to drink 
TSOV-0375 pya Verb H 1 to lose at game of cuva 
TSOV-0376 twa Verb H 1 to hear, feel, perceive 
TSOV-0377 aka Verb H 2 to build, construct 
TSOV-0378 an'wa Verb H 2 to suck (of infant) 
TSOV-0379 baka Verb H 2 to bake bread 
TSOV-0380 biy Verb H 2 to fence in, make barricade 
TSOV-0381 bodza Verb H 2 to find something of small value 
TSOV-0382 boha Verb H 2 to tie, bind 
TSOV-0383 borha Verb H 2 to drill a hole with a European drill (Afr. boor) 
TSOV-0384 boxa Verb H 2 to pierce, to make a hole through 
TSOV-0385 byala Verb H 2 to plant, sow 
TSOV-0386 deka Verb H 2 to thatch a rook the European way (Afr. dek) 
TSOV-0387 dlaya Verb H 2 to kill 
TSOV-0388 dyisa Verb H 2 to feed cause to eat or swallow 
TSOV-0389 dzwirha Verb H 2 to pinch 
TSOV-0390 gadza Verb H 2 to take a little rest in the middle of a beer drin 
TSOV-0391 gandla Verb H 2 to compress with blows 
TSOV-0392 gega Verb H 2 to make detour around 
TSOV-0393 goga Verb H 2 to bar a door with a stick 
TSOV-0394 gonga Verb H 2 to be careful 
TSOV-0395 gonya Verb H 2 to climb (as a mountain) 
TSOV-0396 gula Verb H 2 to extract 
TSOV-0397 guma Verb H 2 to put something powdery into one's mouth 
TSOV-0398 guba Verb H 2 to enlarge sides of a hole, to dance a war dance 
TSOV-0399 hava Verb H 2 to lack, to be without 
TSOV-0400 haxa Verb H 2 to sow broadcast 
TSOV-0401 hinga Verb H 2 to put crosswise 
TSOV-0402 hisa Verb H 2 to heat, burn 
TSOV-0403 hlanta Verb H 2 to vomit, to litter 
TSOV-0404 hleva Verb H 2 to speak ill of, gossip 
TSOV-0405 hlula Verb H 2 to overcome, surpass 
TSOV-0406 hlwanya Verb H 2 to sow seed by scattering 
TSOV-0407 horha Verb H 2 to plait the hair 
TSOV-0408 hupa Verb H 2 to miss, fail to hit 
TSOV-0409 hutha Verb H 2 to scour wooden vessels with soft sand stone 
TSOV-0410 juma Verb H 2 to hit from behind without warning 
TSOV-0411 kamba Verb H 2 to examine, scrutinise 
TSOV-0412 kandza Verb H 2 to pound, stamp as maize in a mortar 
TSOV-0413 katsa Verb H 2 to put together, mix, tie together 
TSOV-0414 khata Verb H 2 to hem, shorten garment 
TSOV-0415 khedza Verb H 2 to winnow iwht a ciruclar movement 
TSOV-0416 kholwa Verb H 2 to believe (Zulu) 
TSOV-0417 khoma Verb H 2 to seize, grasp 
TSOV-0418 manga Verb H 2 to give constipation, as fruit w many seeds 
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TSOV-0419 mitha Verb H 2 to conceive (of animals) (Zu.) 
TSOV-0420 pfula Verb H 2 to conjure up, call up sb through witchcraft 
TSOV-0421 mpyaxa Verb H 2 to squeeze open as boil 
TSOV-0422 nantswa Verb H 2 to lick, taste 
TSOV-0423 khondla Verb H 2 to fold as arms, legs 
TSOV-0424 khula Verb H 2 to sip hot liquid 
TSOV-0425 khumba Verb H 2 to touch 
TSOV-0426 khunga Verb H 2 to tie up, to bind 
TSOV-0427 khusa Verb H 2 to prepare dehydrated foods by boiling 
TSOV-0428 khwela Verb H 2 to climb onto (Zulu) 
TSOV-0429 koka Verb H 2 to pull 
TSOV-0430 kopa Verb H 2 to copy (Eng.) 
TSOV-0431 koya Verb H 2 to question someone on a matter 
TSOV-0432 kuha Verb H 2 to collect sweepings to throw away 
TSOV-0433 kwela Verb H 2 to envy, to be jealous of 
TSOV-0434 kwinya Verb H 2 to draw up, pull up one's sleeves 
TSOV-0435 lahla Verb H 2 to lose, to bury a corpse 
TSOV-0436 lan'wa Verb H 2 to loose patience 
TSOV-0437 lata Verb H 2 to put to sleep; to save up something, food 
TSOV-0438 lomba Verb H 2 to lend, borrow 
TSOV-0439 longa Verb H 2 to put into as into a bag 
TSOV-0440 losa Verb H 2 to salute, greet by clapping 
TSOV-0441 luma Verb H 2 to bite, taste of first fruits 
TSOV-0442 lusa Verb H 2 to be jealous of one another 
TSOV-0443 ntseta Verb H 2 to squirt forcibly between teeth 
TSOV-0444 ntswonga Verb H 2 to drink by sucking up through straw or reed 
TSOV-0445 nwaya Verb H 2 to scratch 
TSOV-0446 oka Verb H 2 to fetch fire from hearth 
TSOV-0447 oma Verb H 2 to become dry, hard, stiff 
TSOV-0448 onha Verb H 2 to spoil damage, vitiate, corrupt 
TSOV-0449 orha Verb H 2 to bask or warm oneself 
TSOV-0450 paka Verb H 2 to pack, stack (Eng. Paka) 
TSOV-0451 panga Verb H 2 to take supply of water for journey 
TSOV-0452 pela Verb H 2 to cross a river; to plunge into water 
TSOV-0453 pfuxa Verb H 2 to cause to arise, wake up 
TSOV-0454 phasa Verb H 2 to catch 
TSOV-0455 phela Verb H 2 to spit 
TSOV-0456 phendla Verb H 2 to push apart as grass 
TSOV-0457 phopha Verb H 2 to drip 
TSOV-0458 phorha Verb H 2 to chew something hard 
TSOV-0459 poma Verb H 2 to gather in bulk on something (insects) 
TSOV-0460 pota Verb H 2 (Eng.) to report 
TSOV-0461 pumba Verb H 2 to slander, accuse falsely 
TSOV-0462 puta Verb H 2 to sympathesize with another's troubles 
TSOV-0463 rhamba Verb H 2 to summon or invite number of ppl together 
TSOV-0464 rhula Verb H 2 to take burden from head 
TSOV-0465 rimba Verb H 2 to fry by exposing to sideways heat of fire 
TSOV-0466 senga Verb H 2 to milk 
TSOV-0467 siya Verb H 2 to leave behind, abandon 
TSOV-0468 siza Verb H 2 (Zu.) to help 
TSOV-0469 soma Verb H 2 to edge, border, hem 
TSOV-0470 sweka Verb H 2 to cook 
TSOV-0471 swirha Verb H 2 to be improper, disgusting 
TSOV-0472 swoswa Verb H 2 to husk by rubbing between the hands, rice 
TSOV-0473 teka Verb H 2 to take, grasp 
TSOV-0474 thola Verb H 2 to hire, give employment 
TSOV-0475 thuja Verb H 2 to knock down, as does sth moving 
TSOV-0476 thwasa Verb H 2 to become fully qualified diviner by passing rites 
TSOV-0477 tlanga Verb H 2 to play, amuse oneself 
TSOV-0478 tsala Verb H 2 to write, draw, engrave 
TSOV-0479 tshama Verb H 2 to sit down, stay, dwell 
TSOV-0480 tshandza Verb H 2 to condole with person in trouble 
TSOV-0481 tshetsha Verb H 2 to make clearing in bush as for new field 
TSOV-0482 tsimba Verb H 2 to tie, make fast, close eyes 
TSOV-0483 tswala Verb H 2 to bear, give birth to (human) 
TSOV-0484 tswontswa Verb H 2 to suck as sweet or through tube 
TSOV-0485 venga Verb H 2 to dislike, have aversion for, to hate 
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TSOV-0486 vindza Verb H 2 to get stuck in throat, as bone 
TSOV-0487 vona Verb H 2 to see 
TSOV-0488 vula Verb H 2 to say, declare 
TSOV-0489 vumba Verb H 2 to mould esp when making pottery 
TSOV-0490 vuta Verb H 2 to get betrothed, of young man 
TSOV-0491 xeka Verb H 2 to cut with knife 
TSOV-0492 xisa Verb H 2 to deceive, cheat, mislead 
TSOV-0493 xuma Verb H 2 to work 
TSOV-0494 xurha Verb H 2 to sate oneself (pregnant) 
TSOV-0495 yiva Verb H 2 to steal, to do something illicit 
TSOV-0496 aneka Verb H 3 to spread out to dry 
TSOV-0497 bakana Verb H 3 to be crushed together in a small space 
TSOV-0498 bakanya Verb H 3 to thrust aside as a hand laid on one's person 
TSOV-0499 baleka Verb H 3 to flee, run away 
TSOV-0500 balesa Verb H 3 to shoot (someone) 
TSOV-0501 beyila Verb H 3 to pay bail for someone (loan) 
TSOV-0502 biyela Verb H 3 to srround, fence in 
TSOV-0503 bombisa Verb H 3 to make to be nice in appearance 
TSOV-0504 buraya Verb H 3 to roast (Afr. braai) 
TSOV-0505 burisa Verb H 3 to distract attention of another by talking 
TSOV-0506 bvindla Verb H 3 to scare fish towards other ppl waiting to catch 
TSOV-0507 dlonyola Verb H 3 to poke into eye 
TSOV-0508 dyelana Verb H 3 to be on good terms (eat at one another's home) 
TSOV-0509 dyetela Verb H 3 to eat without stopping 
TSOV-0510 dyondzisa Verb H 3 to teach, instruct 
TSOV-0511 dzumbela Verb H 3 to wait for something slow in coming 
TSOV-0512 gandlela Verb H 3 to beat down 
TSOV-0513 gayela Verb H 3 to chew the cud 
TSOV-0514 getsela Verb H 3 to gnash (one's teeth) 
TSOV-0515 gogosa Verb H 3 to knock 
TSOV-0516 gomola Verb H 3 to knock against person inadvertently 
TSOV-0517 gongondza Verb H 3 to knock (at a door) 
TSOV-0518 guleka Verb H 3 to get loose 
TSOV-0519 gumula Verb H 3 to knock out as person's teeth 
TSOV-0520 gungundza Verb H 3 to tap a receptacle to make little contents drop 
TSOV-0521 hakela Verb H 3 to pay, disburse 
TSOV-0522 hakuta Verb H 3 to extract or remove sth solid out of a cavity 
TSOV-0523 hangama Verb H 3 to stand with one's feet wide apart 
TSOV-0524 hatsela Verb H 3 to tear off as vegetable leaves from stems 
TSOV-0525 hawula Verb H 3 to take off from a hook, take down 
TSOV-0526 hayeka Verb H 3 to hang, hang up 
TSOV-0527 herisa Verb H 3 to cause to end 
TSOV-0528 hlahluva Verb H 3 to consult the divining bones 
TSOV-0529 hlakahla Verb H 3 to shake 
TSOV-0530 hlasela Verb H 3 to make war against 
TSOV-0531 hlavela Verb H 3 to sing in high pitched voice 
TSOV-0532 hlekela Verb H 3 to smile, smile at 
TSOV-0533 hlekula Verb H 3 to show contempt 
TSOV-0534 hletela Verb H 3 to help a sick person to walk 
TSOV-0535 hluvula Verb H 3 to undress 
TSOV-0536 tlhotlhorha Verb H 3 to hatch 
TSOV-0537 hlomula Verb H 3 to pull out, extract 
TSOV-0538 hlongola Verb H 3 to pursue, chase 
TSOV-0539 hlundzula Verb H 3 to cause worry, sorrow 
TSOV-0540 horisa Verb H 3 to cool, to make cool 
TSOV-0541 humesa Verb H 3 to cause to come or go out 
TSOV-0542 hundlela Verb H 3 to trim, strip (of leaves, branches) 
TSOV-0543 hundzisa Verb H 3 to surpass 
TSOV-0544 hungela Verb H 3 to fan away flies, bees 
TSOV-0545 hunguta Verb H 3 to diminish, lessen 
TSOV-0546 kalala Verb H 3 to feel and show dissatisfaction 
TSOV-0547 kampfunya Verb H 3 to spit after chewing 
TSOV-0548 kandzela Verb H 3 to add ingredient when preparing food 
TSOV-0549 kandziya Verb H 3 to walk upon 
TSOV-0550 kanela Verb H 3 to discuss, argue 
TSOV-0551 kaneta Verb H 3 to deny, dispute 
TSOV-0552 kantinga Verb H 3 to roast in a pot 
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TSOV-0553 kapula Verb H 3 to eat soft food , as porridge 
TSOV-0554 katinga Verb H 3 to roast in a pot 
TSOV-0555 kendlusa Verb H 3 to push aside 
TSOV-0556 khandziya Verb H 3 to ascent, climb up 
TSOV-0557 khangula Verb H 3 use cooking vessel for first time 
TSOV-0558 khanyana Verb H 3 to shrink, wither 
TSOV-0559 kapula Verb H 3 to eat liquid or soft food 
TSOV-0560 khatluka Verb H 3 to break off 
TSOV-0561 khatlula Verb H 3 to break off by pulling 
TSOV-0562 khayima Verb H 3 to drive as cattle, goats 
TSOV-0563 khendlusa Verb H 3 to push things aside to make room 
TSOV-0564 kherefa Verb H 3 to write address on letter (Eng. care of) 
TSOV-0565 khigela Verb H 3 to lean against 
TSOV-0566 khindlata Verb H 3 to raise or shrug shoulders 
TSOV-0567 khomana Verb H 3 to catch hold of one another 
TSOV-0568 miyeta Verb H 3 to silence, hush 
TSOV-0569 ncakunya Verb H 3 to chew, munch 
TSOV-0570 khugula Verb H 3 to stumble against 
TSOV-0571 khulela Verb H 3 to make level, smoothe down 
TSOV-0572 khumbula Verb H 3 to think, remember, recollect (Zu.) 
TSOV-0573 khuvula Verb H 3 to purify ceremonially 
TSOV-0574 khwanyala Verb H 3 to be wrinkled or shrunk as hide 
TSOV-0575 khwekela Verb H 3 to be jammed in between 
TSOV-0576 kolota Verb H 3 to owe, to be in debt (Afr. skuld) 
TSOV-0577 kombela Verb H 3 to ask of, ask for 
TSOV-0578 kongoma Verb H 3 to go straight to 
TSOV-0579 koropa Verb H 3 to scrub (floors, tables) (Afr. skrop) 
TSOV-0580 korota Verb H 3 to shorten (Afr. kort) 
TSOV-0581 kucunga Verb H 3 to rinse as one's mouth 
TSOV-0582 kukula Verb H 3 to sweep 
TSOV-0583 kukuta Verb H 3 to catch everything, to make a clean sweep 
TSOV-0584 kulela Verb H 3 to grow or raise oneself over one's superior 
TSOV-0585 kumbuka Verb H 3 to remember, 
TSOV-0586 kurisa Verb H 3 to make grow, enlarge 
TSOV-0587 kutsula Verb H 3 to redeem, to return dowry 
TSOV-0588 kweyela Verb H 3 to fix in proper place as window 
TSOV-0589 lahleka Verb H 3 to be or get lost 
TSOV-0590 lakatsa Verb H 3 to lick 
TSOV-0591 lalela Verb H 3 to have one's evening meal 
TSOV-0592 lamata Verb H 3 to cripple, injure 
TSOV-0593 lamula Verb H 3 to intervene in quarrel or fight to stop it 
TSOV-0594 languta Verb H 3 to look at, consider 
TSOV-0595 lotlela Verb H 3 to lock 
TSOV-0596 lovola Verb H 3 to pay bride-price 
TSOV-0597 lumeka Verb H 3 to light a lamp, fire; kindle 
TSOV-0598 lumula Verb H 3 to wean 
TSOV-0599 ndzuluta Verb H 3 to revolve, turn around, whirl 
TSOV-0600 nghenela Verb H 3 force entry, as into woman's sleeping hut to take 
TSOV-0601 nghunyuta Verb H 3 to roll the buttocks in dancing 
TSOV-0602 ngunyuta Verb H 3 to roll buttocks in dancing 
TSOV-0603 ntlokola Verb H 3 to make a lateral click to express disgust 
TSOV-0604 ntlurhula Verb H 3 to rip off as wind a roof 
TSOV-0605 ntsetela Verb H 3 to squirt between teeth, spit venom (snake) 
TSOV-0606 lutlisa Verb H 3 to lead astray, to do what is wrong or stupid 
TSOV-0607 n'wan'wasa Verb H 3 sprinkle with powder or water, dredge 
TSOV-0608 orhela Verb H 3 to expose part of body to steam 
TSOV-0609 pakula Verb H 3 to unpack offload (Eng. Pack) 
TSOV-0610 pambula Verb H 3 to share, take a part of 
TSOV-0611 peperha Verb H 3 to winnow with short vertical movements 
TSOV-0612 petluka Verb H 3 to be chipped, notched as in pottery 
TSOV-0613 pfatlanya Verb H 3 to hurt an old wound or ulcer 
TSOV-0614 pfelela Verb H 3 to come forth, as water 
TSOV-0615 pfotlosa Verb H 3 to crush, break something brittle 
TSOV-0616 pfukela Verb h 3 to arise up against as in anger 
TSOV-0617 pfumala Verb H 3 to be lacking in something, deficient 
TSOV-0618 phaphata Verb H 3 to pat with the hand 
TSOV-0619 phituka Verb H 3 to cause intestinal pain (by hard blow) 
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TSOV-0620 phitula Verb H 3 to have intestinal pain, stomach ache 
TSOV-0621 phumunha Verb H 3 to brush, remove, shake off dust 
TSOV-0622 phyandlasa Verb H 3 to smass esp. thing containing liquid 
TSOV-0623 pompola Verb H 3 to survey, examine a patient 
TSOV-0624 ponisa Verb H 3 to save 
TSOV-0625 poyila Verb H 3 to spoil, seduce (Eng. Spoil) 
TSOV-0626 pukutsa Verb H 3 to rub ears of grain together 
TSOV-0627 puluta Verb H 3 to wag stumpy tail 
TSOV-0628 qhavula Verb H 3 to shake hands 
TSOV-0629 rholela Verb H 3 to pick up small things 
TSOV-0630 rhotela Verb H 3 to gather firewood 
TSOV-0631 rindzela Verb H 3 to wait for, keep watch 
TSOV-0632 sayina Verb H 3 (Eng.) to sign 
TSOV-0633 seketa Verb H 3 to leave a door half open 
TSOV-0634 simeka Verb H 3 to transplant seedling 
TSOV-0635 simula Verb H 3 to uproot, in order to transplant elsewhere 
TSOV-0636 swikita Verb H 3 to chase away by whistling (mostly fowls) 
TSOV-0637 thenudza Verb H 3 to upset something accidentally, as a glass 
TSOV-0638 timula Verb H 3 to dilute to reduce strength as hot tea w cold wat 
TSOV-0639 tiyisa Verb H 3 to strengthen 
TSOV-0640 tleketla Verb H 3 to transport heavy things 
TSOV-0641 tlhengula Verb H 3 to turn up, as one's clothes 
TSOV-0642 tlhorhela Verb H 3 to shell groundnuts 
TSOV-0643 tlhotlhorha Verb H 3 to hatch (eggs) smash brittle thing 
TSOV-0644 tsemeka Verb H 3 to be broken, cut as branches 
TSOV-0645 tsemeta Verb H 3 to cut as hair, material 
TSOV-0646 tsetela Verb H 3 to spit throught gap between teeth 
TSOV-0647 tsheketa Verb H 3 to narrate, as folktale 
TSOV-0648 tshungula Verb H 3 to give medical treatment, nurse 
TSOV-0649 tshunyeta Verb H 3 to make unobtrusive sign to as winks 
TSOV-0650 tshwunyeta Verb H 3 to wink at 
TSOV-0651 tsongola Verb H 3 to taste, take very small portion at meal 
TSOV-0652 tsundzuka Verb H 3 to rmember, consider, ponder 
TSOV-0653 tswambita Verb H 3 to pour out a little dash of liquid only 
TSOV-0654 tungula Verb H 3 to deafen with noise 
TSOV-0655 tuvika Verb H 3 to swirl, billow, rise in clouds 
TSOV-0656 valanga Verb H 3 to seek with the eyes 
TSOV-0657 vangula Verb H 3 to extract seeds 
TSOV-0658 vavela Verb H 3 to burn a fire-break as round a village 
TSOV-0659 vavuka Verb H 3 to singe, scorch 
TSOV-0660 vitana Verb H 3 to call 
TSOV-0661 vukarha Verb H 3 to have a child on one's back or lap 
TSOV-0662 vukula Verb H 3 to bark 
TSOV-0663 xeweta Verb H 3 to salute, greet 
TSOV-0664 xupula Verb H 3 to flick gently with switch 
TSOV-0665 xurhisa Verb H 3 to sate, render woman pregnant 
TSOV-0666 yimisa Verb H 3 to halt, stop, keep waiting 
TSOV-0667 ahlamisa Verb H 4 to cause mouth to open 
TSOV-0668 babarhuka Verb H 4 to crack as drying mud 
TSOV-0669 balesela Verb H 4 to fire at, shoot at 
TSOV-0670 bambatela Verb H 4 to pat on the back 
TSOV-0671 biyelela Verb H 4 to protect by putting a fence around 
TSOV-0672 bobometa Verb H 4 to allow to gurgle into 
TSOV-0673 bohelela Verb H 4 to tie one thing up to another 
TSOV-0674 dlayelela Verb H 4 to finish off, to trim 
TSOV-0675 dlidlimbeta Verb H 4 to seize and thrust 
TSOV-0676 dlidlirhita Verb H 4 to give unwillingly, reluctantly 
TSOV-0677 dyetetela Verb H 4 to eat here and there 
TSOV-0678 dzenengela Verb H 4 to balance a load on one's head 
TSOV-0679 gagadela Verb H 4 to hold firmly, a heavy object 
TSOV-0680 gagavula Verb H 4 to cut off more than on'es share (of meat) 
TSOV-0681 gandletela Verb H 4 to ram down repeatedly 
TSOV-0682 gogojela Verb H 4 to walk with the aid of a stick 
TSOV-0683 gogosela Verb H 4 to tap (as with hammer) 
TSOV-0684 gongondzela Verb H 4 to hammer (nail) into 
TSOV-0685 khurumbela Verb H 4 to stir food on the fire with a circular movement 
TSOV-0686 halahala Verb H 4 to look searchingly in all directions 
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TSOV-0687 halalata Verb H 4 to throw a baby up into the air 
TSOV-0688 hambanyisa Verb H 4 to cause to separate 
TSOV-0689 hangalasa Verb H 4 to scatter 
TSOV-0690 hangunuxa Verb H 4 to take many things out of container 
TSOV-0691 haputela Verb H 4 to cut or prune lower leaves of tobacco plants 
TSOV-0692 hingakanya Verb H 4 to lay crosswise 
TSOV-0693 hirimuxa Verb H 4 to cause to fall down 
TSOV-0694 hlehleleta Verb H 4 to throw sliding 
TSOV-0695 hlometela Verb H 4 to peep through 
TSOV-0696 hlongorisa Verb H 4 to pursue, repulse 
TSOV-0697 holovela Verb H 4 to scold, reprove angrily 
TSOV-0698 huwelela Verb H 4 to shout, halloo, to lament 
TSOV-0699 kakatlula Verb H 4 to tear, pull apart 
TSOV-0700 kamanyeta Verb H 4 to squeeze 
TSOV-0701 kanganyisa Verb H 4 to deceive, cheat 
TSOV-0702 katekisa Verb H 4 to make happy 
TSOV-0703 kavanyeta Verb H 4 to interrupt 
TSOV-0704 kayivela Verb H 4 to fall short of requirements 
TSOV-0705 khalameta Verb H 4 to beckon, call by whistling 
TSOV-0706 khavaxela Verb H 4 to be wet with dew 
TSOV-0707 khawurisa Verb H 4 to punish, forbid 
TSOV-0708 khegetela Verb H 4 to place leaning against 
TSOV-0709 khidzimbeta Verb H 4 to obscure sun suddenly (by clouds) 
TSOV-0710 khometela Verb H 4 to catch repeatedly 
TSOV-0711 mamandzela Verb H 4 to be well fixed as a pole tied to another 
TSOV-0712 mbuwetela Verb H 4 to rock, lull or sing a child to sleep 
TSOV-0713 mbvonyongeta Verb H 4 to seize, pounce on as a cat on a mouse 
TSOV-0714 mpfampfarhuta Verb H 4 to scratch with nails 
TSOV-0715 munyungela Verb H 4 to be sour, to suck 
TSOV-0716 nambutela Verb H 4 to lap up (cat, dog) 
TSOV-0717 nantswetela Verb H 4 to taste 
TSOV-0718 ndzendzesela Verb H 4 to tie firmly 
TSOV-0719 khongotela Verb H 4 to exhort, encourage, incite 
TSOV-0720 khonyanisa Verb H 4 to cause to shrink 
TSOV-0721 khumbarheta Verb H 4 to hold in one's arms, embrace 
TSOV-0722 khunguluxa Verb H 4 to send rolling down 
TSOV-0723 khurhumbela Verb H 4 to stir maize meal w cold water and then into hot 
TSOV-0724 koketela Verb H 4 to pull up as one's trousers 
TSOV-0725 kondletela Verb H 4 to poke or stir a fire 
TSOV-0726 konyetela Verb H 4 to eat ravenously 
TSOV-0727 konyolola Verb H 4 to contradict impolitely 
TSOV-0728 konyomula Verb H 4 to dislocate 
TSOV-0729 kufumeta Verb H 4 to warm up, make tepid 
TSOV-0730 kukutlela Verb H 4 to drink too much without enjoyment 
TSOV-0731 kunupula Verb H 4 unbutton 
TSOV-0732 kuvakuva Verb H 4 to collect all, eat all 
TSOV-0733 lakatsela Verb H 4 to lick repeatedly 
TSOV-0734 langutela Verb H 4 to look for, wait for, hope for 
TSOV-0735 langutisa Verb H 4 to look at, supervise 
TSOV-0736 lovorisa Verb H 4 to receive bride-price 
TSOV-0737 lumuleta Verb H 4 to wean a child prematurely 
TSOV-0738 nekaneka Verb H 4 to carry something heavey in hands 
TSOV-0739 nghenetela Verb H 4 to enter many times, repeatedly 
TSOV-0740 rhuketela Verb H 4 to abuse, insult, curse 
TSOV-0741 bumabumela Verb H 5 to praise, extol 
TSOV-0742 hefemurisa Verb H 5 to allow to breathe 
TSOV-0743 hlehleleteka Verb H 5 to side easily 
TSOV-0744 mbalambadza Verb H 5 to do work shoddily, hurriedly 
TSOV-0745 mbvonyongetela Verb H 5 to do or make sth roughly as a basket 
TSOV-0746 khunguvanyisa Verb H 5 to lead astray (morally) 
TSOV-0747 tshwimbirisana Verb H000L 5 to quarrel, wrangle 
TSOV-0748 tlulatluleka Verb H000L 5 to jump, dance 
TSOV-0749 yimayimeka Verb H000L 5 to be anxious, concerned 
TSOV-0750 tlhokovetsela Verb H000L 5 to recite clan praises 
TSOV-0751 vuyavuyela Verb H00HL 5 to go again and again to a certain place 
TSOV-0752 xondzolota Verb H00L 4 to glance at sideways in jealousy 
TSOV-0753 toloveta Verb H00L 4 to accustom, habituate 
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TSOV-0754 tseketsela Verb H00L 4 to swear at, insult as a woman at herdboys 
TSOV-0755 tsetselela Verb H00L 4 to have pity on, be linient 
TSOV-0756 tswinyingela Verb H00L 4 to pinch skin 
TSOV-0757 vilerisa Verb H00L 4 to make discontented, cause displeasure 
TSOV-0758 yimelela Verb H00L 4 to wait for, stand by a field watching cattle 
TSOV-0759 tsalangana Verb H00L 4 to be spaced apart, as trees in orchard 
TSOV-0760 tsekatseka Verb H00L 4 to be shaky, unsteady 
TSOV-0761 tshombonyoka Verb H00L 4 to wriggle write as a snake when hit 
TSOV-0762 tsindziyela Verb H00L 4 to be thick, heavy as pole, mat, cloth 
TSOV-0763 tsokombela Verb H00L 4 to be sweet as honey 
TSOV-0764 tsongahala Verb H00L 4 to be small in size, quantity, to be humble 
TSOV-0765 vavisana Verb H00L 4 to hurt one another by blows or harsh words 
TSOV-0766 tsendzeleka Verb H00L 4 to wander about as person lost in bush 
TSOV-0767 visingala Verb H00L 4 to look threatening 
TSOV-0768 xoxovana Verb H00L 4 to feel great sorrow 
TSOV-0769 yimayima Verb H00L 4 to be restless 
TSOV-0770 tolovela Verb H00L 4 to be wont, be or get used or accustomed to 
TSOV-0771 tshamiseka Verb H00L 4 to sit properly, comfortably 
TSOV-0772 vonakala Verb H00L 4 to light 
TSOV-0773 vuyelela Verb H00L 4 to do again and again, have diarrhoea 
TSOV-0774 yowetela Verb H00L 4 to cry 'yowee' in distress 
TSOV-0775 tlharihisa Verb H00L 4 to instruct morally, bring up 
TSOV-0776 tsaletela Verb H00L 4 to scribble, put marks all over 
TSOV-0777 tsemakanya Verb H00L 4 to go through, across 
TSOV-0778 tsemelela Verb H00L 4 to cut into small pieces 
TSOV-0779 tsongahata Verb H00L 4 to make (too) small, few 
TSOV-0780 vaviseka Verb H00L 4 to suffer 
TSOV-0781 vuyetela Verb H00L 4 to restore to earlier and right condition 
TSOV-0782 yimbelela Verb H00L 4 to sing 
TSOV-0783 xiyaxiya Verb H0HL 4 to inspect, scan 
TSOV-0784 tsundzuxa Verb H0L 3 to remind, advise 
TSOV-0785 yimbisa Verb H0L 3 to cause to be circumcised, to bring to lodge 
TSOV-0786 saha Verb HH 2 (Afr.) to saw 
TSOV-0787 sula Verb HH 2 (Zu.) to wipe, erase, clean by wiping 
TSOV-0788 xiya Verb HH 2 to observe, watch 
TSOV-0789 pyisa Verb HH 2 to win at cuva game 
TSOV-0790 tenga Verb HH 2 to be pure, clear, tansparent (water) 
TSOV-0791 tiya Verb HH 2 to be strong, firm, steady 
TSOV-0792 fona Verb HH 2 telephone 
TSOV-0793 phyuphya Verb HH 2 to rest from work, recover from illness 
TSOV-0794 pyopya Verb HH 2 to intoxicate 
TSOV-0795 sala Verb HH 2 to remain, stay 
TSOV-0796 nghena Verb HH 2 to enter 
TSOV-0797 phundlha Verb HH 2 to develop breasts (young girl) 
TSOV-0798 mpyaxa Verb HH 2 to squeeze or lance boil, open pimple 
TSOV-0799 rherha Verb HH 2 to spark, discuss 
TSOV-0800 rhimba Verb HH 2 to prepare makwakwa fruit pulp 
TSOV-0801 rhiya Verb HH 2 to be attentive, heedful 
TSOV-0802 rhunga Verb HH 2 to sew 
TSOV-0803 songa Verb HH 2 to roll, roll up, double, as a mat 
TSOV-0804 swinya Verb HH 2 to shut eyes tightly 
TSOV-0805 thumbha Verb HH 2 to find and pick up thing from the ground 
TSOV-0806 tlimba Verb HH 2 to squeeze, compress 
TSOV-0807 xinga Verb HH 2 to carry child in one's arm 
TSOV-0808 fuma Verb HH 2 administer 
TSOV-0809 n'walala Verb HH 3 to disappear, be scattered 
TSOV-0810 vulavula Verb HH0L 4 to speak, scold, reprimand 
TSOV-0811 tengisa Verb HHH 3 to purify as water 
TSOV-0812 yeyisa Verb HHH 3 to show contempt 
TSOV-0813 phatluka Verb HHH 3 to break, get broken off 
TSOV-0814 pundzula Verb HHH 3 to be lumpy (porridge badly cooked) 
TSOV-0815 saseka Verb HHH 3 to be nice, pretty, admirable 
TSOV-0816 songana Verb HHH 3 (pf.) to be rolled or curled up 
TSOV-0817 swathana Verb HHH 3 to play children's game of 'touch' 
TSOV-0818 thamuka Verb HHH 3 to hop as a frog 
TSOV-0819 tlarisa Verb HHH 3 to be intractable, rebellious 
TSOV-0820 vangama Verb HHH 3 to shine, blaze, as sun which blinds the eyes 
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TSOV-0821 vevuka Verb HHH 3 to be light, to be easy 
TSOV-0822 xixima Verb HHH 3 to honour, respect with awe 
TSOV-0823 ringeta Verb HHH 3 to attempt 
TSOV-0824 sandzeka Verb HHH 3 to deserve blame, be reprehensible 
TSOV-0825 sungula Verb HHH 3 to start, begin, commence 
TSOV-0826 tsatsela Verb HHH 3 to associate oneself with sb for personal gain onl 
TSOV-0827 twanana Verb HHH 3 to be on good terms, have an understanding 
TSOV-0828 phakata Verb HHH 3 to slap in the face 
TSOV-0829 phatlula Verb HHH 3 to tear off, break off 
TSOV-0830 phonyoka Verb HHH 3 to escape from clutches, danger, pressure 
TSOV-0831 rhidimba Verb HHH 3 to scrape, rub hard as when washing heavey cloth 
TSOV-0832 rhikinya Verb HHH 3 to do thing vigorously 
TSOV-0833 rhungula Verb HHH 3 to tell, relate, bring news 
TSOV-0834 rhurhela Verb HHH 3 to receive guests, give shelter 
TSOV-0835 tlimbana Verb HHH 3 to press against one another 
TSOV-0836 tsondzela Verb HHH 3 to roll up, coil, as rope, string 
TSOV-0837 tswiyota Verb HHH 3 to call by whistling the labiodental whistle 
TSOV-0838 xixisa Verb HHH 3 to divert attention 
TSOV-0839 xumbadza Verb HHH 3 to humiliate, shame 
TSOV-0840 ahlula Verb HHH 3 adjudicate 
TSOV-0841 ayina Verb HHH 3 iron 
TSOV-0842 tikhorwisa Verb HHHH 4 to enjoy oneself 
TSOV-0843 tipfinyinga Verb HHHH 4 to rub one's eyes when they are sore 
TSOV-0844 pambulela Verb HHHL 4 to give each his share 
TSOV-0845 pfunetela Verb HHHL 4 to bring help to repeatedly 
TSOV-0846 rhungelela Verb HHHL 4 to sew on 
TSOV-0847 rhungulela Verb HHHL 4 to bring news to, to send greetings to 
TSOV-0848 sasatela Verb HHHL 4 to urge dog on after something 
TSOV-0849 sirhelela Verb HHHL 4 to protect as person being attacked 
TSOV-0850 tekelela Verb HHHL 4 to take from one another (disease, habit, manneris 
TSOV-0851 vuyerisa Verb HHHL 4 to reconcile 
TSOV-0852 ndlengandlenga Verb HHHL 4 to quiver, shake as jelly 
TSOV-0853 nyakapfala Verb HHHL 4 to be disgusting, replusive 
TSOV-0854 nyamalala Verb HHHL 4 to vanish as cattle into bush 
TSOV-0855 nyandlamela Verb HHHL 4 to tiptoe silently, walk stealthily 
TSOV-0856 nyekanyeka Verb HHHL 4 to be loose, not tied properly 
TSOV-0857 n'unun'uta Verb HHHL 4 to grumble, grouse, murmur 
TSOV-0858 papamala Verb HHHL 4 to come to surface, as drowned body 
TSOV-0859 peperheka Verb HHHL 4 to be easily winnowed 
TSOV-0860 pfaluleka Verb HHHL 4 to be easily opened 
TSOV-0861 pfuketana Verb HHHL 4 it chanced, it happened suddenly 
TSOV-0862 phakatana Verb HHHL 4 to slap each other playfully 
TSOV-0863 puluvundza Verb HHHL 4 to wallow in dust, take dust bath (donkey) 
TSOV-0864 rharhambuka Verb HHHL 4 to scratch, to shout in anger at person 
TSOV-0865 sungulana Verb HHHL 4 to start quarrel or fight with one another 
TSOV-0866 thakathaka Verb HHHL 4 to move arms and legs as baby lying 
TSOV-0867 thyathyasela Verb HHHL 4 to laugh heartily 
TSOV-0868 titimela Verb HHHL 4 to be cold, as weather, water 
TSOV-0869 tiyisela Verb HHHL 4 to hold on, persevere 
TSOV-0870 tlatlambela Verb HHHL 4 to stand or walk on tiptoe, stretch to reach high 
TSOV-0871 tlatlarhuka Verb HHHL 4 to speak loudly, in anger 
TSOV-0872 tlhakamala Verb HHHL 4 to take shallow breath, not inhaling deeply 
TSOV-0873 vumbuluka Verb HHHL 4 to roll, roll down 
TSOV-0874 pepetseka Verb HHHL 4 to wander about as in a strange country 
TSOV-0875 titivala Verb HHHL 4 to faint 
TSOV-0876 nyenyemuka Verb HHHL 4 to despise a benefactor 
TSOV-0877 nyokovela Verb HHHL 4 to disappear suddently into a hole 
TSOV-0878 nyongotela Verb HHHL 4 to eat carefully, slowly 
TSOV-0879 nyongovela Verb HHHL 4 to melt, dissolve as sugar in tea 
TSOV-0880 n'wan'watsela Verb HHHL 4 to dredge, sprinkle water 
TSOV-0881 olovisa Verb HHHL 4 to soften, make tender 
TSOV-0882 omelela Verb HHHL 4 to dry up on, as paint 
TSOV-0883 orheketa Verb HHHL 4 to take or give vapour bath 
TSOV-0884 orhovela Verb HHHL 4 to drink by thrusting mouth into water 
TSOV-0885 pakanisa Verb HHHL 4 to aim at 
TSOV-0886 papalata Verb HHHL 4 to make detour, avoid 
TSOV-0887 papamela Verb HHHL 4 to flap or fly noisily 
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TSOV-0888 pelapela Verb HHHL 4 to cross repeatedly, cross many rivers 
TSOV-0889 pfanganyisa Verb HHHL 4 to mix together as ingredients 
TSOV-0890 pfilunganya Verb HHHL 4 to muddle, cause confusion, commotion 
TSOV-0891 pfonyolota Verb HHHL 4 to grab and smash or crush on the ground 
TSOV-0892 pfulunganya Verb HHHL 4 to muddy, confuse matters 
TSOV-0893 phazamisa Verb HHHL 4 to catch as the 'wag'n bietjie' shrub does 
TSOV-0894 phokotela Verb HHHL 4 to clap the hands, applaud 
TSOV-0895 phonyomuka Verb HHHL 4 to escape through putting up a fight 
TSOV-0896 phuphutela Verb HHHL 4 to sprinkle 
TSOV-0897 punyarisa Verb HHHL 4 to blacken with smoke 
TSOV-0898 qhavulela Verb HHHL 4 to intercept in the air 
TSOV-0899 rhalarhala Verb HHHL 4 to look carefully at as to identify what one knows 
TSOV-0900 rharhambula Verb HHHL 4 to scratch, thorn, barbed wire 
TSOV-0901 rhurhumbula Verb HHHL 4 to uproot, as young maize plants 
TSOV-0902 rhurhuvula Verb HHHL 4 to uproot, tear off, as hair 
TSOV-0903 seletela Verb HHHL 4 to cover in or fill up hole with soil 
TSOV-0904 sisimuka Verb HHHL 4 to wake up suddenly, in surprise or fright 
TSOV-0905 sondzolota Verb HHHL 4 to glare at, look daggers 
TSOV-0906 sweketela Verb HHHL 4 to cook many things at a time 
TSOV-0907 swondzolota Verb HHHL 4 to give sidelong glance 
TSOV-0908 tengatenga Verb HHHL 4 to be on point of flowing, dropping 
TSOV-0909 titimeta Verb HHHL 4 to make cold, cool 
TSOV-0910 titivata Verb HHHL 4 to cause to faint 
TSOV-0911 tleketlela Verb HHHL 4 to transport many things, often 
TSOV-0912 vumbuludza Verb HHHL 4 to roll, send rolling 
TSOV-0913 vondzoka Verb HHL 3 to be jealous of 
TSOV-0914 nyefula Verb HHL 3 to show and express contempt in face and lg 
TSOV-0915 kasa Verb HL 2 to crawl on hands and knees as a baby 
TSOV-0916 khwakhwa Verb HL 2 to grow lean, thin (of cattle) 
TSOV-0917 phirhwa Verb HL 2 to tire out, cause disgust 
TSOV-0918 tata Verb HL 2 to fill, replace 
TSOV-0919 singita Verb HLH 3 to cause to see something extraordinary 
TSOV-0920 xaniseka Verb HLHL 4 to be illtreated, oppressed 
TSOV-0921 nyanyuka Verb HLL 3 to come forth, be revealed 
TSOV-0922 vambeka Verb HLL 3 to allow of being stretched out 
TSOV-0923 mofuka Verb HLL 3 to crumble when being eaten 
TSOV-0924 vhikela Verb HLL 3 (zu.) prevent, warn, 
TSOV-0925 xanisa Verb HLL 3 to trouble, illtreat, bother 
TSOV-0926 yevula Verb HLL 3 to skin, take hide off 
TSOV-0927 numbuluka Verb HLLL 4 to be vicious 
TSOV-0928 amba Verb L 2 to relate, to tell news 
TSOV-0929 anga Verb L 2 to hold a baby in one's arms 
TSOV-0930 leha Verb L 2 to be long, tall, high 
TSOV-0931 lungha Verb L 2 to be good, just in order (Zu.) 
TSOV-0932 alapha Verb L 3 to treat with medicines 
TSOV-0933 alula Verb L 3 to remove taboo 
TSOV-0934 goveka Verb L 3 to have a dent (Sp.) 
TSOV-0935 kulula Verb L 3 to remove with a sliding move 
TSOV-0936 ntluntlama Verb L 3 to squat 
TSOV-0937 ntlurhuka Verb L 3 to get loose, slip out as knot on string 
TSOV-0938 tshiriti Verb L 3 (only in expression) -fa to lose mental faculties 
TSOV-0939 kohla Verb L 2 to be unknown to 
TSOV-0940 vonga Verb L 2 to praise, thank 
TSOV-0941 ambexa Verb L 3 to dress another 
TSOV-0942 avela Verb L 3 to divde and apportion shares 
TSOV-0943 eneta Verb L 3 to suffice, as food for all guests 
TSOV-0944 handzela Verb L 3 to provide one's family with food in time of famin 
TSOV-0945 hlayela Verb L 3 to count, relate a story 
TSOV-0946 hlayisa Verb L 3 to guard, keep, protect 
TSOV-0947 naveta Verb L 3 to make to desire, to tempt 
TSOV-0948 landzula Verb L 3 to deny guilt 
TSOV-0949 lehisa Verb L 3 to make long, longer, lengthen 
TSOV-0950 letela Verb L 3 to teach, enjoin, advise 
TSOV-0951 lumbeta Verb L 3 to accsue falsely, slander 
TSOV-0952 nyiketa Verb L 3 to hand to , hand over 
TSOV-0953 nyizela Verb L 3 to yield place to which the other is entitled 
TSOV-0954 pfhumbisa Verb L 3 to make a place pleasant 
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TSOV-0955 pfumeta Verb L 3 to cause another to assent, agree 
TSOV-0956 toloka Verb L 3 to interpret (Afr.) 
TSOV-0957 engetela Verb L 4 to add to the number, volume 
TSOV-0958 hlawurisa Verb L 4 to help to choose 
TSOV-0959 hluvurisa Verb L 4 to help undress 
TSOV-0960 kapekela Verb L 4 to cover many things 
TSOV-0961 longoloxa Verb L 4 to place, cause to proceed in single file 
TSOV-0962 lulamisa Verb L 4 to put or make straight 
TSOV-0963 nembeleta Verb L 4 to hung up, make to dangle, allow to swing 
TSOV-0964 pfumelela Verb L 4 to allow, consent, permit 
TSOV-0965 ga Verb L 1 to arrive 
TSOV-0966 na Verb L 1 to fall (of rain, hail) 
TSOV-0967 lwa Verb L 1 to fight 
TSOV-0968 antswa Verb L 2 to get better from illness 
TSOV-0969 basa Verb L 2 to be white 
TSOV-0970 bola Verb L 2 to decay, rot 
TSOV-0971 bonga Verb L 2 to roar (from Zulu) 
TSOV-0972 buba Verb L 2 to struggle to flutter 
TSOV-0973 byabya Verb L 2 to boil up of water 
TSOV-0974 dakwa Verb L 2 to be drunk 
TSOV-0975 debya Verb L 2 to hang loosely 
TSOV-0976 deda Verb L 2 to give way backwards 
TSOV-0977 dina Verb L 2 to bother to annoy 
TSOV-0978 duka Verb L 2 to leave home to wander abroad 
TSOV-0979 duma Verb L 2 to rumble, roar 
TSOV-0980 dzanga Verb L 2 to be reserved, demure, silent 
TSOV-0981 dzika Verb L 2 to settle 
TSOV-0982 dzindza Verb L 2 to thunder 
TSOV-0983 geva Verb L 2 to belch 
TSOV-0984 gova Verb L 2 to camp for some days at one place 
TSOV-0985 ehla Verb L 2 to descend (Zulu) 
TSOV-0986 endza Verb L 2 to travel, to go on a visit 
TSOV-0987 enta Verb L 2 to be deep 
TSOV-0988 haha Verb L 2 to fly 
TSOV-0989 hanya Verb L 2 to live 
TSOV-0990 hlala Verb L 2 to pass away, die 
TSOV-0991 hlanya Verb L 2 to be mad 
TSOV-0992 hleka Verb L 2 to laugh 
TSOV-0993 hlola Verb L 2 to be an omen of good or evil 
TSOV-0994 huda Verb L 2 to have diarrhoea (coarse term) 
TSOV-0995 huha Verb L 2 to play (of children) 
TSOV-0996 jika Verb L 2 to turn, make a turn (Zulu) 
TSOV-0997 khana Verb L 2 to dance for joy 
TSOV-0998 khankha Verb L 2 to dance for joy 
TSOV-0999 khida Verb L 2 to swim 
TSOV-1000 khola Verb L 2 to speak ironically of, joke 
TSOV-1001 manya Verb L 2 to squeeze 
TSOV-1002 mpfhumpfha Verb L 2 to charge, attack suddenly 
TSOV-1003 muka Verb L 2 to go back home 
TSOV-1004 khuma Verb L 2 to beomce ritually unclean by contacting w corpse 
TSOV-1005 khwita Verb L 2 to be lame, halt 
TSOV-1006 koma Verb L 2 to be short 
TSOV-1007 lova Verb L 2 to perish, go to ruin 
TSOV-1008 loya Verb L 2 to practice witchcraft 
TSOV-1009 nuha Verb L 2 to stink 
TSOV-1010 pfuma Verb L 2 to throb, rumble, 
TSOV-1011 qatha Verb L 2 to be full of milk and distended 
TSOV-1012 rhomba Verb L 2 to be subdued, stunned through extreme joy 
TSOV-1013 tsandza Verb L 2 to be too difficult for, exceed strength 
TSOV-1014 vila Verb L 2 to boil 
TSOV-1015 vohla Verb L 2 to reced, as flood waters 
TSOV-1016 vomba Verb L 2 to roar as lion 
TSOV-1017 vomba Verb L 2 to diminish in volume, subside 
TSOV-1018 yila Verb L 2 to be taboo 
TSOV-1019 angula Verb L 3 to give explanatory answer 
TSOV-1020 avana Verb L 3 to divde up an share 
TSOV-1021 aveka Verb L 3 to be dividable 
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TSOV-1022 dabuka Verb L 3 to be very wet and muddy 
TSOV-1023 dlokodla Verb L 3 to poke at or into repeatedly 
TSOV-1024 dyangata Verb L 3 to diver attention of 
TSOV-1025 dzudzeka Verb L 3 to be shaken off 
TSOV-1026 ganama Verb L 3 to fall or lie on onew back 
TSOV-1027 gangana Verb L 3 to make love to one another 
TSOV-1028 gomela Verb L 3 to groan when ill 
TSOV-1029 gwadama Verb L 3 to kneel down 
TSOV-1030 gwavuka Verb L 3 to be torn off 
TSOV-1031 gwirima Verb L 3 to walk hurriedly, fast 
TSOV-1032 enela Verb L 3 to be sufficient 
TSOV-1033 hahama Verb L 3 to speak in one's sleep 
TSOV-1034 hahluka Verb L 3 to become torn away 
TSOV-1035 halaka Verb L 3 to spilt, poured out 
TSOV-1036 handzuka Verb L 3 to be torn, rent 
TSOV-1037 hanyanya Verb L 3 to stay awake, 
TSOV-1038 hatlisa Verb L 3 to hasten, hurry, do quickly 
TSOV-1039 hiteka Verb L 3 to keep oneself awake 
TSOV-1040 hlambanya Verb L 3 to swear, take an oath 
TSOV-1041 hlambela Verb L 3 to swim 
TSOV-1042 hlamula Verb L 3 to answer 
TSOV-1043 hlangana Verb L 3 to meet, assemble 
TSOV-1044 hlolela Verb L 3 to be of ill omen to 
TSOV-1045 hlomuka Verb L 3 to come out, as a thorn out of flesh 
TSOV-1046 hlukela Verb L 3 to come out into leaf again 
TSOV-1047 hlupheka Verb L 3 to be worried, troubled (Zulu) 
TSOV-1048 hohloka Verb L 3 to fall in, collapse 
TSOV-1049 honoka Verb L 3 to glare at 
TSOV-1050 hundzuka Verb L 3 to turn round, change 
TSOV-1051 hunguka Verb L 3 to go bad, immoral 
TSOV-1052 jitama Verb L 3 to jump down 
TSOV-1053 kahlula Verb L 3 to stride, to march 
TSOV-1054 khidzama Verb L 3 to kneel down 
TSOV-1055 khwenuta Verb L 3 to make a sign to 
TSOV-1056 kohleka Verb L 3 to be unable to remember 
TSOV-1057 korhama Verb L 3 to bend forward, to bend down 
TSOV-1058 korhoka Verb L 3 to work for one's mother-in-law 
TSOV-1059 kutlana Verb L 3 to rub against one another 
TSOV-1060 kwamuka Verb L 3 to come loose, as string on parcel 
TSOV-1061 lelana Verb L 3 to exchange parting salutations 
TSOV-1062 lovisa Verb L 3 to send to destruction 
TSOV-1063 nuhela Verb L 3 to smell agreeably 
TSOV-1064 nun'hwela Verb L 3 to smell agreeably 
TSOV-1065 nwayisa Verb L 3 to itch 
TSOV-1066 nyamisa Verb L 3 to dishonour as by murder, adultery 
TSOV-1067 nyawuka Verb L 3 to warm oneself at fire 
TSOV-1068 nyawula Verb L 3 to be pleasant as work well done 
TSOV-1069 nyowela Verb L 3 to be full of suspicions 
TSOV-1070 nyuhela Verb L 3 to grow fat 
TSOV-1071 nyukisa Verb L 3 to melt, smelt 
TSOV-1072 nyun'hwela Verb L 3 to grow fat 
TSOV-1073 petseka Verb L 3 to be bent, curved, get bent 
TSOV-1074 pfindluka Verb L 3 to become troubled, muddy 
TSOV-1075 pfinyana Verb L 3 to wrestle 
TSOV-1076 pfuleka Verb L 3 to allow being opened 
TSOV-1077 phaphuka Verb L 3 to wake up 
TSOV-1078 tsuvuka Verb L 3 to rise (sun, moon), to come out as seedling 
TSOV-1079 basuluka Verb L 4 to become dirty 
TSOV-1080 beremuka Verb L 4 to be demolished 
TSOV-1081 bibinyuka Verb L 4 to struggle to disentangle oneself 
TSOV-1082 bodlhomela Verb L 4 to sink into mud 
TSOV-1083 dadavala Verb L 4 to be stupid 
TSOV-1084 dedeleka Verb L 4 to stagger to be unsteady after drinking 
TSOV-1085 gingirhika Verb L 4 to work quickly 
TSOV-1086 gobagoba Verb L 4 to stagger 
TSOV-1087 hlawuleka Verb L 4 to be conspicuously good or fine 
TSOV-1088 hlayiseka Verb L 4 to be saved, protected 
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TSOV-1089 hojomela Verb L 4 to fall or sink into a hole 
TSOV-1090 hundzuluka Verb L 4 to make a half-turn 
TSOV-1091 jakatseka Verb L 4 to talk continually and unprofitably 
TSOV-1092 jamelana Verb L 4 to face each other menacingly 
TSOV-1093 jikajika Verb L 4 to go here and there as seeking sth lost 
TSOV-1094 kanakana Verb L 4 to hesitate 
TSOV-1095 kayakaya Verb L 4 to be unsuccessful, unfortunate 
TSOV-1096 mbombomela Verb L 4 to sink away out of sight 
TSOV-1097 mbundzumuka Verb L 4 to collapse, crumble as an old wall 
TSOV-1098 mbindzimuka Verb L 4 to crumble, collapse 
TSOV-1099 mbombomela Verb L 4 to sink into (water) 
TSOV-1100 mburumuka Verb L 4 to crumble down, collapse 
TSOV-1101 khovotana Verb L 4 to be too moist as maize 
TSOV-1102 khudzehela Verb L 4 to be sleepy, fall asleep 
TSOV-1103 kukumuka Verb L 4 to swell up, rise as dough 
TSOV-1104 gudlagudla Verb L 4 to be loose, shaky as tooth 
TSOV-1105 langalenga Verb L 4 to hang, swing, to be tossed about 
TSOV-1106 longoloka Verb L 4 to proceed in single file 
TSOV-1107 ndzondzomela Verb L 4 to sink away into, to become submerged 
TSOV-1108 vilavila Verb L 4 to boil continually 
TSOV-1109 gugurhuteka Verb L 5 to produce various shuffling noises in the dark 
TSOV-1110 hlengeletana Verb L 5 to come together 
TSOV-1111 hobomulana Verb L 5 to roar, as river in flood 
TSOV-1112 mbumburhuteka Verb L 5 to drop in quantity 
TSOV-1113 kutsakutseka Verb L 5 to be angry, take offence 
TSOV-1114 gingiriteka Verb L 5 to be active 
TSOV-1115 te Verb L 1 (pf.) say [said] 
TSOV-1116 wa Verb L 1 to fall, drop 
TSOV-1117 mila Verb L 2  to grow, sprout 
TSOV-1118 kuma Verb L 2 to find, obtain 
TSOV-1119 kurha Verb L 2 to rust, to become midewed 
TSOV-1120 lurha Verb L 2 to be quiet, without movement 
TSOV-1121 luva Verb L 2 to render homage to 
TSOV-1122 ngwingwa Verb L 2 to go about in pitch dark 
TSOV-1123 suka Verb L 2 to go away 
TSOV-1124 xeva Verb L 2 to eat savoury with one's porridge 
TSOV-1125 khitika Verb L 3 to proceed together in a crowd 
TSOV-1126 manyiwa Verb L 3 to be constipated 
TSOV-1127 manyana Verb L 3 to be too close together 
TSOV-1128 namuka Verb L 3 to come unstuck, come off 
TSOV-1129 khotseka Verb L 3 to be bent as a wire 
TSOV-1130 kihlanya Verb L 3 to be nearly full, (fig) become dissatisfied 
TSOV-1131 kotlana Verb L 3 to meet unexpectedly 
TSOV-1132 kumeka Verb L 3 to be found or obtained easily 
TSOV-1133 lulama Verb L 3 to be straight, go straight 
TSOV-1134 lwetana Verb L 3 to vie with, emulate, strive with 
TSOV-1135 vindzuka Verb L 3 to rise and start out early 
TSOV-1136 voyama Verb L 3 to be bent, lean over to one side 
TSOV-1137 hanyisana Verb L 4 to live close touch 
TSOV-1138 kavanyisa Verb L 4 to divide into two 
TSOV-1139 khitikana Verb L 4 to go together in a mass 
TSOV-1140 mofukela Verb L 4 to crumble 
TSOV-1141 nyavatela Verb L 4 to walk on tiptoe 
TSOV-1142 ta Verb L 1 to come, used as aux for future 
TSOV-1143 ya Verb L 1 to go 
TSOV-1144 gida Verb L 2 to go again and again, as to visit sick 
TSOV-1145 hlwela Verb L 2 to delay, be late 
TSOV-1146 jila Verb L 2 to be out of time, out of step 
TSOV-1147 tshana Verb L 2 to drop (ripe fruit) 
TSOV-1148 thona Verb L 2 to fall in drops, drip 
TSOV-1149 wisa Verb L 2 to rest 
TSOV-1150 xenga Verb L 2 to deceive, cheat, betray 
TSOV-1151 encisa Verb L 3 to imitate, as a gesture 
TSOV-1152 engeta Verb L 3 to do it again 
TSOV-1153 hluleka Verb L 3 to be beaten, conquered 
TSOV-1154 honisa Verb L 3 to ignore, overlook 
TSOV-1155 mbvungunya Verb L 3 to make loud deep sound at a distance 
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TSOV-1156 pfumela Verb L 3 to assent, say yes 
TSOV-1157 xandzuka Verb L 3 to abandon one's family, refuse to help 
TSOV-1158 ehleketa Verb L 4 to think, to be of opinion 
TSOV-1159 hitekela Verb L 4 to persevere 
TSOV-1160 hlambanyela Verb L 4 to promise solemnly 
TSOV-1161 kolodzana Verb L 4 to dispute over something to be done 
TSOV-1162 ri Verb L 1 to say 
TSOV-1163 andza Verb L 2 to grow in number 
TSOV-1164 ava Verb L 2 to divde up and apportion (food) 
TSOV-1165 bvinya Verb L 2 to make blunt 
TSOV-1166 dinga Verb L 2 to lack, to want 
TSOV-1167 dliva Verb L 2 to know one's head against something 
TSOV-1168 dludla Verb L 2 to stir liquid with a spoon 
TSOV-1169 dunga Verb L 2 to stir up sediment in a liquid 
TSOV-1170 dzima Verb L 2 to thrust or plant, e.g. a pole 
TSOV-1171 dzudza Verb L 2 to shake as tree to get down fruit 
TSOV-1172 dzuka Verb L 2 to perspire 
TSOV-1173 gada Verb L 2 to ride an animal 
TSOV-1174 ganga Verb L 2 to accept a boy as a lover (of young girls) 
TSOV-1175 gaya Verb L 2 to grind (in European mill) 
TSOV-1176 gemba Verb L 2 to butt with head 
TSOV-1177 gwimba Verb L 2 to draw taut 
TSOV-1178 endla Verb L 2 to do, perform 
TSOV-1179 hada Verb L 2 to cut grass or undergrowth with a sickle 
TSOV-1180 handza Verb L 2 to scratch in soil, as fowls 
TSOV-1181 hatla Verb L 2 to hastne, hurry, go quickly 
TSOV-1182 hima Verb L 2 to hit with something big and hard 
TSOV-1183 hundza Verb L 2 to pass, go through 
TSOV-1184 hirha Verb L 2 to hire (Afr. huur) 
TSOV-1185 hlamba Verb L 2 to wash oneself (to bathe) 
TSOV-1186 hlanhla Verb L 2 to pull down, cut 
TSOV-1187 hlantswa Verb L 2 to wash something (not own body) 
TSOV-1188 hlaya Verb L 2 to count, read 
TSOV-1189 hlota Verb L 2 to hunt 
TSOV-1190 hluka Verb L 2 to germinate, sprout 
TSOV-1191 hlupha Verb L 2 to trouble, bother (Zulu) 
TSOV-1192 hluta Verb L 2 to strain, filter 
TSOV-1193 hluva Verb L 2 to pluck a bird, remove feathers 
TSOV-1194 hola Verb L 2 to draw pay, receive wages 
TSOV-1195 hoxa Verb L 2 to throw, to throw at 
TSOV-1196 hundza Verb L 2 to pass, pass on 
TSOV-1197 juva Verb L 2 to pluck feather 
TSOV-1198 khahla Verb L 2 to scold 
TSOV-1199 khandla Verb L 2 to strike hard 
TSOV-1200 khemba Verb L 2 to hit with something to kill 
TSOV-1201 mbamba Verb L 2 to grope in the dark 
TSOV-1202 mbeya Verb L 2 to hit violently with something 
TSOV-1203 minya Verb L 2 to pour out last drops (also -minyeta) 
TSOV-1204 mita Verb L 2 to swallow, absorb 
TSOV-1205 moxa Verb L 2 to be careless with utensils 
TSOV-1206 munya Verb L 2 to make a sucking sound with lips 
TSOV-1207 nava Verb L 2 to spread (stretch out legs) 
TSOV-1208 ndzandza Verb L 2 to scratch as fowl 
TSOV-1209 khotsa Verb L 2 to imprison, to put in stocks 
TSOV-1210 khwaya Verb L 2 to clean fibre by scraping with knife 
TSOV-1211 kitsa Verb L 2 to walk by night 
TSOV-1212 konga Verb L 2 to shape into a circle 
TSOV-1213 koxa Verb L 2 to demand a higher price 
TSOV-1214 kutsa Verb L 2 to gnaw at or pick fless off bone 
TSOV-1215 landza Verb L 2 to follow, to be next in order 
TSOV-1216 langa Verb L 2 to choose, select 
TSOV-1217 laya Verb L 2 to admonish 
TSOV-1218 lela Verb L 2 to say goodbye to 
TSOV-1219 lema Verb L 2 to close a hole with mud as in a well 
TSOV-1220 londza Verb L 2 to demand payment of debt 
TSOV-1221 lota Verb L 2 to sharpen 
TSOV-1222 luka Verb L 2 to plait, as rope 
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TSOV-1223 lunga Verb L 2 to salt, add salt to, cause confusion 
TSOV-1224 ngunga Verb L 2 to walk a long distance in the dark 
TSOV-1225 nhlanhla Verb L 2 to demolish as hut 
TSOV-1226 ntlhontlha Verb L 2 to poke fire to make it burn 
TSOV-1227 ntshunxa Verb L 2 to loosen, undo, free, untie 
TSOV-1228 nusa Verb L 2 to scoop up flour, seed 
TSOV-1229 nyanga Verb L 2 to look with great pleasure at sth or sb 
TSOV-1230 petsa Verb L 2 to fold carefully 
TSOV-1231 pfula Verb L 2 to open 
TSOV-1232 pfuva Verb L 2 to knead, dough, mix 
TSOV-1233 phama Verb L 2 to plaster hut with mud 
TSOV-1234 pima Verb L 2 to measure, estimate 
TSOV-1235 rima Verb L 2 to hoe, pick, cultivate with the hoe 
TSOV-1236 rindza Verb L 2 to guard, watch over 
TSOV-1237 risa Verb L 2 to herd 
TSOV-1238 senga Verb L 2 to hear a court case 
TSOV-1239 tova Verb L 2 to pinch, drive in one's nails, claws 
TSOV-1240 vandla Verb L 2 to peel as fruit, potato 
TSOV-1241 venga Verb L 2 to cut meat into strips, as to make biltong 
TSOV-1242 xava Verb L 2 to buy 
TSOV-1243 xenha Verb L 2 to heat hard food, gnaw 
TSOV-1244 ambala Verb L 3 to dress oneself 
TSOV-1245 andlala Verb L 3 to spread out as a mat 
TSOV-1246 angarha Verb L 3 to hold tightly with both hands 
TSOV-1247 anyula Verb L 3 to open out to widen 
TSOV-1248 basisa Verb L 3 to make white 
TSOV-1249 bebula Verb L 3 to carry child on on'es back 
TSOV-1250 bindzula Verb L 3 to make a profit 
TSOV-1251 byamela Verb L 3 to sit on eggs 
TSOV-1252 dikida Verb L 3 to tickle 
TSOV-1253 dlokonya Verb L 3 to poke into esp. into a person's eye, ear 
TSOV-1254 dlomuta Verb L 3 to plump into deep water as big stone 
TSOV-1255 dombela Verb L 3 to use medicine magic against thief 
TSOV-1256 dumela Verb L 3 to charge, rush, attack (Zulu) 
TSOV-1257 duvula Verb L 3 to shoot with gun (Zulu) 
TSOV-1258 dzunisa Verb L 3 to praise, boast 
TSOV-1259 gandzela Verb L 3 to make sacrifice to an ancestor spirit 
TSOV-1260 gangisa Verb L 3 to flirt 
TSOV-1261 gevenga Verb L 3 to commit banditry, robbery 
TSOV-1262 gimeta Verb L 3 to place object in leaning position 
TSOV-1263 gobela Verb L 3 to sow maize 
TSOV-1264 gwavula Verb L 3 to force or tear open something firmly closed 
TSOV-1265 ehlisa Verb L 3 to make to go down, to descend 
TSOV-1266 entisa Verb L 3 to dig deep, make deep 
TSOV-1267 hafula Verb L 3 to divide, to remove part of 
TSOV-1268 hahlula Verb L 3 to demolish, to pull down roof of hut 
TSOV-1269 hakasa Verb L 3 to stir, shake up a liquid 
TSOV-1270 halata Verb L 3 to spill a liquid 
TSOV-1271 handzula Verb L 3 to tear, rip 
TSOV-1272 hanyisa Verb L 3 to give life or health, to cure of an illness 
TSOV-1273 havela Verb L 3 to dress oneself carefully 
TSOV-1274 hlakata Verb L 3 to wear out as a garment 
TSOV-1275 hlakula Verb L 3 to weed, hoe out weeds 
TSOV-1276 hlalela Verb L 3 to consider, look at 
TSOV-1277 hlanganya Verb L 3 to rub and wash back of s.o. when bathing 
TSOV-1278 hlangula Verb L 3 to wipe, rub off 
TSOV-1279 hlawula Verb L 3 to choose, prefer 
TSOV-1280 hlenghela Verb L 3 to fall upon, beset 
TSOV-1281 hlokohla Verb L 3 to poke into 
TSOV-1282 hlomisa Verb L 3 to lead one's bride to husband's home 
TSOV-1283 hlumula Verb L 3 to pull out (nail out of wood) 
TSOV-1284 hlwerisa Verb L 3 to delay, cause to wait 
TSOV-1285 hudula Verb L 3 to pull, as in tug war 
TSOV-1286 hulela Verb L 3 to thread, string 
TSOV-1287 hungata Verb L 3 to take a walk, pass the time 
TSOV-1288 huvela Verb L 3 to put on a big garment which covers the whole per 
TSOV-1289 jovota Verb L 3 to strike with the beak, peck at as a fowl 
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TSOV-1290 jikula Verb L 3 to dig up grass when clearing land 
TSOV-1291 kovotla Verb L 3 to nibble at and leave a hole 
TSOV-1292 khavisa Verb L 3 to decorate, ornament 
TSOV-1293 mbundzuxa Verb L 3 to pull or tear down, demolish 
TSOV-1294 mhikula Verb L 3 to lift up something heavy 
TSOV-1295 minula Verb L 3 to remove testa of maize by stamping 
TSOV-1296 mofula Verb L 3 to eat something crumbly 
TSOV-1297 namula Verb L 3 to pull apart, unstick 
TSOV-1298 cheseta Verb L 3 to loosen, undo 
TSOV-1299 ndziwita Verb L 3 to swing in a circle 
TSOV-1300 khupuka Verb L 3 to go up on other side of river 
TSOV-1301 kwamula Verb L 3 to tear bark off a branch 
TSOV-1302 kovotla Verb L 3 to hollow out, to scoop out 
TSOV-1303 kwamula Verb L 3 to tear off, prise up or open 
TSOV-1304 landzela Verb L 3 to follow after 
TSOV-1305 larisa Verb L 3 to make narrow, thin 
TSOV-1306 lawula Verb L 3 to order, to give instructions 
TSOV-1307 lemula Verb L 3 to open something sealed 
TSOV-1308 loveka Verb L 3 to soak, steep 
TSOV-1309 lunghisa Verb L 3 to prepare, set right (Zu.) 
TSOV-1310 nyanyisa Verb L 3 to make worse, aggravate 
TSOV-1311 nyanyula Verb L 3 to bring forth from concealment as hidden object 
TSOV-1312 nyawusa Verb L 3 to warm at fire as hands, food 
TSOV-1313 nyeketa Verb L 3 to wear one's clothes very low under the waist 
TSOV-1314 pfhumbula Verb L 3 to stamp maize (with removed testa) 
TSOV-1315 pfindlusa Verb L 3 to trouble, muddy, stir up 
TSOV-1316 tlangandla Verb L 3 to be spread out, displayed 
TSOV-1317 vombeta Verb L 3 to diminish in volume, subside 
TSOV-1318 voninga Verb L 3 to illuminate, provide light 
TSOV-1319 ambambela Verb L 4 to make up stories about people 
TSOV-1320 amukela Verb L 4 to accept, to receive 
TSOV-1321 anakanya Verb L 4 to consider, to think over 
TSOV-1322 avanyisa Verb L 4 to divide 
TSOV-1323 beremula Verb L 4 to pull down/demolish a wall 
TSOV-1324 bindzimula Verb L 4 to demolish wall 
TSOV-1325 bvonyongeta Verb L 4 to pounce on 
TSOV-1326 damarhela Verb L 4 to adhere, stick to 
TSOV-1327 damarheta Verb L 4 to cause to stick, gum on 
TSOV-1328 damurhuta Verb L 4 to pull or draw apart things 
TSOV-1329 dunduzela Verb L 4 to praise (Zulu) 
TSOV-1330 dzedzemela Verb L 4 to have teeth on edge 
TSOV-1331 gembetela Verb L 4 to hit repeatedly 
TSOV-1332 encenyeta Verb L 4 to imitate, to copy manners 
TSOV-1333 endletela Verb L 4 to do repeatedly 
TSOV-1334 etlelela Verb L 4 to set a trap for 
TSOV-1335 etlerisa Verb L 4 to put to sleep, lay down flat 
TSOV-1336 havaxela Verb L 4 to put on all one's ornament for battle 
TSOV-1337 hirimuka Verb L 4 to crumble down 
TSOV-1338 himetela Verb L 4 to hit repeatedly 
TSOV-1339 hindzimuxa Verb L 4 to pull down (as stone demolishing walls) 
TSOV-1340 hlahletela Verb L 4 to break into small fragments 
TSOV-1341 hlambelela Verb L 4 to save drowning person by swimming 
TSOV-1342 hlamberisa Verb L 4 to assist in crossing a river 
TSOV-1343 hlanganisa Verb L 4 to join, unite 
TSOV-1344 hlanganyeta Verb L 4 to push firewood further into the fire 
TSOV-1345 hlawutela Verb L 4 to reveal, explain 
TSOV-1346 hlengeleta Verb L 4 to gather up, collect 
TSOV-1347 hoyozela Verb L 4 to welcome with words or shouts 
TSOV-1348 huhutela Verb L 4 to bark 
TSOV-1349 hululela Verb L 4 to pull off, unstring 
TSOV-1350 hundzukela Verb L 4 to turn against 
TSOV-1351 hundzuluta Verb L 4 to turn over as when cooking meat 
TSOV-1352 hundzuluxa Verb L 4 to change, translate 
TSOV-1353 jikijela Verb L 4 to throw a stick or club at 
TSOV-1354 jovotela Verb L 4 to peck at repeatedly 
TSOV-1355 khandletela Verb L 4 to crush by beating 
TSOV-1356 khavangela Verb L 4 to cut up in pieces (pumpkin) 
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TSOV-1357 mangalela Verb L 4 to report someone 
TSOV-1358 manyukuta Verb L 4 to squeeze through 
TSOV-1359 manyuluta Verb L 4 to squeeze through 
TSOV-1360 mbundzumuxa Verb L 4 to pull down, demolish 
TSOV-1361 mbindzimuxa Verb L 4 to demolish, tear down 
TSOV-1362 minyetela Verb L 4 to tip over a vessel to empty it 
TSOV-1363 mitamita Verb L 4 to bolt food, like a glutton wo chewing 
TSOV-1364 namarhela Verb L 4 to adhere to, stick, hold to 
TSOV-1365 namarheta Verb L 4 to cause to adhere 
TSOV-1366 nameketa Verb L 4 to stick, glue, affix 
TSOV-1367 namurhuta Verb L 4 to tear off 
TSOV-1368 navetisa Verb L 4 to tantalize 
TSOV-1369 ndhundhuzela Verb L 4 to praise (Zu.) 
TSOV-1370 khovolela Verb L 4 to mock, deride 
TSOV-1371 kihlanyisa Verb L 4 to make somewhat over half full 
TSOV-1372 konanisa Verb L 4 to question assiduously to discover the truth 
TSOV-1373 koreketa Verb L 4 to correct (Eng.) 
TSOV-1374 kukumuxa Verb L 4 to cause to swell, inflate 
TSOV-1375 kumanisa Verb L 4 to investigate a matter of theft 
TSOV-1376 kundzumula Verb L 4 to abrade or scrape off surface layer 
TSOV-1377 lamulela Verb L 4 to take part of, to side with 
TSOV-1378 landzelela Verb L 4 to follow step by step 
TSOV-1379 londzovota Verb L 4 to use something left over 
TSOV-1380 ndzondzometa Verb L 4 to push under surface, immerse 
TSOV-1381 ngengemisa Verb L 4 to stagger under heavy burden 
TSOV-1382 nigirimela Verb L 4 to descend, go down as slope 
TSOV-1383 nun'hwetela Verb L 4 to sniff, try to catch scent 
TSOV-1384 nwayanwaya Verb L 4 to scratch onself all over, tickle 
TSOV-1385 xengetela Verb L 4 to lay an ambush 
TSOV-1386 dalanganyisa Verb L 5 to place wide or too wide apart 
TSOV-1387 therisa Verb L0L 3 to return, send back, give back 
TSOV-1388 enghena Verb LH 3 to enter 
TSOV-1389 lenga Verb LH 2 to hang, swing 
TSOV-1390 thatha Verb LH 2 to roast at open fire, as meat, maize cob 
TSOV-1391 tisunga Verb LHH 3 (refl. Only) commit suide by hanging oneself 
TSOV-1392 xaxameta Verb LHHL 4 to put in a row, in a file, compare 
TSOV-1393 xaxamela Verb LHHL 4 to stand in a row 
TSOV-1394 bazela Verb LHL 3 to give a small present wrt a purchase made 
TSOV-1395 xavisa Verb LHL 3 to sell, barter 
TSOV-1396 nyalanyala Verb LHLH 4 to be tasty, sweet as sugar 
TSOV-1397 nyiza Verb LL 2 to give way to something 
TSOV-1398 tlhela Verb LL 2 to return, go back 
TSOV-1399 xonga Verb LL 2 to be beautiful 
TSOV-1400 gandla Verb LL 2 print 
TSOV-1401 pyitla Verb LL 2 to be smeared heavily with a greasy thing 
TSOV-1402 sola Verb LL 2 to speak disparagingly to or about 
TSOV-1403 susa Verb LL 2 to take away, remove 
TSOV-1404 tlhava Verb LL 2 to stab, pierce, slaughter to be very hot 
TSOV-1405 tota Verb LL 2 to anoint with fat, oil 
TSOV-1406 vanga Verb LL 2 to cause, bring about, produce attract 
TSOV-1407 yisa Verb LL 2 to take to another place, lead 
TSOV-1408 khwita Verb LL 2 to be lame, limp 
TSOV-1409 nyanya Verb LL 2 to get worse as illness or a situation 
TSOV-1410 nyuka Verb LL 2 to perspire 
TSOV-1411 n'oka Verb LL 2 to melt 
TSOV-1412 oswa Verb LL 2 to commit adultery 
TSOV-1413 pfhumba Verb LL 2 to be pleasant (of a place) 
TSOV-1414 pfurha Verb LL 2 to burn freely; be furious 
TSOV-1415 pfuta Verb LL 2 to leak as vessel, roof 
TSOV-1416 phahla Verb LL 2 to perform rites of ancestor cult 
TSOV-1417 phupha Verb LL 2 to make froth, foam as with soap 
TSOV-1418 poxa Verb LL 2 to commit breach of etiquette 
TSOV-1419 rheta Verb LL 2 to be slipper, slip 
TSOV-1420 rhundza Verb LL 2 to urinate, ejaculate in coitu 
TSOV-1421 rila Verb LL 2 to cry, weep, lament 
TSOV-1422 thamba Verb LL 2 to be damp as cloth left in the dew to soften it 
TSOV-1423 tika Verb LL 2 to be heavy, difficult 
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TSOV-1424 tirha Verb LL 2 to work 
TSOV-1425 tontswa Verb LL 2 to end in a sharp point, as pen or pencil 
TSOV-1426 tsana Verb LL 2 to feel weak as before or after illness 
TSOV-1427 tlhetlha Verb LL 2 to recede, walk backwards 
TSOV-1428 tsaka Verb LL 2 to rejoice, be glad, happy 
TSOV-1429 tshwuka Verb LL 2 to be red, purple 
TSOV-1430 vuna Verb LL 2 to wither 
TSOV-1431 tshuka Verb LL 2 to start in surprise, in fear 
TSOV-1432 vhuma Verb LL 2 (Zu.) to assent mostly in 'siya vhuma' in chorus 
TSOV-1433 xuxa Verb LL 2 to spend the vening sitting up together conversing 
TSOV-1434 lwela Verb LL 2 to fight for, protect 
TSOV-1435 nyela Verb LL 2 to relieve oneself in improper place 
TSOV-1436 n'webva Verb LL 2 to scratch as insect bite 
TSOV-1437 onga Verb LL 2 to stalk, follow stealthily 
TSOV-1438 onya Verb LL 2 to frown in anger, purse lips 
TSOV-1439 ova Verb LL 2 to bend or pull down 
TSOV-1440 oxa Verb LL 2 to roast 
TSOV-1441 pandza Verb LL 2 to split, cleave, cut 
TSOV-1442 pfala Verb LL 2 to close, shut as a door 
TSOV-1443 phara Verb LL 2 to plaster as reed wall 
TSOV-1444 phata Verb LL 2 to squeeze and dent or crack 
TSOV-1445 phata Verb LL 2 to praise a warrior, a chief 
TSOV-1446 phema Verb LL 2 to break, break off 
TSOV-1447 phika Verb LL 2 to dispute what another says 
TSOV-1448 phohla Verb LL 2 to break out of enclosure 
TSOV-1449 phula Verb LL 2 to remove vessel from fire 
TSOV-1450 pyanya Verb LL 2 to crush with foot 
TSOV-1451 raha Verb LL 2 to kick 
TSOV-1452 rhidza Verb LL 2 to cook thin porridge for infant 
TSOV-1453 riha Verb LL 2 to pay a fine, a compensation 
TSOV-1454 ringa Verb LL 2 to test, put to test, tempt 
TSOV-1455 sefa Verb LL 2 (Afr.) to sift 
TSOV-1456 sila Verb LL 2 to grind grain on a stone 
TSOV-1457 soha Verb LL 2 to twist, wring as when making riems 
TSOV-1458 tenga Verb LL 2 to discuss as in court case 
TSOV-1459 thala Verb LL 2 to abandon one's husband or wife 
TSOV-1460 tisa Verb LL 2 (caus. Of -ta) bring 
TSOV-1461 tlhala Verb LL 2 to jilt (girl who leave her lover for someone else 
TSOV-1462 tlhontlha Verb LL 2 to provoke, incite people to quarrel 
TSOV-1463 tlweba Verb LL 2 to light with a match 
TSOV-1464 tola Verb LL 2 to anoint oneself with grease, oil, medicine 
TSOV-1465 tsan'wa Verb LL 2 to express disapprobation, disagreement 
TSOV-1466 tshika Verb LL 2 to leave, leave alone, abandon 
TSOV-1467 tshova Verb LL 2 to break, as stick 
TSOV-1468 tshwatsa Verb LL 2 to eat pleasant but soft food with fingers 
TSOV-1469 tswinya Verb LL 2 to make fast, make tight 
TSOV-1470 undla Verb LL 2 to bring up a child, care for 
TSOV-1471 vutla Verb LL 2 to snatch from 
TSOV-1472 vamba Verb LL 2 to stretch out, as hide 
TSOV-1473 vatla Verb LL 2 to carve, do work with wood 
TSOV-1474 vutla Verb LL 2 to snatch, carry off 
TSOV-1475 wela Verb LL 2 to fall upon, cross a river 
TSOV-1476 wisa Verb LL 2 to fling down, make fall 
TSOV-1477 xika Verb LL 2 to descent straight down 
TSOV-1478 chicha Verb LL 2 allow or cause to descend 
TSOV-1479 yenga Verb LL 2 to betray, lead into danger 
TSOV-1480 hlaya Verb LL 2 numerate 
TSOV-1481 tiphina Verb LLH 3 to enjoy oneself 
TSOV-1482 yirisa Verb LLL 3 to reject as contrary to customs or decency 
TSOV-1483 mangala Verb LLL 3 to lay a complaint with one in authority (Zulu) 
TSOV-1484 pfalela Verb LLL 3 to shut up, lock up, enclose 
TSOV-1485 rihisa Verb LLL 3 to fine, order to pay compensation 
TSOV-1486 rivata Verb LLL 3 to cause to forget, distract from work 
TSOV-1487 tamela Verb LLL 3 to hold with one or both hands 
TSOV-1488 tengisa Verb LLL 3 to bring acting against 
TSOV-1489 tlhandleka Verb LLL 3 to place one thing on another 
TSOV-1490 tsavula Verb LLL 3 to fish out, take out of liquid 
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TSOV-1491 tshikisa Verb LLL 3 to make to let go, to leave, to desist 
TSOV-1492 tsimbisa Verb LLL 3 to stop or forbid 
TSOV-1493 vunisa Verb LLL 3 to wither, allow to wither 
TSOV-1494 xokola Verb LLL 3 to pull out, extract, draw out with difficulty 
TSOV-1495 xungeta Verb LLL 3 to threaten with gesture, not only words 
TSOV-1496 avela Verb LLL 3 allocate 
TSOV-1497 phakama Verb LLL 3 (zulu) to be high in exalted position 
TSOV-1498 phamuka Verb LLL 3 to split in two as plank, hoe handle 
TSOV-1499 phaphama Verb LLL 3 to wake up suddenly 
TSOV-1500 phatima Verb LLL 3 to shine, glitter 
TSOV-1501 phemeka Verb LLL 3 to permit of being broken 
TSOV-1502 phutsuka Verb LLL 3 to crumble as over-cooked pumpkin 
TSOV-1503 pupuma Verb LLL 3 to overflow as boiling milk 
TSOV-1504 rhukurha Verb LLL 3 to have blisters on lips or gums 
TSOV-1505 rhumbuka Verb LLL 3 to flower, bloom 
TSOV-1506 rimbana Verb LLL 3 to fight with sjamboks 
TSOV-1507 rimuka Verb LLL 3 to arrive (spring) the ploughing season 
TSOV-1508 ringana Verb LLL 3 to be equal in length, weight, etc.; be sufficient 
TSOV-1509 semela Verb LLL 3 to get a splinter into one's flesh 
TSOV-1510 swatama Verb LLL 3 to submerge, vanish under water 
TSOV-1511 tepfama Verb LLL 3 to swing up and down as a long thin pole 
TSOV-1512 tetela Verb LLL 3 to lie down to sleep 
TSOV-1513 tsakama Verb LLL 3 to be wet, damp, be alive 
TSOV-1514 tsakisa Verb LLL 3 to please, cause to rejoice 
TSOV-1515 tshapuka Verb LLL 3 to be viscous, sticky, stringy 
TSOV-1516 tshoveka Verb LLL 3 to break, snap across as stick 
TSOV-1517 tsutsuma Verb LLL 3 to run, go fast 
TSOV-1518 tumbela Verb LLL 3 to hide oneself 
TSOV-1519 xixita Verb LLL 3 to urinate (used among friends) 
TSOV-1520 dirila Verb LLL 3 drill 
TSOV-1521 phikizana Verb LLL 4 to argue, contradict one another 
TSOV-1522 tlomuta Verb LLL 3 to disappear (of sun at sunset) 
TSOV-1523 tluntlama Verb LLL 3 to squat on heels 
TSOV-1524 tshiketa Verb LLL 3 to let go, relax grip on 
TSOV-1525 gwitsila Verb LLL 3 freeze 
TSOV-1526 navela Verb LLL 3 to long for, desire 
TSOV-1527 rivala Verb LLL 3 to forget, to be stupid 
TSOV-1528 tindzava Verb LLL 3 to sit down 
TSOV-1529 tshinela Verb LLL 3 to approach 
TSOV-1530 xambila Verb LLL 3 to do work for the first time 
TSOV-1531 yingisa Verb LLL 3 to listen carefully, obey 
TSOV-1532 n'watseka Verb LLL 3 to shake water off hands 
TSOV-1533 olela Verb LLL 3 to pick up, collect 
TSOV-1534 olola Verb LLL 3 to straighten out as curved stick 
TSOV-1535 ongola Verb LLL 3 to nurse sick person 
TSOV-1536 kapatsa Verb LLL 3 to carry light burden on the shoulders 
TSOV-1537 paluxa Verb LLL 3 to reveal, to come out with the truth 
TSOV-1538 pfaleka Verb LLL 3 to permit of being closed 
TSOV-1539 pfalula Verb LLL 3 to open again something closed 
TSOV-1540 pfurheta Verb LLL 3 to blow a fire 
TSOV-1541 phalala Verb LLL 3 to assemble from all directions responding to alar 
TSOV-1542 phamula Verb LLL 3 to split, make to split 
TSOV-1543 phikula Verb LLL 3 to lift up heavey load as hut roof 
TSOV-1544 phirhweka Verb LLL 3 to be sated, tired of same food everyday 
TSOV-1545 phokola Verb LLL 3 to strike a blow with stick 
TSOV-1546 poxisa Verb LLL 3 to find fault as parents of a soon marrying girl 
TSOV-1547 pyetlesa Verb LLL 3 to walk on slippery mushy surface 
TSOV-1548 rhimila Verb LLL 3 to blow one's nose with one's fingers alternately 
TSOV-1549 rhundzela Verb LLL 3 to urinate for, at 
TSOV-1550 rilela Verb LLL 3 to weep with, shown one's sympathy with 
TSOV-1551 rimila Verb LLL 3 to snivel, snuffle 
TSOV-1552 ririsa Verb LLL 3 to cause to cray, help to cary 
TSOV-1553 thathela Verb LLL 3 to exaggerate 
TSOV-1554 tlakula Verb LLL 3 to lift and carry with both hands 
TSOV-1555 tlakusa Verb LLL 3 to raise, lift up, put higher 
TSOV-1556 tlhakisa Verb LLL 3 to cause female to elope, to abscond 
TSOV-1557 tlhandlama Verb LLL 3 to follow, to come after 
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TSOV-1558 tlhekuta Verb LLL 3 to jerk child upwards on one's back 
TSOV-1559 tlhelela Verb LLL 3 to return, go back for something 
TSOV-1560 tlhokola Verb LLL 3 to stamp soaked maize in mortar to remove testa 
TSOV-1561 tlhuvutsa Verb LLL 3 to soften hide previously soaked in water 
TSOV-1562 tsanyula Verb LLL 3 to stretch as elastic 
TSOV-1563 tseleka Verb LLL 3 to put not on fire for cooking 
TSOV-1564 tshikela Verb LLL 3 to lay eggs 
TSOV-1565 tshivela Verb LLL 3 to kindle fire 
TSOV-1566 tshovela Verb LLL 3 to reap, harvest 
TSOV-1567 tsuvula Verb LLL 3 to uproot, pull up as weeds 
TSOV-1568 tumbeta Verb LLL 3 to conceal 
TSOV-1569 vandzeka Verb LLL 3 to place on fire to warm up again 
TSOV-1570 veleka Verb LLL 3 to bear (human, animal, tree0 
TSOV-1571 virisa Verb LLL 3 to boil as water 
TSOV-1572 vungunya Verb LLL 3 to poke fun at, tease 
TSOV-1573 yevuka Verb LLL 3 to peel, get skin or bark peeled off 
TSOV-1574 dumela Verb LLL 3 attack 
TSOV-1575 handzula Verb LLL 3 tear down 
TSOV-1576 penyuluka Verb LLLL 4 to be everted, turned inside out 
TSOV-1577 susumeta Verb LLLL 4 to push forward, thrust, incite 
TSOV-1578 pharaketa Verb LLLL 4 to throw mud at 
TSOV-1579 pimanisa Verb LLLL 4 to reckon, assess, estimate 
TSOV-1580 ringanyeta Verb LLLL 4 to compare, make equal, make even 
TSOV-1581 rivalela Verb LLLL 4 to forgive, pardon 
TSOV-1582 susetela Verb LLLL 4 to take away, severally 
TSOV-1583 tamerisa Verb LLLL 4 to give to hold, hand to 
TSOV-1584 tikirheta Verb LLLL 4 to place so as to stand secure 
TSOV-1585 tshikelela Verb LLLL 4 to push down, push against 
TSOV-1586 tshivelela Verb LLLL 4 to feed a fire, put on more fuel 
TSOV-1587 yengetela Verb LLLL 4 to send another into danger 
TSOV-1588 engetela Verb LLLL 4 add 
TSOV-1589 n'wayitela Verb LLLL 4 to smile 
TSOV-1590 ololoka Verb LLLL 4 to extend onself, stretch 
TSOV-1591 patlalala Verb LLLL 4 to cower, lie down flat 
TSOV-1592 phurhumuka Verb LLLL 4 to stand open, go open of own accord 
TSOV-1593 rhetemuka Verb LLLL 4 to slip, as on a peel 
TSOV-1594 rhurhumela Verb LLLL 4 to shiver, tremble as feeling cold or fright 
TSOV-1595 ririsana Verb LLLL 4 to console one another 
TSOV-1596 sihalala Verb LLLL 4 to be tough, resistant 
TSOV-1597 tatasela Verb LLLL 4 to articulate first syllables as baby's first spee 
TSOV-1598 tlharhamuka Verb LLLL 4 to become unravelled, to rise up 
TSOV-1599 tsuvukela Verb LLLL 4 to appear (sun), come out easily 
TSOV-1600 vandzekana Verb LLLL 4 to be next to one another as villages 
TSOV-1601 xalamuka Verb LLLL 4 to return to normal state 
TSOV-1602 yingisela Verb LLLL 4 to listen carefully 
TSOV-1603 basuluka Verb LLLL 4 fade 
TSOV-1604 rivateka Verb LLLL 4 to waste time, to be absentminded 
TSOV-1605 soholoka Verb LLLL 4 to be twisted, bent 
TSOV-1606 tshambuluka Verb LLLL 4 to be stretched out as arm 
TSOV-1607 yingayinga Verb LLLL 4 to roam, rove 
TSOV-1608 phikelela Verb LLLL 4 to persevere, continue stubbornly 
TSOV-1609 tumbuluka Verb LLLL 4 to be formed, created 
TSOV-1610 ololoxa Verb LLLL 4 to straighten out something crooked, bent 
TSOV-1611 penyuludza Verb LLLL 4 to evert, turn insider out 
TSOV-1612 penyuluta Verb LLLL 4 to evert, as eyelid 
TSOV-1613 pfhapfhamisa Verb LLLL 4 to cause to sizzle, fry 
TSOV-1614 pfurhetela Verb LLLL 4 to blow as a fire, inflate as a tyre 
TSOV-1615 phakamisa Verb LLLL 4 to lift, heave up 
TSOV-1616 phurhumula Verb LLLL 4 to unwind, as spring 
TSOV-1617 pukutsela Verb LLLL 4 to rub leaves in one's hands 
TSOV-1618 pyetleseka Verb LLLL 4 to walk on slippery mushy surface 
TSOV-1619 rimetela Verb LLLL 4 to plough or hoe here and there 
TSOV-1620 sohetela Verb LLLL 4 to twist, tie many things 
TSOV-1621 soholota Verb LLLL 4 to twist (a matter to avoid being convicted) 
TSOV-1622 thlarhamula Verb LLLL 4 to unravel, untie, unroll 
TSOV-1623 tlomutela Verb LLLL 4 to angle, fish with line and hook 
TSOV-1624 tshambuluta Verb LLLL 4 to stretch out, extend 
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TSOV-1625 tshirimuxa Verb LLLL 4 to scatter be dispersed 
TSOV-1626 tshovelela Verb LLLL 4 to break into small bits 
TSOV-1627 tumbelela Verb LLLL 4 to hide onself for 
TSOV-1628 tumbuluxa Verb LLLL 4 to create 
TSOV-1629 vandzekela Verb LLLL 4 to cook meal in water 
TSOV-1630 wisetela Verb LLLL 4 to cause to fall all over 
TSOV-1631 yayarhela Verb LLLL 4 to cut down, destroy left and right 
TSOV-1632 avanyisa Verb LLLL 4 adjudicate 
TSOV-1633 encenyeta Verb LLLL 4 dramatise 
TSOV-1634 nyunganyungeka Verb LLLLL 5 to act as if one wants to leave 
TSOV-1635 tshirimukela Verb LLLLL 5 to fall upon as a stack of bricks on a man 
TSOV-1636 enerisa mbilu Verb LLLLLH 6 satisfy 
 
Part 3: Adjectives, adverbs and other parts of speech 
ID-by-POS Dictionary Entry POS Tone SyllNr Meaning 
TSOW-0001 ntshwa ADJ H 1 new, young 
TSOW-0002 nene ADJ HH 2 good, right, true 
TSOW-0003 nyingi ADJ HH 2 many 
TSOW-0004 tsanana ADJ HHL 3 very small 
TSOW-0005 kulukumba ADJ HHLH 4 big, very big, important, old 
TSOW-0006 nghasi ADJ HL 2 such 
TSOW-0007 nharhu ADJ HL 2 three 
TSOW-0008 nhrarhu ADJ HL 2 three 
TSOW-0009 tsongo ADJ HL 2 small, slight 
TSOW-0010 n'we ADJ L 1 one 
TSOW-0011 mbirhi ADJ LH 2 two 
TSOW-0012 ngani ADJ LH 2 how many how much 
TSOW-0013 kwi ADV H 1 where, whence, whither 
TSOW-0014 le ADV H 1 there, at, in , by 
TSOW-0015 handle ADV HH 2 outside, beyond 
TSOW-0016 ndzhaku ADV HH 2 behind, backwards, after 
TSOW-0017 khwatsi ADV HH 2 gently, softly, quietly, slowly 
TSOW-0018 laho ADV HH 2 there (where you are) 
TSOW-0019 lomo ADV HH 2 there 
TSOW-0020 ntsena ADV HH 2 only just, merely, for nothing, gratis 
TSOW-0021 sweswo ADV HH 2 thus, so, in this way 
TSOW-0022 hansi ADV HH 3 belos, lower down 
TSOW-0023 kwalaho ADV HHH 3 there, yonder 
TSOW-0024 n'wexemu ADV HHH 3 last year 
TSOW-0025 sweswinyana ADV HHHL 4 presently, a few moments ago 
TSOW-0026 sweswisweswi ADV HHHL 4 immediately, at once 
TSOW-0027 haleno ADV HHL 3 here, hither 
TSOW-0028 manuku ADV HHL 3 then, thus 
TSOW-0029 swonghasi ADV HHL 3 so much, to such degree 
TSOW-0030 ana ADV HL 2 already 
TSOW-0031 hala ADV HL 2 there 
TSOW-0032 khale ADV HL 2 long ago, in olden times 
TSOW-0033 kwala ADV HL 2 here 
TSOW-0034 kwini ADV HL 2 where 
TSOW-0035 sweswi ADV HL 2 now 
TSOW-0036 tano ADV HL 2 so, thus 
TSOW-0037 haxawa ADV HLH 3 next year 
TSOW-0038 halahaya ADV HLHL 4 yonder, over there 
TSOW-0039 kwalaha ADV HLL 3 here 
TSOW-0040 la ADV L 1 here 
TSOW-0041 henhla ADV LH 2 above, on 
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TSOW-0042 tani hi ADV LH H 3 like, for example 
TSOW-0043 namuntlha ADV LHH 3 today 
TSOW-0044 kunene ADV LHH 3 indeed, really, exactly, certainly 
TSOW-0045 kusuhi ADV LHH 3 near, nearby 
TSOW-0046 kutsongo ADV LHH 3 (after V) a little, (before V) nearly, almost 
TSOW-0047 lahayaa ADV LHH 3 over there, far away 
TSOW-0048 ntsungeni ADV LHH 3 on the other side of valley, river 
TSOW-0049 kusuhana ADV LHHH 4 not very far, further than kusuhi 
TSOW-0050 hinkwako ADV LHL 3 everywhere 
TSOW-0051 mundlwani ADV LHL 3 the day after tomorrow 
TSOW-0052 lahaya ADV LHL 3 there, yonder 
TSOW-0053 namuntlha ADV LHL 3 today 
TSOW-0054 nan'waka ADV LHL 3 this year 
TSOW-0055 tolweni ADV LHL 3 the day before yesterday 
TSOW-0056 kan'we ADV LL 2 once 
TSOW-0057 khale ADV LL 2 long agao 
TSOW-0058 kule ADV LL 2 far 
TSOW-0059 laha ADV LL 2 here, there 
TSOW-0060 lani ADV LL 2 here, there 
TSOW-0061 lomu ADV LL 2 here, where (relat.) 
TSOW-0062 ngopfu ADV LL 2 very, much, greatly 
TSOW-0063 swin'we ADV LL 2 together 
TSOW-0064 tolo ADV LL 2 yesterday 
TSOW-0065 matolo ADV LLL 3 last night, yesterday evening 
TSOW-0066 mundzuku ADV LLL 3 tomorrow 
TSOW-0067 kan'wekan'we ADV LLLL 4 at once, immediately 
TSOW-0068 ngopfu-ngopfu ADV LLLL 4 above all, especially, chiefly 
TSOW-0069 ntlhandlakambirhi ADV LLLLH 5 secondly, furthermore, moreover 
TSOW-0070 tlhandlakambirhi ADV LLLLH 5 secondly, moreover, furthermore 
TSOW-0071 hinkwa- DET HH 2 all, whole 
TSOW-0072 kulorhi DET HHL 3 my fellow N (N-kulorhi) 
TSOW-0073 kuloni DET HHL 3 your fellow N (N kuloni) 
TSOW-0074 khume DET HL 2 ten 
TSOW-0075 kulobye DET HLH 3 his fellow N (N-kulobye) 
TSOW-0076 ha Other L 1 by means of because of 
TSOW-0077 ha Other L 1 still 
TSOW-0078 hi Other L 1 we, us 
TSOW-0079 ka Other L 1 at, to, times 
TSOW-0080 ke Other L 1 interrogative suffix 
TSOW-0081 na Other L 1 and, with, also 
TSOW-0082 ku Other L 1 obj. pron 2nd pers. sing. 
TSOW-0083 nga Other L 1 formative relative conjug., past, future 
TSOW-0084 nga Other L 1 pronoun subject cl 1 3 rd person sg 
TSOW-0085 nge Other L 1 formative 
TSOW-0086 kute loko Other LLLL 4 when (V in past tense) 
TSOW-0087 kutaku loko Other LLLLL 5 when, if (V in future tense) 
TSOW-0088 makwangala Other LLLL  4 very long ago (in phrase) 
TSOW-0089 dyi- Other H 1 Aug. & derog. noun prefix 
TSOW-0090 kanharhu Other 0HL 3 three times 
TSOW-0091 hi Other H 1 by, by means of 
TSOW-0092 nga Other H 1 formative of neg future 
TSOW-0093 nga Other H 1 formative potential mood ('may') 
TSOW-0094 nga Other H 1 possessive pronoun formative 1st pers sing 
TSOW-0095 si Other H 1 not yet (vb. Pref. neg. forms only) 
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TSOW-0096 rhwala Other HH 2 carry on head or shoulder 
TSOW-0097 loko Other HH 2 when, if, as 
TSOW-0098 swange Other HH 2 it looks as if, it seems 
TSOW-0099 onge Other HH 2 probably, one would say, it seems as if 
TSOW-0100 xewe Other HH 2 salutation of women 
TSOW-0101 manano Other HHH 3 mother! (interjective) 
TSOW-0102 ndawini Other HHH 3 interj. to announce when arrive in a village 
TSOW-0103 kutani Other HHH 3 then, thereupon, at last 
TSOW-0104 kava loko Other HHHH 4 and then, when (with past tense verb) 
TSOW-0105 hikokwalaho Other HHHHH 5 it is because of… 
TSOW-0106 mahlweni Other HHL 3 in front, before, further on 
TSOW-0107 mawaku Other HHL 3 if only, would that 
TSOW-0108 leswaku Other HHL 3 that (conjunctive) 
TSOW-0109 xewani Other HHL 3 a salutation 
TSOW-0110 hambaneke Other HHLH 4 apart 
TSOW-0111 avuxeni Other HHLL 4 good morning 
TSOW-0112 ina Other HL 2 yes 
TSOW-0113 mani Other HL 2 who, someone (pl. vamani) 
TSOW-0114 leswi Other HL 2 as, because (conj. followed by rel. clause) 
TSOW-0115 vomu Other HL 2 gener. In ha- with malice afterthought 
TSOW-0116 xana Other HL 2 interrogative 
TSOW-0117 kaku loko Other HL HH 4 and when (with pres. tense verb) 
TSOW-0118 kambirhi Other HLH 3 twice 
TSOW-0119 mayana Other HLH 3 expressing a wish to have what others have 
TSOW-0120 gegetsu Other HLH 3 scale of fish 
TSOW-0121 mawee Other HLL 2 of dismay, Mother (interj.) 
TSOW-0122 hikuva Other HLL 3 because 
TSOW-0123 nga Other L 1 neg. dep. vb. pref 
TSOW-0124 ngi Other L 1 1. conditional, 2. probability 3. impf. relat. 
TSOW-0125 hambi Other LH 2 although, though 
TSOW-0126 hina Other LH 2 we, us (pronoun) 
TSOW-0127 karhi Other LH 2 while, whilst 
TSOW-0128 karhi Other LH 2 so many 
TSOW-0129 kasi Other LH 2 whereas, and yet, but 
TSOW-0130 mina Other LH 2 I, me 
TSOW-0131 ncini Other LH 2 what is it? 
TSOW-0132 laye Other LH 2 serve you right! that will teach you! 
TSOW-0133 n'wina Other LH 2 ye, you 
TSOW-0134 vona Other LH 2 (absol. Pron.) they 
TSOW-0135 yena Other LH 2 he, she 
TSOW-0136 yini Other LH 2 what 
TSOW-0137 rikwavo Other LHH 3 only in ka -. At his or their place/country 
TSOW-0138 rikwenu Other LHH 3 only in ka -, at your place/country 
TSOW-0139 rikwerhu Other LHH 3 only in ka - , at my/our place/country 
TSOW-0140 matshan'weni Other LHHL 4 instead of, as to, with respect to 
TSOW-0141 maswivo Other LHL 3 there you are! you see! 
TSOW-0142 n'winawe Other LHL 3 you over there 
TSOW-0143 waswivo Other LHL 3 there now! You see! 
TSOW-0144 karhikarhi Other LHLH 4 such and such things, this and that 
TSOW-0145 mahlanga Other LLH 3 parting salutation to unexpectedly met one 
TSOW-0146 kungani Other LLH 3 how often, how many times 
TSOW-0147 xikarhi Other LLH 3 between, amongst 
TSOW-0148 marhumbyini Other LLLL 4 on the lap, on the knees 
TSOW-0149 xitshuketa Other LLLL 4 threatening or frigthening surprise 
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5. Notes  
• In Part 1, TSON means Xitsonga nouns. 
o Nouns are organized based on noun classes, tone, and number of syllables. 
• In Part 2, TSOV means Xitsonga verbs. 
o Verbs are organized based on tone and number of syllables.  
• In Part 3, TSOW means other parts of speech from Xitsonga. 
o The other parts of speech are organized based on tone and number of syllables 
• SyllNr means syllable number. 
• Aug. means augmentation. 
• Derog. Means derogatory.  
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